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PREFACE

The research reported here was carried out under contract number

*INSA2'02918 'with the National Science Foundation, from September 1, 1982

to February 29, 1984. The,. aim of the project was to compare langUage

changeand maintenance in two rural highland communities in northwest

.Arkanaaa:and:southern West Virginia.

Thestudy reported here had to` be carried out.as.a team effort

which:reqUired considerable coordination in several different sites,

including Arkansas, West Virginia and Washington, D.C. In,Arkansas,

Oanjo Dube coordinated the fieldWork effort:and waareaponsOle for

establishing )ocal contacts and setting Alp interviews. She.wati; aided in

,:her:effort by a number, of extremely helpful individuals.. Billy, Higgins'

was an invaluable localesource about the aocio-historical background'
1

resource

of'thearea and alsoserVedas a principal fieldworker. Jerry Parker

! .

also setved as a ,fieldworker and conducted 'many rich natural interviews

With:Rica]: residents. For-the interviews conducted .by Dube, sick

`principal. of OarkHigh School, was extremely helpful.1

gaining access td younger residents of the area. Without his POsitiVe

coOperation,,the interviews with these adolescents and teenagers

-

have been'impossible. Alab-Phelpful in obtaining information about

area were: were Lillian Nickell historian of JohnSoe,COUniy since 1956,

ElMo' Carter, clerk ofiJohnSon, County'. To ..be treated to such delightful

folks and unselfish assistance made the fieldwork and readarchcarriedr

Out in the Ozarks a, most pleasant experience..



The supplementary interviews conducted in West Virginia'were done

by Rebecca Bills, who also conducted Manyof our interviews in the 'brims
o

gina study. As a native of the area who now combines eAPertise in

sociolthguistics with' indigeriOus insight, she is Withoutlpeevin her'

,ability to bridge the academic and'vernacular world., Bhe,wasAiii

indispensable in this study as she,was in our initial entre into

Appalachia.
4

Kristin Franckiewicz prepared typescripts for many of the recor-
'

dings, with great care and. efficiency and we'thank her. Ruby'

Berkemeyer, of qAL, also typescripted some_of the ).nterviews'and typed

portions of the final report as well, as she has so often Aonefor CAL.

over the ;,past ten years. As always; she was tolerant of our UncOpver:

tional time schedule in't e final hoiXrs of completion. 'AS:this was her

last project at CAL, w wa t to acknowledge her enduring' patience with

our inevitable requetts and .her 'admirable performance. under unrealistAC

time limitations.

ti

Although the final report is a team effort different individuals

took the lead at various Points in writing the final manuscript. ivanjO

Dube was primarily responpible for.writing. up.the loCal hittor5Aand

deMographics of the OZarks and DOnna,.,Ohristian was responsible for

'a

. describing theaimilar,situationin:Appalachia
(Chapter Two). .Christian:

was primarily responSible for the.analyais of .a4ets of the-'auxi liary

(Chapter:Four), personal datives (ChipterFiVe), irregular. rbs

7, .

(Chapter Seve0) and subject-verb doncOrd'(Chapter. high t), n addition to e,.

7

the Preparation .of the intropEtion'with Wolfram,(Chapt r One).; Wolfram.,

.

was respOngible-:fOr the'inalysi4lof.a7prefi4pg (Chap erFive)i the pre--

sentation of Models. of.variation,with-dhristi (Cha ter Three),. the.

i



overall Conclusion (Chapter Nine),-and the organization and preparation

'of the inventory of features (Appendix C). On every, level, then, this

research qualifies as a team effort, and we hope that the report

reflects.the fact

tive team.

that it was a particularly complementary and supports

eactions and comments on the final report are welcomed and

encouraged, There is certainly much more to be said about the com-'

parison of language maintenance and change in Appalachia and the Ozarks,

and the 'implications of this change for a dynamic model of language

Variation, We felt'like. we were just getting started when time"ran out

on the, project. Hopefully, we can keep a-rollin', despite the artificial

Y. 1'
,

, "
.

: iiip

res trictions plated on'research 'by contract deadlines. '1r

Walt 'Wolfram
DOnna Christian
Co-Principal Investigators.
June 1984
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION:

Introduction "to-the Study

The similarities between' the. PeoPlesand cultures of the Appalachian

and 0 :tit'MOuntain .regions have:longbeen recognized. The historical
.

relationship is cl$ar and the parallels in the physical environment-: are

obvious. Given the .social and geographical correspondences between the

two areas, it would not be surprising to find linguistic similarities as

well. In fact, manyobserVers of speech pattern's in:the-Ozarks and

Appalachians have concluded that a close linguistic affinity can simply.,

be assumed. Randolph observes.:

400 every layman who traveisnuch in the Ozar country

knows that some of. the_nlder natives do .speak a peculiar

jargon, deriVed doubtless from thedialect of the

southern,:Appalachiant. (1931:60

Mencken, ifi his compendium on the dialects of English, reiterates this

position:
.

This fountain speech (Appalachian English) is also to

be found in the Ozarks; which lie in the. corner where
/I

Missouri, Arkantas and Oklahoma' meet. It was taken-

there by immigrants . from Appalachia and has filtered

into the adjacent lowlands. :,'(1962:105)

While many similarities between the dialects of these regions are

assumed on the basis Of.limited and anecdotal data, thete exist no

empirical studies to document the.relationship between them.

This compatative investigation of Ozark and. Appalachian English (OE

and AE, respectively), addretaet7pOthe:of the.isaues involved in con-

sidering

...

tbis relationship. The goals of the study are to compare

. -

selected structur in AE and OE in order to (1) examine similarities

13



1

and differences between the. two varieties; (2) .investigate thebehavior

of a range of agerevels (10-700 to determpe patterns Of nhange.in the

qaxig4es;:(3) examine prepe;vation'patterns in AB and OE in 11gi of

increasing to conform. to mainstream norms;,and (4)dompareAE
,

and OE with other non - mainstream varieties as deScribeein:theflitera-
.

. .

ture. The results of this investigation

that folloW.

are reported in the chapters

The circumstances, surrounding the developMent and maintenance of AE

and OE 'lend special interest and import to a comparison of..their

linguistic features. In the-development of a language, a situation ma

A

,arise In which two varieties Itom a common historical source become

separat&a, geograPhically 'and yet maintain quite similar sociocultural

contexts within which. they evolve. A basic queation about Such

, -el'

situation does the evolution of the varicies, including ghe type
)

/-.:
and rate of change, take place.in a parallel fashion, given /the siMi-

,

larity'ot contexta ors is seiectivity_in change manifested:which renders

the varieties distinct? Certain limited anecdotal evid nc available

concerning sUcha situation., for example, frOMddscr ptions of

Vernacular' Black Englishfin differeit northern urb n areas-which'dhlved

from a common southern variety, suggests a degre of comparability of

development (Wolfram and Fasold 1974).v One o the most ideal situations

in which to pursue this line of inquirycan found-in the varieties of

'English in the Ozarks and Appalachia.'

The similarities in .the social, and geographical profiles of these

1 .

tWn.Hregions make them an apprOtiate laboratory for a language study of

thiStype. Both:include relatively isolated rural areas within a moun-

.

:tain range. Historinally, the physical environment has been;a very



important determining factor in the development of eadh area; -Although'

the geographiCal isolation of-the'paSt .has been overcome to a large ,:

extent.with.modern transporE-ation evidence Ofth4s bistorical isolation

remains. -the mountaineer subcUlture which develOped it'll' both regions is

'different from that of other populatibns within the: United St4tes (Coles

1972; Weatherford and BreWer 1962), such as that of the urban resident

ror southern sharecropper.
1

Migratory patterns may have given rise to some of the apparent simi-

larities in Appalachia and the- Ozarks awell. Many of the reSidents'of

the Ozarks apparently came from the Appalachian mountain-range origi-

nally. While there is some question as to the.exact heritage of the

original, settlers a large andienfluential group, the Scottish, began

arriving in Aberica about 1640 and steadily moved to the South-and,.West.

Some writers claim Oat "the.mountain people (are) today largely native'

born AmericIns of Scotch-Irish and Highland'-Scot lineage" (Weatherford
a

and Brewer 1962:4). From the Appalachian mountain range, many of the

migrants to the South and West eventually settled in the Ozarks. This

apparent migratory pattern Is not surprising, since the Ozarks range is

the only extended mountainous area between,the/Appalachians and the

Rocky Mountains.

Thus, the sociolingusitic setting of these regions lotesents an ideal

laboratAy for a comparison of non-mainstream varieties. In the first*

place, it offers an opportunity to examine the current relationship of

varieties which apparently have had an historical affinity but now exist` a

in iTation. The extensions of Linguistic Atlas investigations into

the_Ozarks have indicated that there are a number of features found in

this area which can be traced back to Appalachia (cf. Wood 1963).

15



:

Preliminary investigationsof Arkansas speech ,65.7 Underwood (.1971; 1972;

1973) suggest a number of similarities between the varieties spoken in

these_areas. Foster (1974) findd the two..:arasin general to be much

alike and 'observes thatt

.:,/

.EOMe ofuy::bign work..k .and. sOme of Underwood'SstUdies

'indiCate that this similarity extends tolanguage also

and that,J10:(Rur 1 Gzark

(

has morein ebmmon with ..

Appalechian'dialeCtS:in the-east than with any other

'English dialect. There ,re Very, little comparative

Adata, howeVer.,197.4:1):.? ''

While such sources #re suggestive of a close relationship, only tomPre-

hensive.examination of the structural details of these varieties

establish the full exten of the similarities and differences and

contribute to' an explanatory account of these phenomena

c5n

Given the sociolinguistic.context, a comparative studi\ lso provides

an important laboratory for examining language change unde

1

ditions of relative isaation. Thee direetion Hof the langu

ar con--

the selected preservation
particularistructures, and the re ative

rate of change have significance far beyond this study, but this'

situation offers an ideal settingsto probe some

4 t
covfext the'data provide an important test case for the model of

language change.which provides aframeworkNfor this study (i.e. the

of these queitions.

Edel found in .worksi, such as Weinreich, Labov and Herzog 1960 Labov.

1972a, Bailey-1973 and L.4bov 1981). Data.for related, varieties changfn%

.(7

under'similar conditions in different'regions is particularly-important

lexamining claims about thuniformity of stages that language changes

participate in. Finah4R. situation provides an important setting

,re Ltt

to. examine the relationship of varieties such as these not their

relation to each other but also in.their relation to other.

16



non natrea varieeles of English andftd'examine'the notion. of a con,'.
. .

tinuum Of)eiai:ct diVergenziLi

N.,

-V er5tanding. the prOdeas of evoluion,..daintenance modificaeiOn

of linguistiC.:diver;ity4pkes
d

a signi,catt'-Chailenge for stndentS

p.afiguage An.actounf th se.prOcesSes ,cannot be found in

unidimensidhai, simplistic, m!sdel of language and/or society; it demInlis

mi-empirical-basia4Which ieinherenay multi7dimensionalandehould

77" cover a variety oftiVerse language s tuations. As Labov (19b1:8)

concludes, afteram:extensive'discussion aimed at resolVing the neograM.,

ma;ian contrOlersy-in the light of evidence from leXical:difflision;.-1

theories of language variation and change take sting and grow Strong
.

only to the extent that they' keep their"connection with the realities of

. I

the everyd4y world. ttudies4of lang>vvatiation in different corn-
/ _

r:!munity settings have taught ut..am6,:but t ere. much to learn-as

we broaden our examination of.sociOlinguistic. situation - This,%study is

aimed at expanding our unde'rstandingof language variation 'and change

throug e.-investigation of a somewhat unique sociolinguistic situation

}
that exists am*" American .English dialects.

4
Data Collection

The data:lorthis study
.

consist of tape-recorded speeCh saftles

collectediin'interviews with residents of Appalachia.and 'the Oiarks.

/

The majority of the Appalachian interviews were obtained in the fall of

1974, for another study:reported on in Wolfram.and Christian (1975).1

This corpus contained tapes of speakers from Monroe and Mercer Counties,

West Vieginia, a site selected originally becausejt was representative

of. ntral/southern Appalachia, relatively homogeneous,;and populated

, 517

e



largely, bythe type of speaker des recl/for-th6tample, loWer.and lower-

,Middle,'OocfpeconotiC):-.oIastWhites.. In order - to minimize any artifi
. .

. . .

setting,members of.the local com-

munities acted asfieldw§rkVs and cOnducted,thete inter4ieWs. :In,ail

...129 tape-recorded saMO et of -spontaneous.cativersation were i;haiale fiom
1.\

.:. .

the.esilier study.

for the current study, a ei::$4.aOld corpus of Ozark.. speech data was

needed, and 'b number of additional, interviews were, required tor the

Appalachian torpus as well, in order tofill out the repretentation in

.. .
. .

theCoiderage groupa..These rape ,?eco4ings.were:gollected in the_fall.

of 4902 and ipring'.4;.1983; as in, the earlier st?dy,--thel3rimaiy

.Workers were loCal community Members. A,iluet7ifi3naaire WasjkoVided,

.

listing a range of.qpttiont on e Ohildhood,gardesuhting,

farming, ghost stories-4401e < ke,- that *eie designed to stim4iate

Conyersation,burin mesa case-s'the fi wofkers 'had little need:to'1

refer,to it. Conversations 4losied freely ancLmany:of4A ropicsliated
. ,

came up natUrall)' dUring, t course .Cof.:,the-Anterws.

,

'The Oz ark t.to oOme,fraM the northwest oornerof-Arkantas4 from
0- .. 44;

Johnson County,and neighboring Areas :( e Chapter ,Two 7for a description,

,

of:the region). total:of 59.sqbjects were interviewed, 30,female8:.and

29 mat= -fOrLthe Most part lower,socio-economic Whites who WereHbord--

.
-

and" Sedin the areas 'In%addition,-7 interviews that had been donpin

19.781by one of our fieldworkers3 were also made available'to us.-These
-

included .6 males and 4 feMales. In all4 then, 69. iubjects Were repre-
:,

sented in the Ozark corpus, ranging An age from 11 to 91.

The additional Appalachian data were obtained in interviews` with

a

residents of Mercercounty, West Virginia, one of the: two .counties



1 ,

.

Included in (4tr eerlierudy.YA total of 15\4,..subjOrts were added to the

sample 10 maleeafid 5',females tb.fill-out the older age"' grow_ These
.

age groups were ettablithed so that age gifferen6es that- might be
.

related ,to langnagecharlies;,1 progress:.coOldbe., xabined.. Although wr:e*,

.,

may noCalways have Tess xo detailed.accOuntS:.of t,he specific4le guag

.

'behavior within.a community ax different timeyeriodsp,.ix is possibl -to".-:-

,,,.. ,.

ot.Serlie language changes that are taking place ,through 7apperentlime",..
-.-;y ,

:...

(Labdv 466:318). FroithUNperspectiYe4 We'View.,different generations.
.k

Within a population as ireflection.j..ot aiffererit-time levels.

. ,' :, ,.,tigr,,,_ .

While the spedific age categories chnOpkg. :gui ".cle the data eollec

ft,. ''' . '.! ,,.; .;1,s7_74 i,,...,. -0

to some.
$
extrent

: arbitrary,z,the'breakdoWn °Cage levels:
. -

. ,.
,

-. is intended to-.give a picture of the. eaguage situation across .severe*

..0.01i process are

generations. first age .group 1.01 -represents the post-

acquisitional rind :of the emergitg-generatiO0Of Speakers of

'Appalachia and Uzark varieties.f Tke,*30 yeatOld subjects retire-Sent

those speakers who are establithing'their r l'eS.within:the community,

whereas the 31-50 year old'grOuPhaS liready sits
respect to their language uSage. The -70 and,above'7U age leVels

& .

' A

represent an older generati4 w1g,11 might reflect thelangudge situation:
!.:

I

of an earlier period in terms of the framework of apparent t be. The 2r' .1.....,

e 'desiriptive and theoretical ,age dimension is crucial as we ex

aspecs.( of language preservation and change.' During data oollectidn,

.
.

theiy, a balance of interviews from the 5 age groups was maintained, with
a

%
,...-

equal distribution according to sex as well.

A ,
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The Lingui.stic:,'Sample,

; -

-',FrOm,thA L,x ) s: u. blTzts,.Con. s4tur i n g the ful l sample, ,a

:its- 1.41elified as
ttidan:iYtiC-;a;plef Lof.*ehesUlb.jects: r the ana-

:,- .'''.44'... " , .-

smaller. set

,

'jytrSample:lor the earli4rAF4tudy who. Met ,tee..11ge..requireMents were

uded in thecurrent i'atiple(a...tOtal.-of-..47).,. 'ibis led to a-somewhat

3,;.
.

O. t , . 1

cider representation r the'yoUnger AE-sPealcers,;bUt sinCe.,earli,er

.)
form the basis.for comparisons ..-4,4"re-(based on that

be. no reduCing
. ,

1, :

.

4

'Prom fhe,

samplee inclusion in the analyac sample was t,

alyses whiCh were to
0!

grodp,';there seemed to

speech

based on three factors: (1) aTount of speech by the-subject (2) quality

the recording and ('3) age group' representation: Since most subjects

provided an adeqUate speech sample, 064etter two factors were

the best 'quality redordinge were chosen for ,each age/sex
A

-Take 1.1 gives the total number,; o#,.,rubj cts analytic.

?decisive;

4

category,

sample by

.subjects,

age andseXt AppendiX A:displays of'fUll listing of these

with relevant, backgrotindinformation,on.eachl.ndividual.,

U -15

5-
'16-30

.'

31' -$0

51-70

70+

Totals 31

Group Total 6
4

40

A 4

Table 1.1i. Subjectts in,L,the Analytic Sampil: by Age and Sex

e

Male

9 10

6

5 5

OE

Male

3

4

3

4

4

Female.
.

5

\,6
4
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Once.the analytic sample tapes were identified a transcript of each
'6

interview was prepared. These typescripts do not serve as data in any

A

Way at all; they are simply guides to the interviews. They serve more

4
kike road maps, allowing easy refereve to particular instances.

jiowgver, any time:data extraction waS done, thetape recordings of the:

interviews were directly.tonsnited. The typescripts were prepared in

,

normal orthography, with no attempt at .phonetic transCription. ExceiPts

frOm two of the tyrscriOts, one each frim the AE andtUE samples:are

appended (Appendix 13), topillustrate the hature.of the typescripts and

to exemplify the types of interviews that were obtained.

.Appalachian and Ozark English

,
In the report that follows, the terms "Appalachian English"

A

(abbreviated- AE) and "Ozark English" (OE) will be-used in a somewhat

loose way: ,Jhey are not intended as a-reference to the speech of 41 .

-714people whv live. in ,Appalachia or :the Ozarks even if ,the regions are

.defined quite_marrowly. 141 the present context, the terms are employed

to cover the ggnetal variety of English spoken by the. people in the

regions from which the samples have been obtained (southeastern Weit

Virginia and.nordrestern Arkansas) and what is being described is, in

4.

V.actualty, the speech only of .those rosidents of the area who became
,

members of the sample,'I by and large part of the working class rural

pop4ation. However, indications are that this group shares many

linguistic characteristics with other working class groups in

central/southern Appalachia and the Ozarks (from informal observations

and other available descriptions). Thus, although the precise referents

of AE and OE in the following discussion are the speech patterns of the
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rather restricted group of members of the sample, it seems likely that

the observations made would apply to the speech of more broadly defined

areas.

It is appropriate at this point,to offer some comments on the notion_

,of Standard English which will be used as a comparative. norm. This term

.

designatesthe sUMbr linguistic forms.'judged to be socially acceptable
Alb

by people in a position.to make these judgments. As observed by Wolfram

and Fasold, (1974:21) every society has people in such a position, and

44

their judgments of what is,a6Ceptable in language constitute the infor

mal standard for that language. Sincethere is variation among

standard, acceptable forms, the varieties Of English spoken. that are,.

socially accepted will be ,called "mainstream" varieties; they may differ,

to some degree from each other, but then are all evaluated as

acceptable.. "Mainstream" is distinguished from "standard," (and

"non4nainstream" from "non standard ") in the following way. . When we

speak Of.particular forms of a lnguage, they can be considered to be

"standard" if they conform to the type-*infopal norms just mentioned.

In this frams f reference then, you were: represents the standard. form

of agreement for that combination of subject and verb, while you" was

would be a nonstandard form. A variety of a:language, on the other

hand, is a composite of the-language use of a group of people, such as

the speech patterns of upper middle class whites in a particular region.

It would not be appropriate to .designate varieties in the same way as

linguistic. forms, since those with degrees of nonstandard form usage

have a large amount of standard form usage as well. Varieties are con

sidered to be "mainstream" or "nonmainstream",labels which are

intended to reflect the fact that speakers tend to be mainstream 'tn.,

10
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non-maiihstreaMlsocially-as well as linguisticallyv: It follows that

mainstream varieties include predominantly standard linguistic forms,

while non - mainstream varieties have varying degrees of nonstandard

usage. Standard English is., then, an artifact containing o ly standard

forms which is represented by a. number of mainstream varieti
-

The Present Study

The study reported on in the following chapters deals with 'he com-

parison of two varieties of English, AE and. OE, on selected struc4&res.

In Chapter Two, we describe the setting for the study, the particu ar

histoiical and socio-cultural context in which the varieties are

enmeshed. Chapter Three sets out the fFamework for the comparison of

-linguistic structures, discussing qualitative and quantitative language

differentiation as well as models.of language variation and language

change which will come into play. The next five chapters present the

discussions of particular linguistic structures, describing the.variabi- \

lity of each-feature-and comparing-its usage in AE and OE. Chapters

Four and Five, deal with basically qualitatively-described features - -non-

participle done (Four) andpersontl dative (Five). Aprefixing, a relic

construction still preserved in.both AE and OE, is the topic of Chapter

Six, and its analysis has both strong descriptive and quantitative

aspects. Finally, Chapters Seven and Eight reat?the features whose of

irregular, verb usage (Seven) and subject-verb concord (Eight), both

descriptively and within the implicational analysis framework. Finally,.

an overview of the comparison Of OE and AE On these structures and a

discussion (4 the findings are given in Chapter Nine. In the

Appendices, a list of the individuals in the analytic sample is given_

11 23



(Appendix A), followed by excerpts from the typescripts of two inter

views. The final Appendix (C) presents an inventory of features that

characterize OE and-AE.

4



Notes to Chalter One

1
The earlier study of Appalachian English was funded4by theNNational

Institute of Education, in a grant to the Center for Applied Linguistics

(number NIB-G-74-0026), with Walt Wolfram as'principal investigator

(September, 1974 to August 1975).

2
The exception to this was the collection of data from school-aged

4

subjects. These interviews were conducted by Nanjo Dube, a member of

the research team, who is a residentisof Aikinsas, but not from the same

section of the state as our sample.

3Billy Higgins had tape-recorded' these interviews; with diderimembers

of the community for a project on life and work in the Ozarks, which was

funded by the Arkansas Endowment foi the Humanities. We are grateful to

him for allowing us to make copies of these tapes for use in our

investigation.
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CHAPTER TWO

THE SETTING:' HISTORICAL AND SOCIAL CONTEXT

As .noted in the introductory chapter, the Appalachian and Ozark

mountain areas share a number of features beyond their'physical charae

teristics. These similarities, in historical development, current social

and economic conditions and a strong mig4kion connection provide an

ideal background for the study of relatedness among varieties of

Efiglish. In this chapter, we will discuss the sociohistorical context

in which this language study is situated.

The Appalachian Region

The Appalachian auntain sys vers.territory from Maine rio-

Alabatha, but the area.known as 'App ic04.is typically considered to

encompass parts:of Kentucky, Tennessee, Virginia, North Carolina, and

all of.West Virginia. Parts of bordering states are also included in

more official definitions.' In the delineations found, however, West/

Virginia is the only state which ever is included as a whole within this

region. Thus, those features which are most often associated with the

Appalachian area-will apply in.most-cases to the entire state (for

example, the pre odinance of a rural population with few metropolitian

centers). Speech patterns which can be identified with the Appalachian

area are most often associated with the rural sections of.Kently,

Tennessee and West Virginia, Ind to a lesser extent bordering regions in

Virginia and the Carolinas. While there are of course differences from

community to communitY, the English varieties spoken in this region have
..
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been shown to have many features in common (Blanton 1974; Wolfram and

Christian 1975; Montgomery 1979; Miles'19§0.

A brief overview of the history of the central and southern

Appalachians, and of West Virginia in particular, can give some general

indication of the roots of conditions found there today. In the early

years of settlement in the East,, the Cherokee Indian Nation formed the

majOritynf the, inhabitants of this area. After they were driven south,

,:the ShawneeS, who lived along'the Ohio Rivet, used the Southetn part:Of

what is. now West Virginia for their hunting Irounds.2 In-the eighteenth'

`century, settlers began moving west from the Atlantic seaboard, and when

'certain routeSwere found through the mountains, many continued on past .

them. However, some reMained.and settled in homes in valleys and on the

mountainsides themielves. Few permanent settlements survived hoWeVer,
I

until after the Indian population was forced out of the area, even

though a number of forts were established to protect the settlers

(including Wood's Fort and .Gook's Fort in what is now Monroe County,;

West'Virginia (Motley 1973:39)). In addition difficulties were com-

pOunded by the rugged environment of the mountains and, because of

this, when settlements were:maintained -:the people were largely cut, off

from other areas. The romantic:Ticture of the mountaineer, liVing up in

the hills as his ancestors.did was a Wally a fairly accurate one for

many people in this area.,

Many of the early settlers in this region were Pennsylvania Dutch

who migrated south often continuing on to North Carolina. In addition

to the Germans, there were also English, Dutch and smaller groups from

other parts of Europe. However a large and influential group, the

4*
Scottish, began arriving in. America about 1640 and steadily moved to the



south and west (Weatherford and Brewer 1962:2). Those who passed

through 'or remained in the Appalachian territory are thought to have

been mainly the Scotch-Irish, so named because their migration pattern

included a stop in North Ireland before continuing on to the northern-

paris in Aziaerica. other stream of'Scots emigrated directly from the

Highlands, arriving'i ports in the south.) It is not clear, however,

how homogeneous the early population of thearea was., Some writers pre-

sent claims that imply that it was quite homogeneous:

There. has been so' little foteign migration into
the mOuntain'regiOn since the Revolutionary War
that the mountain people today, largely native-7
born Americans of Scotch-Irish and Highland Scot
lineage, arePeculiatlynoteworthy in a nation
that is charAtteri;ed by extraordinary' diverSity
of racial and cultural traits.

(Weatherford and Brewer 1962:4)

This would indicate. that the population prior to the HAvolution was pre-

dominantly Scotch -Irish and Highland. SCOt. However, other investigatote

. .

have arrived at different conclusions:

Many writers have commented on the pure Scotth-

Irish or Pure'Anglo-Saxon_population residingisi

the Applachians at the present time.: The impression

is left that a distinct racial gtoup settledthe
Appalachians and.hasHremained racially pprefor

many generationS,. Actually, no reliable evidence
is available as to the origin of those settling'.:

the Appalachian area....The probability is:that the

settlersOf the mount.iins were representative of
the populationof the nation in the early nine-7-

teenth 'Century.
...(Belcher )

Once permanent settlements were established, two basic styles of

life, developed. The earlier settlers'werer.largely ielf7..sufficient far-
.

mers, whose families lived as comparatiVely independentrunits. However,

when the ,country as a ?hole was growingduring the.nineteenth century

the resources of the region particularly its, lumber and coal,



made the land valuable. .As a result of this, towns began,to'emerge,

some originating as mining and lumbering camps. Coles (1972:494)

describes four kinds of communities that developed:

',First there are the hollows, with scattered poCkets.

of-people-up in the-hills--people_usually related

to' one another and people with little to do but

farm and hunt. Serving a number of these hollows

is usually a larger Community, able to' offer the

surrounding area a'crossroad,store, a.post-office,

a school"... Then there,are:the towns--mill towns.

Here lumbA, and coal are gathered and 'loaded on their

way out of.the region.... Finally, there are the real

urban centers._ They are usualry,prosperous

again, able to 'draw upon the wealth of the..4, nion's

forests and mines;..

The two counties from which our Appalachian data sample

comes -- Monroe and Mercer Counties, West Virginia--include the range of

communities indicated above except for-the urban, center, and thus seem

representative on this level at least, of rural West Virginia and the

larger Appalachian region: They are located_in the far southern part of

West Virginia, bordering on .the state of Virginia:(see

and are similar in terrain, lying within the most rugged parts' of.whai

is termed the 'Ridge and Valley Province' of the Southern Appalachian-

area (Vance 1962:1). However, factors involving other physical features

and related aspects of hietorical developMent have, led to sOme-Igunifi-.

cant differences between the counties today. These differences, which

will be disCussed shortly, give, within a relatively small area, two

basic types of counties representative.ofe larger part of Appalachia.

In the years prior to the Civil War, the two counties'were quite

eimilar, although MerCer County seems to have been settled somewhat

later than-MOnroe. InCorporated as a separate county, in 1799 (then as

a part of the state of Virginia), Monroe County (named.after the fifth

17



Pennsylvania

Figure 2.1. The LocatiOn'of Monroe,County and Mercer County,

West Virginia.



President, Ames Monroe) consisted mainly of subsistence farmers, with

some small, communities, where several families had gathered. Union, now

the county seat, was founded in 1774, and the Rehoboth MethOdist Church,

one of the first churdhes in the area,. , was built outside Union in 1786.

By the mid-1800'6 A sMAI4 resort-type industry had developed when

mineral water was discoVered and springs were established tO.exploit the

claimed healing powers of the water Yincludingited Sulphur Springs and
:

Sweet Springs. However, this industry wasrelatively short- lived,

because other more accessible treatments were found for'the various

ailments (notably tuberculosis) and, probably more importantly, the pre-,

dominantly southern upper class clientele diMinished in numbers asa

result of the Civil War. Some hote3 remained in business until after

'1900, but Attempts at attracting mor northerners were not very success-

ful. 06 the-Subjett. of this resort ndustry after the,Civil War,

Haskell'ShUmAte .(personal communication see Note 2) observed:

AtSalt Sulphur Sprinp there was, a northerner,

he bought the'.Salt Sulphur Springs,. by the name

of Colonel Appleton. And he : carried on for a

while; .He got northern guests. But thenor-
thern guests didn't cater to it like,the southern

and about-the year of 1900 in thit area, it went

Since much of the land.ia,coy)ered by forests _with some areas basically

impossible to farm, lumber bepme an important resource of the county.

However the luMbering that has been done has been mainly in small-scale

Operations and has hot ,bad 4 great impact on the development of the

.county. Thus, Monroe County has changed littlp, and'the economy remains

agriculturally based for the most part.

Both counties ,seem to have been sympathetic with the South at the

time of the.Civii War; however, when the state of West Virginia was

f



created in 1863 in rdaction to the secession of Virginia, they were

'officially northern counties. Alespite this, many of the residents still

aligned themselves with the SoutN with, for example, the hotei at Salt

Sulphur Springs in Monroe County'Alrving as headquarters,for Confederate

troops duting several campaigns (P1 4tley 1973:147) .

Mercei County was not incorporated as a county until 1837 (being a

part of the state of Virginia at thetime), and its major development

took place .later that that of Monroe,and in a different direction.

Although there was .a substantial amount of farming, a more important

factor was the discovery of coal resourOs that were greatly in demand

in the rest of the:natiOn. Thie-reaulte4jn the growth of townt-whose

primary activity centered around mining. -.This naturally led,to greater

population. growth for the county, and by iYou,:it. had 23,023 people, as

compared to Monroe's 13,130 (Sizer 1967). It led to,Mercer's

undergoing the series of changeS inherent in the industrialization pro

cess, while Monroe: remained largely isplated from ma of these changes,

This is not to.say, hawever,'. that ;the counties as a whole are radi!.

cally different today. The rural sections of Mercet County are'6444'
_

like Monroe County, and probably fairly typical ofrurai.Appalachia in

general consisting of a number of small Communities and :relatively

lated groups living in the mountains'.. The main«dif>erencers are foundi

the areas of Mercer County which can be Claisified as 'urban' according

to the 1980 census. This 'urban' area makeeap apprcatimateiy one -third

of the total population of 73,942 and represents onlyl,,two cities,

Princeton, the county' seat (population1,7,493) and Bludftelcr(population
a

16,060). Monroe County, with a 1980 paPulationaf 1248p914.0 urban
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S

areas at all, and its county seat, Union, with 743 residents is the

largest to/wn.
3

As greater attention is being given to the situation in Appalchia

today, Kentucky and West Virginia are often focused on'because.so much

of the discussion revolves around the.mintng Industry.- however, in

paring the two Appalachian counties .being considered here, it can be

seen that the rural counties in this area have faced many of the same

difficulties, except.that the changes in the farming economy may have

been less dramatic than those in mining. The nature of the physical

environment, for example affects all areas, leading to problems like

one pointed out by Ter Horst (1972:37) who notes that the development of

transportation syjtems is difficult because of the expense involved in

, .

building highways. A twolane paved road, at the time he was writing,

cost.two million dollars per mile in mountainous, areas of'West Virginia.

Coles (1972:495) discusses the convergence of factors giving rise to

economic problems:

....difficult terrain that haS-not made the entry

of private capital easy, progressive deforestation,

land erosion, periods of afflubnCe :when 'coal was

king'
mine industry (and a decreasing.national demand.

for coal), pollution that has ruined some of its

fineet.StreamS so that strip.mining_can go: fall

:speed ahead...

Changes in population reflect the economic state of an area, with

prosperity generally coinciding with increases in population. One of

the to6st striking facts about Appalachia is the rate at which it lost

population in the period between 1950 and 1970, through a combination of

:out..ipigration, and deCrease in the birth rate,and West Virginia was

aMong,the hardest. hit (Brown 19724131.). Since 1970, there seems to be

/.
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-Anovement toward population gains once again. Figure 2.2 gives the

V .

POPulatIon ,figures for Monroe and Mercer countie 'for the years 1900 to

1986, showing clearly'the decline during the 190's and 1960's, and the

1
A

more recent recovery. re can be seen that Monroe County, with ,its

farming base, remained stable in.population.untile 1950 -except,for a

decline during the Depresaion.. Mercer County, on the other hand., shows

. a rapid groWth period from 1900 to1950, coinciding with the'developMent

of coal mining and',,then a re dramatic decline to 1970. The influence,

Of coal is aliO evid 'the number of people employed in mining,

,which in Mercer Cou ed.from 3,608 in 1940, to 2',690 In 1950,, to

427 in 1960 (Sizer 1

1
6
,

Highsrates of gral n, thuds, *have been a major of the eco-

nomic situation in the area, With coal mining usuallynsidered the

prime cause.., For example, Brown (1972 :142) notes:

In eastern KentuCky, southern West Virginia Add

southwestern Vir4 ia, the drastic decline:of

employment in c :during the 1950's 047

tinge en into 1960'S as a result of mechayii-
zati d. the g ewth_of strip mining. Together

with i/ability of-employment in metropolitan;'

incid is enters outside Appalachia
pst, thisresult

virtual-st pede-of migrants out of the regioU

in the 19 S. Although the number of migraU4
leaving declined in the 1960.1s,'the.-ratsof migration

loss from most of this area was still very high,.

4iowever, rural, non-mining counties.like Monroe haiie as:'Well been

effeCted by migration. There are two significant conaequehces of this

prOdess which will not be discussed extensively but Should be mentioned.

-First, migration of great numbers to large midwestern and northern

cities naturally leads to some problems in these locations. The migra--

tion to-large cities adds to their.labor pool and often to their

22
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Figure 2.2. PoOulatiOn,Figures for Monroe and Mercer Counties,

West Virginia, 190071980:. (From Sizer 1967 and the

1970 and 1980 Census)
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unemployment statistics, so that many of the outmigrants ultimately

return 'to their home states.. A number of studies have been done on the

Appalachian migrant in the city (e.g. Walls and Stephenson 1973; Glenn

1970; Photiadis 1969) which. document the kinds of problems that are

created in such contexts. The second consequence is that many who leave

the area are young adults,opften the more edutated who either cannot

find employment or who see more attractive 'opportunities elsewhere.

This leaves some areas with.= unbalanced distribution of population

'among various,age groups, which leads to a certain amount of concern.

For instance, the CoMprehensive Planning Program for Monroe County,

issued in December 1970' notes that the migration from the county,

decade 1950-1960 was heavily concentrated in the 20 to 39 year old age

group. Haskell Shumate also pointed this out, noting the need to

attract the young people. He observed that's big,percentage of the ,

population are old People who have.gone away, worked, retired, and come

back." This is not good for the county, he maintained, expressing a hope

that more indUstrialization willbring more young people,back. "We'll

get a few back' but we'll hold the ones that's here. They won't leave.

And make a more balanced county."

A few more statistics will provide a fuller picture of the two

counties and point up the similarities between them, despite their

somewhat different economic bases. Figures from the 1970 census are

provided here since Most of the data collection took place.in 1974.

Unemployment in..1970 was 5.0 percent in Mercer and 9.0 percent in Monroe

County, as compared to the state as a whole at 5.1 percent. The percen-

tage of, families with income below the federally-defined poverty. level

in.Mercer County was 18 percent, identical to that statewide while

6 I
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Monroe County had over 29 percent in that category. (Some adjustment

might need to be made in these figures for those engaged in farming for

their own consumption; however, this would probably make only a very

slight difference.) Moreover, only 8.5 percent of Mercer and 4.9 per-

cent of Monroe County families had incomes of $15,000 or more. In edu-

cation, the median number Of school.Years completed for those 25 years

of age and over was 11.0 in Mercer and 9.9.in Monroe. ncreaeed

emphasis on the value of education is probably indicated by the fact

that, of those persons between 14 and 17 years of age, Mercer had 88.2

percent and Monroe had 92.3 percent in school in 1970.

This brief description frames.,the Appalachian corpus in the

historical development and contemporary socio-economic conditions of the

area of West Virginia from which it comes. From all indications these

two counties are fully. .representative of the larger Appalachian region,

in which they are located. ,We can move on now to provide a similar

characterization of the source'of the Ozark speech data. The.resulting

comparison will.indicate the similarity betwe

t
n the contexts in which

the varieties of English under consideration-have emerged.

The Ozark Region

The speech samples in the Ozark corpus for this study come from

interviews done with residents of the Boston Mountain area of northwest

Arkansas a typical rural, Ozark setting. More specifically, the

., .

speakers are datives_ f five Arkansas counties which lie in the.southern

er k ,

part of the Ozarkil*g.7on: sJohnson, Newton, Madison, Crawford, and

. \ ;:i4T1:e? . .

,

._____..40i., 7

Franklin. For the most they live in'the rural_sections of these

counties, in the area outlited in Figure 2.3.
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Figure 2.3. Counties in the Ozark Region (Adapted from Rafferty

1980:x)
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A region is defined by geographers as a portion of the earth's Sur-,

face that has one or more elements of homogeneity distributed more or

less throughout the area. Rafferty (1980:3) notes:

The Ozarks is one, of America's great regions, set

apart physically by rugged'terrain and sociologically

by inhabitants who profess political conservatism,

religious funciamentelism,and sectarianism, and a

strong belietin the valuesof rural living...

As delimited by geographers, the Ozarks are in

four states: Missouri, AxiCansas, Oklahoma, and

Kansas4...The total area may be estimated at
60,000 square miles, larger than Arkansas.

As indicated in Figure 2.4 the Ozarks has the general shape of'a

parallelogram and the region is bounded in a very general way by'major

rivers. Among the unifying geographical features shared throughout the

Ozark Region (which is part of the Interior Highlands Province) are

greater relief and steeper slopes than surrounding areas; the abundance

of dolomite, as opposed to limestone; the abundance of karst features

such as springs, coves, and sinkholes; the prevalence of average to poor

soils except in the stream valleys; the extensive forests of oak,

hickory; and pine; and the abundance of high quality water resources.

The region is generally perceived as..a sparsely populated .semi-wilderness

with superb scenic attractions (Rafferty 1980:4).

The elevation of the central Ozarks are not as great as. are those

in the southern and western rimlands., The highest elevations within the

entire region are found in the Boston Mountains of northwest Arkansas

(See Figure 2.5), where there are extensive uplands.of more than 2,000

feet sprawling throughout Madison, Newton, Washington, Franklin,

Johnson, and Pope counties (See Figure 2.3). The highest elevations

in the Boston Mountains are located in the. central portion of the range

in Madison and Newton counties. Western Newton claims the highest
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Ozark Plaeaus

Figure 2.5. The Ozark Upland and Adjacent Physical Divisions

(From Rafferty 1980:9)



sUmmit--.2578 feet-. 'There are a feW.lowland basinp,(cailed coves). within

the Botton:Mountains. Theseare insignificant from :the point of view o

area, but these fertile bOttomlands are important from'the point of,View

7of the prosperity of the few farthers fortunate enough to'occupYthem.

One of these basins is theldmestone Valley of Newton County (Rafferty

1980:19)..

AMong the moreetriking physical features of the Boston Mountains

are-their relatively smooth, plateau-like surface.(benches) and the

relatively flat tope onwhich the Ozarkians5 can grow some vegetables,

fruit trees, grapes, and blooMing perennials.-

The cultural characterietics which identify the Ozarkian may be

:attributed, tda great extent,.to four faCtore. The first.of these is

isolated rurality witiTlf* suggestion of open country, farming lOveof

and.respect.for nature and the necessity. for self-reliande and indepen7

dence. A second factor which hasAled a great bearing on the character

of the Ozarkian is an uncommon sense of place. They think of themselves

as "Ozarkiane" and of'non-native-born residents as "outsiders " Billy

Higgins 6 characterizes this sense of place as follows:.

Their concept of who they are is connected greatly
with Arkansas. They probably consider Arkansas
'as being the Ozarks...The.natives are very much stay-
put people; they don't dwell on whether they could go
to Little Rock, Tulsa, Washington, etc., to "make.

it"...A1 times they go out and join the army or take
a job driving a semi- or a feed truck and travel out
to see other things, but it doesn't make a big impact

on them, apparently. They enjoy where they are
living and are just tied to it in some way that
really relieves them of wondering where their station'

in life is and if they are 'going tp move up--or

about other standards of think they
probably think they have a good life where they
are--at least they think it can be improved if they

get out and earn a little more money...now people



do work outside--they commute to factory jobs. I.

know.theydcothis..all:over: Ozas; they'll :commute

intO:actorY:in,Clarkavilleot in ozark.or in

FayettevilleOr:soMawherethWlLearnH7buCks7,
and _they'll come baCktO. theirPlade Work.outside:-

the place,.--,the regionisalways_:vieWed AS:SeaSbnal.-.

Their ethic has apart where they believe they should'

work but -they never haveTa concept of A:career:AO13-;t

staying in there year after year...Work for money is

always a stop -gap .thing..Contrary to the image of

Iazineas, I find that.Most Ozark people are:very

diligent workers when they're on the job The. ethic

is different.Only in the respect-that they don't have

this careerorientation--this78 to 5 orientation,

they do not have

A third factor influencing the character of the Ozarkians..is the

relative stability of the social system within which they operate. The

kinship relations are-strong and stable. The schools and churches also

stable and dependable, are the centers of social activities.

The last but certainly nOt.least factor influencing the. Character
,

of the Ozarkians and accounting, to °a great extent, for their affinities

with the Appalachians is their Upper South hill country heritage. This

will become apparent in-the discussion of the history of the migrations

to the Arkansas Ozarks.

The settlement frontieOlad not "extended to the Uzaiks until well

after 1800 (See Figure. 2.6). The Arkansas Ozarks became Cherokee Indian

lands under the terms of Andrew Jackson's 1817_ Treaty and.in 1818, 31100

Cherokees migrated there and remained until they were removed to the..

newlyLformed CherOkee'Nation in northeast Oklahoma in 1828. There were,
. .

.
.

.

.
.

.
.):. .

no substantial Anglo settlements in the Arkansas" Ozarks until after:-

1833, at which time the .beginnings of the settleMet of Arkansas was

.

only a part.of the larger movement toward the westernIrontierso



Figure The.Settlement Frontier and Migration routes.
(Rafferty '190:44)



JohnsonCoUnty' historiantsince 1956, Mrs. Lillian.

Mickell7 contributed the fbiloWing:

After the iand was opened for white settlers,

about 1833i Tennessee practically moved here!

Arkansas became a. state in 1836 and Johnson

became a county7in the state, of. Arkansas the

same year. In 1838, Clarksville became the

county seat. After 1833, immigrants, poured in,

mostly from Dickson County, Tennessee--Also

from North Carolina, 'South Carolina, Kentucky

and Virginia, and %is° some foreigners--

Germans listed in the 1850 census--who settled

around Hartman, Lutherville, and in the mountains

around Oark...we have records of coal mines--

shaft mines--as early as 1841, but there was no

way to ship it out except in baskets on barges to

Little Rock. Thia was not profitable-until

1874 when the raAtlroad, which later became the

Missouri Pacific; came through Clarksville.

%before the railroad came, in 18741 the settlers

-.Made-their own trails and roads.-or came on

barg stcywn the

in our sample echoed the belief thA many residents
One of thee speAke

of the area desce d from, migrants from Tennessee when sheobserved:

"Didn't everybody's folks come from Tennessee?!" (OE 43:6)8 however7'

another speaker noted instead: "Nine-tenths of people here come from

the Cumberland Mountains of Kentucky befotethe Civil War." It i

V.ear, then, that many Ozark families descend from Appalachian migrants.

One of the chief incentives for settlers to move to Arkansas was

the availability of.free or cheap land. Many of the immigrants to

Arkansas between 1834 and 1880 secured land directly from the United

States government. Walz (1958:5) notes:

The lack of public domainAnTennessee may help to

explain 'why that estate rankedfirstas'a,source of

migratiOn into Arkansas toA880...Under the federal

land laW of 1832, knoWn on the frontier as .the "poor

man's friend", settlers-could:huYas little as forty

acres, which at the minimum price of:$1.25-Ter Acre

ould cost only sixty dollars. The Graduation Act

'D'



of 1854, to which 14,212,610 acres .:qederahold:11g4
in Arkansas were subject, reduced the,4nilitiprice
to one dollar'per made:fUrtherreauC4Ons:
to twelve and orie7halfcenta:for,,landu44cbased
after thirty years*: Also during the oat)44tlii
period, nearly:71,500,000-iacreaofOuhlind4n'
Arkansaspassed into private:ownership t4rOugb;.the
location of- ;military bounty warrants. 8Uch,WarraOs
were used to promote edlistMents in theGtar,Of:
18.12 and the Mexican War. betWeen I 4740,--1b56,
Congress granted 160 acre bonuses to etirailsOt
all United.States Wars, or their heir . *ch,;:of

this'aCreage fell into the hands 'of specula;

Another source of free land for settlers was the? Ark' saS,Donati

f 1840 under which settlera might obtain tax7forf d lands in 'return`=

for paying the future taxes (Walz. 1958i2). Still,f ,as lateYail850:,-: most

of the inhabited lands remained in the public domain. *Uatting'wes:iii

rule rather than theexceptiOn in the Arkansas hilla.duinvantebelluilyY

years.,

In an effort to attract more immigrants intOlvthestatein:bede-05*

of 1852 Arkensas.adOpte what was reputed to be one o the most libel'

homestead exemption laws in the Union. Throughth

to 160 acres occupied by a householder or his heirs was exempt from 'sale

or execution except for non-payment of taxes'or debt contracted .prior.,

to the passage of the Act (Walz 1958:8).

It.is generally accepted as a truiam,thati

pent many. of the migrants sought ho*S_In environnkents

possible to those they bad-left.Figure.7,, which

of migration into. the Arkansas (1Z)ark :,thp51.4n 1880

this idea. The support is fatberatiengt4efied'W

given to Walz's (1958:129) COntentions tbatover

lies from either MissoUrior:MissisaiPpi:badetartea elsew here; that

both states frequentWaerved'46 Ofermedlate residences. for Tennessee
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families making ..indirect moves to Arkansas; that Misaouri was also a

temporary residence for many Illinois, Indiana, and Kentucky families

moving by stages to Arkansas, as was Mississippi for numerous Alabama,
. 4

Georgia, and North Carolina.families cOming.indipctly; that it as pro-

bable that at least 1/4 of the families.to 1860 and 1/3 from 1860-1880

had made earlier moves; and that the Civil War undouledly. delayed the

arrival of many indirect immigrants who reached ArkarOaS after 1865.

In view of these immigration patterns, it is nO&SUrprising that

theJ/zark heritage does indeed"spring frot the Upp 1South hill

country. 'Rafferty (1980:4) discussesthis heritage:

The first immigrants came from Tennessee, lentucky
and nearby parts of the southern Appalachi4ns,

occupied the choice lands and established Self-

sufficient farms. Most were descended. fropi

Scotch -Irish stoCk.. :Because for many year' only

a few;outaiders entered the area, the economic
activities, technologies, values, belie a,*d.:
general way of life came to be'patterne: after
that of the first immigrants. Even todAmost
of the'Ozark counties are more than 98triih4e,

native born., Most are protestants. Sep#,Ienient

geOgrapherschatacterizetha process. 'cultural

imprint as the principle -oflirst in t e
in importance. _Dr...Robert Flanders of t4e1)0zark:

studies faculty at-Southwes Missouri. t'at. :

. .1!:. .

.

University has charaCterize4 the Ozark ,afs semi7.,

arrested frontier. This UscifulcoPcP 4e4gnizea:
the .persistence of traditiOnal,,lifestyas slowness

1.
to accept .changes,. and the .0reeence.of

,

ajd4atinctiVa.

cultural landscape in .whichmuch-of ther3a0.t has

persisted. Orlon ,. the combinedframework0Oturality,
the Uppet'South hill country, 'and the #01-'arrested

frontier may be hung most the culturail)aggagat and .-

popularfimagery of theOz..a.rs:; disdainfor.city life
anducation,. suspicion ofd outsiders (0PeCially.

repreSenratives..of.federal and state :

conserVative. politics (whet, erUemocraftor4(OUblican ),

good-old-bOyismi red-necks, clanniehnea ,',:CasUal,

regard for time andreVeren e for outdoractivities.
(especially hunting and fis ing)i: inde e nd nce and

closeness -to nature,-tall t 1es, funda ental religiouss

beliefahrush .arbor'reViv4,S, river 'PtiaF ms, and*

characteriatiCapeech habita.'... r

.

r '1
1
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The Two Regions Compared

-Figure 2.8 gives ep'Of'ulation figures for 188U-1980 for the five
i41\

Arkansas Ozarks countries involved inthis Study. When comparing this
- .

graph with Figure 2.2(Appalachian population figures), it is

interesting to note theltrikingly similar patterns of increase and

decline between 1900 add' 1969c.. As with Appalachia, the decrease in

population in the Ozarks between 194U and 1960/1970 may be attributed.m

a combination of out migration and deCrease in birth rate. The

''back -to- the - land" movement of''the late 1960's and '70's has been a

Major cause for the reversal of this population decline,

Further similarities between the two regions become evident upon

comparison. As with Monroe County, West Virginia, much, fs.the,land in

the rural Arkansas Ozarks in covered with forests (1,500,000 aCres.lie

within the six ranger districts of the Ozark National Fore69. Since_

much of the land is unsuitable for farming, small-scale lumbering opera-

tions have been important to the economy of both regions. The north

Arkansas counties were pro7Union and'voted against secession until afief.

Ft. Sumter was fired on. The strongest foothold'.of Republicanism' in

Arkansas has historically been in the

Other similarities emerge as'well

Mountain counties.

Johnson County Arkansas, beCame

incorporated in 1836Mercer County, West Virginia, in 1837. (Monroe

County, West Virginia, was settled earlier and incorporated in 1799.)

Like rural Monroe County, West Virginia, the five rural Arkansas Ozark

counties. have remainecilargely isolated from any changes"whibh

..industrialization might have brought about. The physical environment in

-both areas precludes the development of effective transportation systems'

and the entry of industrialization necessary for urbanization. Coal

37
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Westmining, while never as significant in Arkansas as in. West Virginia,.

also declined in the last twenty years.
\tN

A. comparison of some tdtistical, informa t*ves furthein41:iht.

1* **
The percentages of. families; below the y defined po4ery:le1;e1

for the two regions are shown belo .1:

1970

Arkansas 29.9

Johnson County 32.3

44.3

27,5

Madison County 35.9

Crawford County 24.0

West Virginia - 18.0

Newt on County,

Franklin County.

Mercer County. 18.0

Monroe County .
29.0

1198 0

14.9

15.0

26.8

15..2

17.9

13.7

11.7

11.7

17.3

Table 2.1. Percentage of Families below the Federally/

Defined Poverty. Level

.EducatiOnal characteristics of. the two areas are also revealing.

Table 2.2 -the figures for themedian_number school yearscompleted

for those 25 years of age and order are given. A similar trend can be ;

noted in thepercentages of those persons in school between .the agesof

14 and 17, given In Table 2.3.

The. ifferences for 1970 and 1980 seem to indicate an increased. .

standard of living and an increased emphasis 'on the value of education.'

For the,most.part, the Appalachian counties are somewhat further

advanded-in,this tendency 'than the. Uzark counties, In 1970, they had
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197U- 1980

Arkansas

Johnson. County 8.9 11.6

NewtbdCounty,_ 8.6 11.5

Madison County

Franklin County

Crawford County

West Virginia

Mercer County

'Monroe County

8.7 12.0

9.2 12.1

9.9 12.1

11.0 12.1

9.9 12.1

Table 2.2. Median Number of Year of Schooling for Residents

25 Years of Age and Ulder

.Arkansas

1970 1986 77

Johnson County 86.1 91.6

Newtnn County -69.5 93.5

Madison County 87.5 88:8,

Franklin County 85.6 89.1 .

Crawford County 82.5 90.8

r'

West Virginia .

44.

.Mercer County 88.2 96.5 (14-15)*

78.3 (1617)

Monroe County 92.3 97.3 (14-15)

87.1 (1617

*Composite 14 -17 year old figures not available

Percerages of Residents 14 to 17 Years of Age

in ScilOol
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fewer families below the poverty level economically. On the education

fronti the residents aged iS and over have slightly more education, and

more 14 to 17 year. olds are in school. This difference is largely

evened out by 1980.

This brief picture of Appalachian and Ozark counties given here *.

mirrors to a great extent that of each of larger regions, both histori-

cally and currently. We also find that the two regions have much in

common, and they appear to be developing along similar lines, with some

minor differences in timing.- The physical environment in both cases has

been a very important determining factor in their development at all

VD
times. The isolation of the past has been to a great extent overcome

but by no means completely, and this has brought an increased contact

between the culture which had evolved in each region and that of other

parts of the nation.
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Notes to Chapter Two

1
The Appalachian. Regional-Commission, for example, also lists caun-

ties in New York Pennsylvania, Maryland, Ohio South Carolina, Georgia,

Mississippi,qnd Alabama.

21n addition to bibliographic resources cited, -information in this

section was provided by Haskell Shumate, county cletk of Mbnroe County,

West Virginia, during a tape-recorded conversation about the history of

the area.

3
The statistics in this section from'the 1980 census were obtained

from a U.S. Vepartment of Commerce publication, Characteristics of the,.

Population: West Virginia (August 1982) where this information as, well

as comparative figures from earlier censuses can be found. The 1970

figures come:grom the same publication, dated January 1973.

-

4
The Shawneetown Hills in southern Illinois are sometimes included

as a part, of the Ozarks Region.

5Th7.designation "Ozarkian" was preferred over "Ozarker" by the

natives interviewed on this subject.

6This characterilation of the Ozarkian sense of place was taken from

a tape made far this study by Billy Higgins; a'native Ozarkian and the

primary fieldworker/interviewer for the Ozark language samples.

7
This information was recorded in a telephone interview with

,

Mickell, Johnson County, Arkansas historian, on May 19, 1984.

8The numbers in parentheses servetipas an index to the citations from

the corpus., "AE" or "OE" identifies which samplethe speaker comes

.

from; the number. to the left of the colon indicates the speaker iden-

tification number; the number to the right of the'colon 'specifies the

pa e;,nUmber of the typescript on which the cited example occurs.
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Introduction.

If nothing else, the_past two decades OUvariation studies have

demonstrated that language change implies language variation of some

CHAPTER

VARIATION AND' LANGUAGE CHANGE

type., Speakers undergoing change do'not simply go to bed one:evening

With an old form_intactandwake Up the next morning with a'new form

firmly in place. On this ',bine, there is apparent agreement among

linguists with quite different orientations concerning language change,

(Bloomfield 1933; Hockett 1965; Weinreich, Labov and herzog 1968; Bailey

1973; Wang 1977; Cheneand Wang 1975; .Labov: 1981; Romaine 1983). The

process of this transition, however, is another matter, and there is,

lively and ongoini debate As to how this change precisely takes place.

It is not our goal here to review thiSdebate nor to discuss all the

issUee(thatimpact_on th controversy. Instead, we shall proceed with

. an assumption that

which is orderly

an aspect of variation in language change

And systematic, and briefly present the-Models for Cap7

ituring thii sttUctureclVeriability. From that point we prefer to look

at the:empirical data and.. examine the actual change in

data are with the modelS.After

progress to see

examining some cases

of variable items; we shall return te the qUestliOn Of

variability in change.

One worcLof.caution must be offered before proceeding ,since our.

focus here is on variation'. AlthoUgh:we Assume that change implies

viriation'of'aome,type, we 'do not necessarily assume. the converse. The



fact of the Matter is, that some.typee-O 'variation may be quite

in language and the ultimate assignment of all variation to a transitory

state, whether-rapid,or delayed, is a'preMature:assumption.. Most of the

variable items'we examine here are probably undergoing change, but we

cannot simply assume ibhis to 6e:the case. There are other reasons why

Yt(t

items maybe variable (e.g. natural physiological or psychological)

apart from language change. LangUage change may be a major reason for

Variation, but it is not the sole one.

From a, sociolinguistic vantage point, two basic Models:ofelraation

and change typicallyhaye:been.been considered. ']Although:the models are

sometimesalignedalongthe'dimension of qualitative and quantitative
'A ,.

differences, researchers (e.g: Fasold 1970) haVe shown that this is'no

necessarily ,the case,' and an adequatemodel Will ha4e to Onaider,lboth-.

dimensions. Nonetheless there are some aapeCts of variation'in

language change which organize themseiVes along a valitiative dimensioW
-

.

.

others that.seem to be structured primarily along a quantitative. dimen

Sion. .As an introduction to our consideration of the empirical. data, we

shall briefly preaent an overview of these models. We will have more to

say about them as we consider:the data in the following:chapters, and

then return to 'them in our cOnClusiOn,

Implicational Analysis

A. relationship of.ImplicatiOn in the context of variation

'language involves the existence of one

some specified-domain. Such a relation holds between two forms when one

in.

form "implying" another 'within

of them (B) is always present when the other (A) is found but not Vice

)versa.
liThis relationship can be symbolized as AA implies B). The



use term "form" is intended to cover a variety of phenOnmena,

since a relation in language can hold at any level, ,including rules,

claases of forMs, environments fora rule, and so on. In a two-valued

system, which distinguishes. presence (1) or absence (0) of a form, this

relationship would be indicated in data which conformed to the 'following

display:

According to this display, it : is possible forneither.A nor. B to occur.

for both to occur or:for, B but not A to occur. The.ocdurtence of 4'

_.-WithoUt B is', contrary to this implicatiOnal:relationshipandwOuld be

considered deViant to this pattern. If more than two items are implica-

tionally related (thus increasing the number of columns), all ones to

the right,of a one and all zeros to the left of the zero would be

expected in any given row to conform to the pattern. The horizontal

dimension of a table like thitong'in linguistics usually consists of

speakers who have produced theHforms, eitherin groups or individuals.:

The difference between analytis by-grOuptand.:.hyAndividuals has been

-

somewhat:of a controversial topl.C

here:

adopt Anshen' (1975:7) view

%
that individual behavior is interesting and itportant

_
to study, that,group behavior is interesting and .

importanttostudy and'thatthe latter may not be a
direct reflection of the former.

Due to Inherent problems in attempting to, classify linguistically

subsequently,, many valueO



iMplicational chareS.:.havebeen proposed (Fasold 1971)'. In athree, valued

scale, variable 'usage is admitted in addition to caeegorical presence

and absence, most often represeneed as X, 1, and 0 respectively. In

this case the "ideal" chart ..would contain in a given row only Ones to

the right of the 1 only zeros to:the left of the zero and'X's only in

between,instandes of one and zero. AThus ,a rown such 'a chart could look

like this:

but not like this:

0 X

The many-valued scale usually involvee'percentagesor some other graded

representation'Wthe.data and ideally,adheres:to the principle'that

values to the right of a givenjigure should be larger:and, those to the

left should beamaller:(or yiceversa). The manr,valued scale-places

the greatest requireMents on the data forCOnformiey to-the,Weeins,

analysis is relevant to stud'es of language sensitive

to social,`geographical, and temporal differences. The
model seems to be

particularly productiVe as means for examining the continuum rela

tiOnship of varieties of English. For.example, consider the follOwing

hypothetical situation (Table 3.1) in_which we. identify standard English

Northern: hiteNonstandard English:(NWNS) OZarkEnglish'(OE)

Appalachian English (4), Southern. White NonStandard English ,(SWNS)v

and Nernacular BlackEngliSh ,(VBE), and charectetize'the Usageof four.

p the data in (his way,
items-in a linguistic set (A,B C ll). Setting

we-have aPrincipled basis for examining the extent to which OE and AE

may differ.: In:OUrCoMparieOn of AE and.: OE, structuresuch. as irregu-

lar verbs will be considered in detail from this vantage point.



Variety

SE

NWNS

SUNS

OE

AE

VBE

Linguistic ;terns:.

C

0

a

X

Eible 3. . HyPothetical:Implicational Arrayfor Variation
in English

The

relates

prodess

second. reason investigating implidatiOUalralationshiPS7

to language change. One way of obServingyariouaatage in th
, ;G.'

of

to look at

change:and.the steps cliaitpredede'and..follOw4.gillen-StSge

the-implicational reiaioriahips,JOr'exaMplA;donaidr the
y

three broad stages in the losa'Of the- 6141loc ivelnepoeition
1:0

a-hu

an is laq

enVito

environments and

the -ing,participle (e.g. he is on hUnting --!>

hunting ) wherethe preposition:.becoles a4refix

For illustrative purposes, wecan adtruP 4(:) different

i?6Sent,the

a

,,.these forms, where EA .a114 Eg,

lion, the a-prefix,. And U.

4
giVen in Table

refix or are position.
.

D

The implicatiOnerel4t.iansbilie J;n 4' 0.

three varianiaAjliCrwo !*.lronMen a, TepreSent,tlia.Ehatigea.;

item through; time.

1933); and our

verified

R44
"eV

Based okhist ridal docurntatio*4(6feSpe4err:

416.

current, study

/
and the sequential progression

rtuOly

steps established. In our s

4

te stages 64:be-J.
I

4

e,changli ,through thebe

tionai tafationsh sFbased on

t

.-



P

P

P/A

A

A/0

0

Stages of Language Change for*prepoSition,, a-,

0 Precedingvarticiple

tea.k.t4MXdifferenCeecan be sUppleMented by date from different age

n:different dialects to.give us important insight's into how

One is changing in OE and AE. ;This "apparent time" dimension can
,

ve us a.Onchronic micro view of a diacOonic process. The inclusion

tor

01.,',between,-speaker and
berween7dielect,implicetional relations in e

dynamic. framework for an understanding of therogresSion-of'lhe

change irVrelationto previous and future stages the Orange
.

.

implicational model has.some obvious advantanges, there

. ,

are "issues that need. to be scrutinized on the basis of the empirical

tects:.These issues bear on the ;validity of the model itself.-,Fot

exaMple0. We must examine the extent to which all the:steges'are-inevi,-

table_in the:progression of Change. Axe there:conditions under which '

certain etaged may, be bypaSsed-
.

and ate.there.:"pleteau stages visa7

vis 'transitional etages? Are-the.stagespresumedrobe eqUididtant or

can .the Modelftolerate quantum aS well,ae miniscule leaps? This

question also impacts on the use of the mOdel as a Omparative measure

;An determining dialect distance synchronically. There
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number of issues to be confronted on the basis of data such ao:..those.:

Considered in. this study.

Frequency Relationships

The second approach to the study of structured variability .is

inherently tied to quantitative studies. Quantitative differences are

-expresied in 4atiousvals by indidations of.greater and lesser VsaM.,

one speaker or group uses a:feature more than another, or a feature is

used more or, less often in the presence of another linguistic form than

elsewhere. Nuierous studies have demonstrated,that variability in

language is not random (Labov. 1969 WOlfram'1969, 1974; Fasold 1972; Guy

1980, etc.), and that it maybe sensitive to social factors (age,

gender, social status, and so on ) and linguistic structure (linguittic

environment, .ategory, lunction and so on ). The systematic effer4 Of-

thete social. and linguistic factors on linguistic variability is the

touchstone of..much of the. current investigation of different. varieties

f

A' widely studied veriableiphenomenon, word-final consonant cluster

reduttion demonstrates how such variability structuresalong'these

dimensions. It:is shown that the last memberof a consonant 'cluster (a

_ .

final stop member which shares a voicing specification with the other

member(s) f the cluster to be exact) is variably deleted, so that the

final'W in best.-or the final /d/ in wind is not produced, giving pro-
,

nUnciStiontsuch as /bSs/ and'/Oln/ reepectiVely. Systematic influences

,oh the frequency of this type ofcluster reduction include both..

linguistic and social factor. Linguistic effects include the following,

environment,. where a consonant best kind ) favors' reduction over a



vowel (e.13 best apple) and

cluster (e.g.

y.

grammatical lunctl.oni idhere a monomorphemic

L

best, wind) favors reduction over a;bimorphemic cluster

Social factors' affec4n e relative frequency
(e.g. guessed, lined).

of the form

The

include social atatusethnicity,' s q, and so foreh.

empirical findings conceting the systematic effect* of a

of lingUistieend extra-linguisticlvariables

there remain many unresolved issues concerning the

systemetic constraints in a language grammar:(ae0

range

rdisputable, but

!i.ncorPoratiOn of such

Ili

.gthat they can be

incorporated)4 includingthe'form 4f the rules, 'he relationship of

linguistic and extra- linguistic constraintsin a4h-rules, the separa.-

tiOn of languager-speCific and universal effectsthe hierarchizIng of
H, 1

effedts, and kinds..oflegitimate motivations for: rule formulations

Bailey 1973; Cedergren And Sankoff 1974; 1'as9ld 1978,-1984; Sankoff

}! 1.

1978; Romaine 19801.Kay and McDaniel 1970; Wolfram'1972, 19741 among

others). We' will not consider these many issues here,but simply note..

that the basic didcovery of'systematic effects on'variabiiity does not

appear to be a major contention. The regularity of the linguistic and

exirskolinguistiC constraints stands upOnY,a solid empirical foundation of

replication volume.

-The study of frequency relationships also involves a dynamic com-

ponent, in that relationships of more and less may be correlated.with

. _

relationships of earlier and later in a time frame (cf. Bailey 1973).

Thus, a.variable.change initiated in one environment (L1). will reveal a

higher frequency' level of a new variant than an environment in which the

change was initiated ater (E2). This environment will, irf rntu, reveal

'ka higher frequency tha the next environment (E3), and so on. Using X to

signify the new variant. and Y to "signify the old variant, we may setup



a hypothetical change from the use of an old variant to a new one as

folloWs:

/

. Stage Environment

El E2 E3

Stage 1 Y Y Y

'Stage 2 X/Y Y . I

Stage 3 X/Y X/Y I

1

Stage 4 X/Y M ?WI X/Y

Stage 5 'X X/Y X/Y

Stage 6 X X . X/Y

...

.Stage 7 X X X

Table 3.3. Hypothetical Progression of Variability in'a
Time Frame ,,,

.In such a relationship, variability between X and Y will be seen in

relationship to the notion of earlier and-laier-changes4 so that. the

frequency of X in El will exceed that in.E2.and the frequency.in E2 will

\
exceed. that in E3 (for instance-,.at stage 4) until the change is carried

out to categoricality; that is, until X has reached 100'per Cent -in all
o

environments. The same kind of relationship might be set up in terms of

social variables, so that the symbdis for the E's might 3ust as easilY.:

represent:three different social designations (e.g. class, gendtr, eta.

in the process of.adopting variant X. Frequency relationships can be

.xeadily reconciled with the implicational model presented above (cf.

Bailey 1973; FasOld 1970), with implicational relatiOns governing rela-

;

.tionships of more and less as well as'absence, presence, and simple

Optionality.
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There are a numbee of issues that arise from the interpretation of

frequency relationships in a dynamic framework, some of which have, been

elucidated by 40,11d.(1973) Bailey (1973)0Labov (1972a;1982)(an61.Labov,

Yaeger, and Steiner (1972)v among others. The orderly progression of

4

stages is a matter of considerable concern, since there are apparent'

conditions (cf. Bailey 1973; Fasold 1972) under which "acceleration"

takes place, in which the requencylevels of a later environment over7

. (

take an earlier one. F rthermore, the role of the lexical item versus 4

Systematic linguiSiid Passes in variation is'an issue of continuing.

concern, as "lexical diffusion' confronts the "neogrammarian hypothesis"
.

(Laboi 1982; VaUghn-Cooke 1976). And the.nature of change at its incep-
.

tion and termination points "is of considerable interest as it coMpLires

with4the intermittent stages. There are, then, a nomlier of issues that

arise related to the study of frequency:relationships in a dynamic

framework. Some of these questions Will be addressed as we. consider the

empirical data that evolve from our comparative study of AE,and UE as

systems undergoing change.

In the following chapters, we' shall examine both qualitatiVe and

_quantitative dimensionsof language fOrma, as:we consider both implica-

tional and frequency relationships.-The chapter:onia-prefixing will

exemplify :theAerailed examination of frequency relationships as .they

,
.

impact on the hanging systeMsV and the chapters on irregular yerbs and

,subject -verb concord show in detail how implicational analysis reveals

orderly relationships and change. Prior to these discussions, howeVer,

we will turn to the consideration of twofeatures shared by AE and UE':.

that lend themselYes beetto a qualitative description of their usage,



',completive done and the personal dative construction. 411 of the utruc-

t
tures we will' be Acusuing are found in both 4E and UE, and we will

investigate hdw both qualitative'and quantitative aspeCts of their usage

bring to light the degree of relatedness between these varieties and

provide insight into the procesa.of language change.
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Introduction

The auxiliary of English allows a variety of subtle and tither

CKaplex distinctions affeCting the interpretation of the time reference

for the sentence as well as the dimensions Of compltioN possibility)

obligation and so on. (At this point "auxiliary" is used in its tradi`

CHAPTERJOUR

ASPECTS OF THE AUXILIARY

tional sense to cover the part of the surface verb phrase that Includes

tense, the modals and.auxiliaries have, be and do.). Recent treatments.

of the English auxili ry have been primarily concer ed with questions

English or are all

,elements of the traditional category actually verbs in the grammar?

like: is there.a category 6f AUX in the gremmar of

(Rose 1969; .Peterson 1974; Pullum and Wils 1977;
1

majian, Steele and

Wasow 1979). 'Others have taken a semantic and/or 'ragmatic perdpectiVe_

to consider'how time referal4ce is accomplished thr ugh the marking of

tense and aspect' (Langacker 1978; Lapointe 1980) b elements of the

auxiliary.

For the most part, these accounts have dealt ith the same set of

...

facts. These facti,rellect the behavior. of tens, a Set of modals, the'

duxiliaries have of perfect aspect, .progressive Abe and, in some cases,

passive be, as they'combine to form verb phrase in Standard English.

In certain accounts facts about different dialects have been included,

and have served as evidence in thecargumentat on. The differences are

pritharily those of British and AmeriCan usag including the status of

main.verb. have in certain constructions like questions (British HaVe



they tin' money? ye. American Dothemonts?) and the uae of do

as a proform (British I haven't read that article yet but I suppose I

should have done vs. American I suppose I should have).

Thus consideration of dialect forms in accounts of English Syntax is

not without precedence. In this auction, we will didautia another eat of

facts about English, featUres shared by AE and OE, which may bear on the

account of the English auxiliary A number of varieties include ele-

ments that have been called "quasi - modals ", among other terms; these.

include items like liketa in I liketa died, useta in I useta didn't

have a car, non-participle done in I done forgot, and constructions like

double modals in I might could do it. All of these have an impact on

the constituents of the verb 'PAtase and may need to be considered in a
.

full treatment of the'auxiliary.

The forms under consideration are found in both AE and UE, tie well

as some other southern-based non-mainstream varieties. Most of the

discussion to follow will concentrate on non-participle done, but we

will return to the larger set of forms mentioned aboVe in a later

section.

Non-participle done

The use of done .outside of the participle paradigm has been noticed

in.treatments of several varieties of English, particularly thosd asso-

ciated currently or historically with the South. As with most cases of

syntactic exploration based on observed data, the usual problems arise,

2
particularly in terms of relatively infrequent o curience of the

construction. However, our sample. had enough ex #iples (78 total) to

allow an investigation of the usage, and it was supplemented by informal

67
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,

ob orvhti1ne and judgments of aeceptability by native speakers from the

ar a. We can note here that the majority of instancea were produced By

te AE apeakers (68 out Of the 7t! total), a fact we will return to

later. The following discussion will consider the syntactic, admantic

nd pragmatic characteristics of done, all of which prove to be essen-

tial in developing an adequate portrayal of the use of thin form. The

question of done's syntactic lasaification will he dealt with in some

detail, since it turns out to be a problematic Inoue.

The feature in question is the use of done in constructions like

those given in (1). N

1.a. They done run seven days a week.!. (OE 33:7)

b. And the. doctor done give him up, said he's got pneumonia.

(A1 22:12)

c. Them old half gentle ones has all dond disappeared.

(OE 41a:51)

d., ...because the one that was in there had done rotted.
(AE 35:21)

e. I said, "Well, they're done sold, Ray." (0) 40t36)

f. We thought he was done gone. (AE 51:11)

g. If she had, she woulda done left me a long time ago.
(AE 3O:29)

' 1

The pattern which the usage of done-typically-follows can be seen in the

examples cited in (1). It can occur alone with a past form of the'verb,

.4 .

as in (1a,b) or it can intervene In a complex verb phrase which consists

of 'an auxiliary and a main verb, including a modal, as in (1c-g)......(1g)

was, hoWever, the only .instance of done preceded, by an auxiliary other

t
than forms of have or be.

'Some investigators have specified a more restricted context for the

distribution of this marker,,for example, that it is only followed by

-68
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the past participial form of a verb. However, in these data from:AB and

U4, the existence of pairs like the utterances in (2) would seem to make

snch.a restriction unsuitable, since both the preterit and past pan!'

ticipial forms of take are found in construction with done.

2.a. .. and then she done taken two courses again. (AE-03:7)

. .:the done took the baby 4Way from her. (AE 159:38)

The distinction can only be maintained.withHt*irregular verbs of
. .

EngliSh, sinde for the regUlar verbs, thetWOpast foris are identical.;

Since the preterit and Past.P4rticipialfOrMs of irregular verbs often

change functions in,AE andOE, a precise identification of the gram.

matical function of the verb form being used with done becomes even more

difficult. Fgr instance, for the verb take found in (2) the forms took

and taken i4eke each observed to be used bgth'as apreterit and.4s:apast

Wvalso find.cases:like I seen as. simple past and.I have

saw for past participle (Chapter Seven provides complete details on
4

irregular verb usage).

'On the other hand, it'cOuld beargued that all formare,pastrTar7

414' (since :what are.standard4orme ofthe simple past might in fact

';.participles ix. A4-and 04.)'Withthe have Auxiliary 'deleted when it

does not appear.. (Havedeletion does_occur

Seven.) Such an interpretation would claim, t

(3b) through the phonological prOcess of have

I.done forgot some of them stOriet.;:AXAE

have done forgot some of them stories.

Whiletome cases. of done probably. occur Within:verbphratetLthathaVe

undergone haVe deletion, is not 4 Validatcountrfor:4I1 instances

for several reasons.; we can observe 'that done also,occurs with



auxiliary other than have, as in (4):

So they got down there and
. gone. (AE 77:13)

....the:differenCe in thataste,o an old slop hog-and one done
.

fed good. .(0E:41a:12)

(In (4b), the auxiliary beforM has been deleted through a normal_syn7.

tactic process;the underlying form would be ...one which was done fed

good.) Thus; an explanation of'done cannot rest solely on its
q

occurrence wth 'have and little:would be:gained by positing widespread

have-deletion.:. Secondly there are some examples in the data in which a

grmmatically perfective. construction could.not ;be Substituted, due.to

the:sUrrounding

They let .herHupthe second day and:when she come home the
next day:he done-had:the fever. That's what you; call the

--:childbed fever. 22:17)

(5), it is clear 'that when thewoMan in. question arrived at home she

still had the fever. (This is further confirmed by the fact that the

speaker goes on to tell. abodi going back to the hospital for medicine).

a

This would. not be a possible reading if the clause was she had (done)

had the fever since the perfective auxiliary would' 4ndicate that having

the fever temporally preceded the activity in the when - clause. (And

haS4s not feasible either). It seems then that thenumber of contexts

77`_

permieted is not reducible to one
. .

I
Ving';?-di#grent.'snrface

On-J'aPpearS:tb be simply hat 'done is normally

with phonological

constructions. The appropriete generali=

associated with a past

Maih verh's.zha may haveform a preterit or a past participial

nction. The predence" or 1-ihsence of the auxiliary. (have

0-

serve as a cue to' discriminate between the funCtions.

or lie),...Would7.



Semantic and Pragmatic Aspects of done.

]

We can turn now to a Cohsid4ation- Ofthe semantics and pragmatics-

,of: done's usage, since bbservationi.inthose will -be relevant.areas

._further disnussion of the syntax. Most

dealt Mainly with describing what it means, either in terms of synonymy.

p
with some other lexical item or its effect on theinterpretation of. the

'action of the verb phrase. (Lalibv 1972b .1981) proposes that ''a disjUnc

tive meaning is requited to account for this form... One coMpontnt is the

perfectiVe" sense that in which it most "normally" occurs and is the

equivalent of have. This is the use in which it corresponds most clo

selyto. already. The second use of done is its intensive meaning, where

it corresponds to really. In most cases, Labov maintains, these two

meaning converge, but occasionally one sense occurs without the other.

In aislition Labov more recently .comments on 'cases where neither meaning

is appropriate, cases which he says are interpretable only on the

discourse level, as a derivative of the intensive. meaning (Labov 1981b).

Hackenberg (1972:150) speaks of done in Appalachian English as

perfective, with the sense of "already ".. Feagin, in an extensive exa-

mination of done in Alabama concludes that it carries the meaning

"completed action" (1979:141) and also acts as an intensifiep

One further treatment of done is relevant to the following

discussion. Scott (1973) approaches the description of verb forms in

Vernacular Black English varieties from a strictly semantic viewpoint.

"Pre - verbal dOne", in the system she sets fOrth,TfOnctions,to indicate

'completion, as a."focus marker" (1973:143), interacting" with otherfAC'.-

tors in the system Stich es temporal aspects. In conjunction .with7:ttiese

% -
otherfactors, certain co-occurrence restrictions



terms ofSeMantic:incoMPatibility, in that the coMpletiVe force of done

Cannot be coMbined with fOrms that carry a feature

semantic reasons.
er

Thuse See that done is generally, honght to relate to..peifec,-:

tivity in s* way and to.be-the equivalent (Or nearly.).

have in s

of auxiliary

*fidard English. Of cOurse in the AE and OE data,there- area

number of examples where the perfective have is itself realized, bUt it

could be assumed that dohe-then simply redundantly expresSes as

'eagin maintains, intensifieS) the perfective force orthe_have much 'in

the same.way'that the participle verb ending that is associated with it

dOes..

was Scated:t

b. Well, we went"
done give hith

I done forgot

death after I done stepped .on it. OE 16445):

downthere to see him in June and the doctor

up, said he's got pneumonia... (AE 22:12)

it., (OE 32:21),

In the examples in (6), and.others like these the substitution of.have

for done seems to giVe a fairly close approximation of the Meaning

the sentence, and it wasundoubtedlySuch'Sentencet that led other

investigators to the above conclusion. As Langacker observes

.(1918i865)

of a

of

the:perfectivehave construction "predicates,the existence

state reSUltingfromthe completion Of the occurrence of

prOress.". So, in (6a) we might say, the state of stepping on Something

existed when the speaker-was scared.

environments where have and done are

However, in our data, there are

clearly not equivalent, as seen

above in (5). in the discussion of haVe"deietion

,TreviouSly, where done follows an auxiliary' other than-baVe. .Jlen a

.and others,-also, seen

range of. environments; uch as those in our sample are -wnsidered,-.then,



an equivalence with have does.not

meaning.

A sitilar.sitUat ion exiSts:With'thoge inve

pair

sir

Again ; hire 'are. s.

a

ontexts

Of sentences would be very much alike in meaning -as in (7) .

7a

c.

If I'd:do the laundry she'd'do the laUndry, you know, go leck.

and do the same thing over again thatdone ironed and pub

away. (AE 36:15)

I reckon she's done sold it. (AE 153:32)

One of them s done.got there. (0E 41a:27)

However,. there-are.also:a large. number of examples where this is not the

case:

8.a Oh, he liketa.had a fit. He said, "My god, you ddne killed

that man's horse.," CO 146:8).

. We thought well-we can sit back'and enjoy our laborof the

years gone .by since the children had done leftJlome.:

(AB 37:16)

c. Where was I? You done made me forgett (AE 151:6)

d. I better quit' now before I've done talked my head off.

(OE 36:26)

Here-the semantic facts bear a relationship to the reaaons why this

might have apPeared to be a reasonable.hypothesis. Already indicates

something like preViously, .in the sense, very.,roughly speaking,. prior

to the present or some other specified time. This is illustrated i the

sentences of (9):: A

9.a. I reCkon she's already sold it. (priorto now)

When:you Arrive; the food will Already be there.

(prig to future'' tiMe) .

6is.tO some past dime, as in(9a); it.is possible for i,t.

-tO look sitilar_ ro done.(cf. (Tb)) and it beats a meaning very similar o

When already..



the.perfective. ThLs does mot :happen when already refers to a non-past

ti , as (9b), though. In-addition, as we saw in (8), there are numerous

Cases of done with past forms. of a verb wherealreadycannotbe

sidered even roughly equivalent. It seems then, that the apparent simi-

larity of done toalready is due to the Tatter's referencero past time

when it interacts with.a past form of a-verb rather than any real

correspondence between their inherent meanings.

The account offered here follows the proposal. of Scott'(197.3) in

maintaining that the distinctiveness of done lies in its completive

aspect. The motivation for.this conclusion comes mainly from evidence

of the type Scott calls semantic incompatibility in her4discUsaion of

done's non-occurrence with certain types of verb phraaes specifically

iwhat.'shecalls the continuative forms and the habtuarnon-continUative
.

. ..

(Scott 1973:143)-. Thus, we can provide semantic correlates to the

distribution facts_ previously noted' in tht done cannot be pairedwith

a tense or aspect that' - would not allow a completive interpretation for

the verb phrase. This is shown in the unacceptability of'sentences with

future, present, or progressive forMs'of,erbs; as in (10:

10.a. (*done) finish this letter later.

b. I'll go- to the' store when..1-(*done). finish this letter.

. ,

n the last example, the progressive form preenta a completive aspect,

even thOugh a past .time is indicated. This factor can be isolated ea.'

c. Ididn't knOw it then but I was (*dOrierstepping On a.snake..

the determining one since otherwise semantidally, the sentence accep-

table as seen when the progresaive is replaced.

11. didn't know it then but I (had) donee stepped on a snake.
*
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Another bit of evidence for the completive meaning comes from co-

.

like always,
occurrence restriction with 'Certain adverbials.

usually, often, generally, normally, etc., modify the verb phrase in

Adverbs

part; with. an incompletive".lar
cOntinuative,sense, making them

patible with &One as we see in (12):

12.a. He slWays ( *done) ate.eVerything sight.

She his always (*done) eaten everything.in

C.' They often (*done) forgot their lunch.

d. They'had generally (*done) paid their bills on time.

A Set of adverbs whith:would also'appear;to be excluded in these struc-

tures are those which Overtly signify incompletion, of the type of

almost, nearly, just-about, etc.. Although nonerof these occur in the

present data, it may bepossible to use them to qualify the-completeness

aspect of done, giVen that sentences like (13)' are probably at least

marginally acceptable.

13. He ( ?done) almost fell down two flights of stairs.

It iS-fairly, easy to:imagine a context inwhich-(13) could_be used by an

AE er OE speaker. Feagin (1979) has one example of this in White

Alabama English in

14: I done !bout forgot.

and comments that this may 'be a way to hedge on or to qualify done.

With only this one example, though, it is impossible to draw any..conclu-4 ,

Sions on extensive thepOSsibilities of qualifying the comPletive 4

meaning might be. 1

;Finally, verbs which are non-completive in nature also are ge erally

unacceptabld in a construction with done.

4'

This is illustrated in (15):



This

b.

c.

She*done) was happy to hear the:new8.

They had (*done) seemed upset.

I (*done) wanted to finish that

d. They (*done). happened to

book last night.

appearsto be the.same sort of relationship as that between stative

verbs and other grammaliorlconstructions as pointedout by LakOff::

(1970). However,

there also appear

repeated here:

as in thOge co-Occurrence liMitations (Sag ,,1973),

to be exceptions, again

5. ...and when
(AE 22:17)

Here the main verb

our example cited in (5),

she come home the next day,. she done had the fever.

have would seem to work against getting acompletive

reading with done, but what happens instead is that done in some way

forces a Completivenesi onto have.: In (5) the focuS appears to be on -

getting the sickness,-Or the beginning of the procePof having it,

which was over,rather than on having it, which was ongoing at the time

being reerred:to.' Thus,: a possible generalization is that'done:cannot

occur .

with verbs that are in

'1

some way.anti-completive, but may be used

with verbs that have a potential coiripletive component which is then

reinfOrced.

klurther consideration in describing any language phenomena

invOlVeS viewing it from a funCtional peripective.' That is why would a

speaker choose to-encode it in a'partittlar utterance (over and above

syntactic-and semantic aspects which; may limit the c oice) and what.wOrk

e
not all `of ourdoes it accoMplish there? We can observe in most,

examples, a gramMatic sent ce, wit,h similar meaning if diiii00K left, .

out. In order to looiat this aspect; such factors as the role of



speaker intentions and assumptions are given attention. Tiii4 section

will deal briefly with one 'facetiOf how doneseems to be functioning,

pragmatically in AE and OE with a: suggestion. fot how this may tie in -.

with the syntactit;andy:SeMantit
%characttristics of iisA'usage.

An observation that can be made about the examples in:our data is

that often, if not always;done-appears to carry some emphasis _with it.

That is most obviou6 in narratives where such deVites are frequent, as'

in (16):,

16., . She opened the oven doot to put her bread in to bake it

and there'Set the cat. Hide done busted off his skull

and fell dawn and his meat just come off'n his bones.

(AE -31:25)

b. That's when they had the big flood.' He just runned it

-down. You shoulda seen him coming out of there. We-

thought he was done gone. Just straight down, too.

(AE 51:11)

The emphatic effect is also present in some non-narrative tontexts,.\\I./

in _(11).:

17.a. When I was a boy, if you 'seen a woman's knee, you had dbile

seen something and now you can just'see anything they've

gon. (AE 31:15)

...and then the next thing you, know she's done tfirqwed

'
herself plumb to the dogs. Well, once when'she puts -

herself to the dogs-it's hardet for 4 woman to pull

herSelf:b4ck than it is a man. (AE 30:29)

c. They've done set them three;' four, five times ptobably, in

pine, and still haven't got a stand.. (OE 36:24)

The problem with ddaling with a notion like emphasis is that.it

.
resists precise description in terms of how it is accomplished (i.

corWation with stress, intonation and/or certain grammatical

10-

processes) and how it fun Lions. Hooper and Thompson (1913) maintain

that emphasis can be:given only to an asserted clause. They furthet

show that certain transformations .(taken ftom Emonds '1911).which:serve

. its

k
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to make a sentence more emphatic apply not only to amain clauses but also

to certain embedded clauses. Prior to this, it had to be assumed that

only main clauses could be.asserted, with questionalogatiOn and all

,embedded claukes excluded. .Hooper and Thompson. Atgue that with certain

Verbs, which they callassettiveinedicates", the.Clausep embedded

under them are infect asserted and they ,use emphasis in their

argumentation. Green-(1970),however, Argues that emphatic construc-

tions

.

do not all occur within assertions as defined by Hooper and

Thompson. Their distribution is, instead, "determined pragmatically,

not structurally or even semangcally in the logician's sense"' (Green

1974b:190). The possibility of using an emphatic device depends on the

speaker's intentions and assumptions in particular with 'respect to cer-

,tainty about or agreement with the proposition involved. In other

words, it is unlikely that speakers would use a device to make a prepo-

sition more empha5it if they are uncertain about its validity.

.

These observations can be examined as they might, apply to done as an,

emphatic device. A-subs Tantial nutbe-1-701-the propas-ittorrs-containing

done are clearcut assertions (non-interrogative, non-negative,.non-

eMbedded clauses). Of.the 78 examples from our sample, 55 fall into

this category, a. striking majority._ We must note .here 'however; that

the nature of the data collection process may well have some bearing on

"

this tabulation, since the speakers, as interviewees, would have.less

chance'to use interrogatives. They would, however, be expected to use

negatiVe and embedded constructions normally..jin additional 1U instances

of done are found in embedded clauses of the type Hooper and Thompson

(1973) would call "assertive", with higher predicates like sal,. think,

reckon, as in (18).
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1.1

(18)a. .Fieldworker: I was thinking about buying that old .c4. of

hers. I

Subject: I reckon she's done sOld it. --(AE 153:32)

b. I think-theyAone took it. (08 28:5)

.Green's (1974b)refinement of the:Hooper,and Thompson treatment of !asser-

tion seems to & the right direction to take, on this issue, so it should

be noted that the nine examples referred to above would also fit her

criterion with respect to the speaker's assumptions of certainty or

validitY. For example, in (18a) the subject's main proposition appears

to be the assertion that the 'car has been sold, the certainty of.whiCh

is hedged on slightly with I reckon, but the proposition is assumed to

be fairly certain.

The remaining 13 occurrences, of done are found in subordinate

clauses of other types, which would not be cOnsidered as asserting their,

proposition within the framework proposto113$r Hooper and Thompson. Green

(1974b),on the other hand, points out thatAttempting to fit every

emphatic clause into the category-of assertion might well.destroy the

A

integrity of that category. It seems that, although this last group of

done clauses areperhapA non-assertive, they are at leaSt candidates for

emphasis' The majority Ofothese are adverbial, clausts of time and

reason and .are, of course, referring to past,time.becAuse of the other;;

factors involved in' the use of .dOne. Green'S proposal seems applicable

here in suggesting how done may be used. emphatically in these cases.:

The use of such an adyerbial points to omething which simply precedes,

(time) or precedes and is causally relattd to (reason) the main proposi-

tion of the utterance. If the main proposition is an Assertion, which it.

is in each case the speaker's level of certainty with respect to the

adverbial would seem to be quite high and since done contributes to:the
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past completion aspect, this might explain how done can be used emphati7

cally in such non-assertions. Examples from this category are:.

19. (time) And I said Bobby, now if you'll just thr0W anoper
one right in or top of that'One, after you done vomited, I

.says, it never will make you sick anymore. So he:tHrowed
Jam another thew and by God he liketa died on that thing.
(AE 146:24),

t
b. .(time) :I better quit now-before I've done talked my

head off. OE 36:26)

. ,(reason) We had. to tear out the floor winter before last
in the kitchen and put in a whole new floor becipse the one
that was in there had done rotted. (AE 3:21)

An original motivation for looking at done:with respect to emphasis

came from the fact that our data contain no instances in which-it occurs

in questions or negative utterances. This is a further argument for the

emphatic use of done. Feagin (1979), however, reports that her data do

in fact show questions (both with and without subject-auxiliary

inversion--had you done seen this? You done paid yet?), tag questions

(The son had done left, hadn't he?), and negatives (only one instance).

This may indicate - that -tfiis p gmatic-sapact7of-dame is optional; that----

the speaker may choose to use dime etiphatically or not, depending on

.

.

what assumptions are held about the proposition being expressed.'
4

What has been suggested so far, then, is the, following: the semen-

.tic properties of done indicate thatIt hae a completive meaning and

this -would account for certain of its co-occurrence restrictions. In

addition, it appears that done' id. generallY, if not always, used' with aft

emphatic or intensifying function which determines its higher com-

patibility with assertions than with other clause. types. Now wecamgo

baCk to' the syntactic characteristics and see if there is a classifica-

t

tion and syntactic account that fits these 'properties.
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Syntactic Properties of done

As Labov observes (1972b:56), done has "loin its status a a verb" in

the usage described above. It is uninflected for any tense'marking

Agreement, occurring before. averb. which is inflected (with or Oithout

preceding inflected auxiliary). Grammatical classifications that have

been proposed include that of "quasimodal" (Labov et al.1968),

pre7verbal" form (Dillard 1972; Scott 1973) and adverb (Labov 1972b;

Feagin 1979; Elgin_1983). Sii((e simply labelling done as a "preverbal"

form makes no real formal claims-that can be tested, we will examine

only the modal and adverb classifications. (cause of done's position

in the verb phrase and its morphological properties, these two classifi--

cations would appear to be likely candidates.

Considering first the modal possibility we can observe a similarity--

neither modals nor done occur in,nonfinite clauses, i.e. *I want.to can

play the piano (to be able to play the piano); *I wanted to done leave!

left. It would also be instructive to examine instances of questions

and negative sentences. However, there are no examples in our data of

done occurring in such structures and it appears that these are not

0

allowable combinations for either AE or 0E,speakers. If these

combinations are.allowed,.tt seems unlikely that viOne would behave like

a modal in those situations, i.e., in inverting for questions, and having

P.P

the negative particle follow it. We would not expect, ifor example, to

find cases like those in (2U) where done is shown in the position S

modal would take:

20.a. *Done they,finished their work?

b. *They done not finished their work.

Feagin's data from Alabama, as we mentioned earlier, there are a few
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instances of questions and negatives withAdone. In all of the examples

cited which involve inversion for questions or contain a negative, the

questions thathave auxiliary is present as well, as n (21a,b):

AO not contain have, no inversion taked

21.a. Has he done come back? .4

1:4:- I carry it if somebody hadn't, one it.

c. What'S the matter? You done tuck up some cold?
(from Feagin1979)

The example in (21c). might be an instance of auxiliary deletion whiCh

often occurs with questions in informal English. In any case done. dos
. .60,

not behave like a modal with respect to subjectauxiliary inversion or.

negation, if it can occur in such constructions at all.

Done does not govern a particular form of the verb following it, as.

a modal or auxiliary would. The fact that the overwhelming number of -

cases. in our data involVe a past form seems to stem from independent

syntactic and semantic considerations rather than.a relationship of

government. In all our examples, the verb phrases fits the AE/OE'systeM.

syntactically when the done is removed, whether a single verb form in

the past remains or certain modals or, auxiliaries are present in-addi-

tion to the verb. (This is again taking into account the variations'
. _

found. in the irregular verbs. mentioned before.) In addition, modals

precede auxiliaries in surface verb phrases of English, and done follows
.

the auxiliary when one is present, As this type of evidence buiidslUp,

it would appear to be a hard task to justify formally the classification

of done as a modal in English, given its different behavior from other

members of that class.
0
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'Dn.:the otherhandj there.is no 9ieeidnninciniMii4ence.that would

pnint.tothe appropriateness of COnsioelg done to lie }; adverb,
, ft

fo.t§ome vague notion of'..modif4cati*of:.the verbOraap:in whtch'itl,

occurs. Syntactically, "it dne0 notdisplay.the,dlattOutiOnal.
T.,

leges:t4t various.tyPes ofa04rbiaiSSilow. B..,(3*SX4Siple adverbs can

Via?

typically 'be moved away,frobe verb phrase.;tcoanothet,Part of:the

`sentence, as'Yln.(22):. , -
c,,

22,a, They quickty put out the. fire.-%-''e,

b. They p t Out.0e: fe guickiy.

c; 41Uicky;they..put.oUt:.the f ire

DnnehoWever, cannot be mo d to an 'position' t one it

74,C

i'l. .?'!I., 4. .:. ."',,;',"
.

:eoccupies-in the verbiphrase ag'intfielleieriCe abovd. It i

Aeverronted.or reloCateft,OUtaide it nywhictO.i originates.

yii4
, !

There 4*p, fotr coUrse,:;a few,l,ad 6s.'which AiOlay Siiilarly restri
.4". -. -t . .% . -4.., ,-.

.4-1., ...,..

disttibutiOns; for 4xamule.r.ist; (ni,,YjuStg'SePtAhe.1.ette'r, but
,.

*they stent-t 'letter.JUStinr*JusttheY,66entehe letter),
, to .1,!..' ',.', ,-):Z4, ,...,1'. '7 '' ,i'l '-i: / '4 ' ' la,.. ,, , , _ . . :

were to be cOndidered!as:an agierb; it*Uidrhave to be handled in the

sameway'"diatliele,..otadr exceptional' adverbi are.

. ,

Anothr,differenWin behavior between done and adverbs,is found' ill

.rediiced Clausesi,:-MOStadVeiba seemto.occur.:relatiVely freely:
f

in such

Clauses,' as in '(23,),:'

23.a".' John is' believed" to' have quietly left

They seet to haVe,..'almnat gotten, away.

c. Judy's having already left surprised. me,
. ,

There are no such Occurrences. of done in our data not are any 'cited by

Feagin (1979.),o :Hackenberg (1.972) It theefote seems
4

sentences,like thbie::in (24) would be unacceptable:



?(*) John is believed to have done left

b. -1(*) Theyiseem tb,havd.done got(ten). away.

10YJOy.,6 having done left

see-in24)that done, ''unlike adverbs, JO 'prObably restriCted,-;

unreduced'clauses, sin

tically ruled out, as

25.a.i I believe

for sentences like those, it is not semen

shoWn in (25):

that John (has) done left town.

,b. It seems like they (1.ve) done got(ten) away.

c. It surprised me that Judy (had) done left.

we see
. ,

that neither modal ndr:Overb is a verysatis,-APg

i

label for. done. we will, IwweVer, adopt the stancethose whollave-
.

termed it a guasimodal," since the members Of .the

quasi-mOdalS forM a restricted,set which*

are closely tied'tO;:the verb phrase

restrictions. Quasi - modals differ

and haVe

group :of, modals and

stecUea d all of them,,

similar kinds of ocCUrrence

,

froM.true modalS in various aspects*

of their:itehavior Such as lackof .inversion With subjects-

constructions. Within, this category, done can be consid as Asper

ciel marker within the tense and aspect systems of 4E and PE. The

semantidicharacteristics would then be reflected formallyas the form.

specifically mark the past completion of -.an . action or event

,;.WOlfram and. FaSold observe, done an additional perfective construe -.

tion in. some nonstandird.dialectO not a substitute for.present perfect

tense in SE [standard English] but in addition to it." (1974:152). The

faCt that it is not a substitute for any tense in Standard Englisti can

be seen in thefollowing acceptable done sentences where it interacts

with eadhpf the possible tenses'(having.a past involved)
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28.a. She (done) sold it-at noon yesterday.

She has (done) sold it by

She. hadhad (done) sold it by the time I got there..

e time adverbs in each sentence are 1401Y limited inthei60'

0

occurrenpe'with tenses and their inclusion.above shows.that the addition

_.. -

of done dOes nov"alter the restrictions that hold. betweenTihe,tended and.

time adverbs.' instead adds a completive force and its accompanying

mphasis to the tense /aspect frame invoked. Done does, of course

impose some additional restrictions on various co-occurrences due to its '.:

semantic characteristic of'completiveness.

Current treatments of the syntax of the English auxiliary differ on

, ...;

whether or not a category AUX is to be included in underlyinvStructure.

'I'ullum and Wilson
(19W'eXclude it, putting tense in the C(HP node anJI

. ,f4,

.-'voi

,

having modals, haVe, be and:do auxiliaries all generated krOthe same way

as verbs. Akthajian et -6:12(1979) onthe other hand, maintainthe cate=

sory'AUX, including. in itftense,do
'

and modald
'477

auxiliaries in the same as verbs. This is obviously . agroSslyover-'

have and be

siMplified:statement of their pochtionsbut it provide! the -.basis for

several,commentSHabout done.

given 4A1, drlying structures-proposed by either ,ac6614 what is

needed for AB300 es who use done might be provided 'through. certain
n4W. y

adjustments in the schema. Aspect marking- (Perfect, progressive ,
I

possibly, passi% ve) originates in underlying peructUreas verbsWil h coin=.

bine to provide surface distinctions. What may:he;haiipening i the:

--"

varieties with done is that another surface distincO.on of aspect,,.

exPreSsed by.a luasimodal,. As possible.' :Ibis might be accounted for bytr., .

71

und erlying structure,ructure, hetween perfectie have andnd
. , -4"

)
..., ,

another verb node
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the leiical or main verb, which could be called' gom

this way, Itdone forgot would involve, a past tenste

I've done forgot WROld

The t4ic.:MChaniams,Of either:Nersion

with ,t0thrilettve done ; '

be non-past tet4e, perfective have and' comtletiv,e7':

the and -W,i1SOn.. (1977 )"?..'SYStem;

way as have and verhif,

modals are generated in the same.

quasi-modal would fit in well. The, Akmajian

. et al (1979) ,account', :however, separates. modals frOM have and verbs by

placin .,them,
.

within,that.fraMework we would have

to assume' that done.',g, being .quasi 7MOdal would .allow it to occur

side the AUX.'eaateriV''' or Vise: some ad.hipc way Of incorPorating it
.

into the'.7.r,erb.:Thp.sei.....tn .apittOpriatd

4!Model for don &Steil) aboye w

on.al'dts tin t In "aspect .;!..,;but

iris . nee

uld allow for the ,expression

there would be, a rigorous set

accompany it.. The additiOnal node

tinguishing the 'underlying structures

anethose with done and simple past. As we

ap,..i,n.12.7') are nOt equiValent.
,,sent en

done led 'iihree 'gr

I shad,ld.11ed 'three '-gr

Past

nonsynb.nj,*us..

Y Shou4ftd

perf eCt :reqLti red

(*today).
,k .

ote. tie, diffeKen

feF in their und

dk . ,

siMP1 pasts does' not; Ats' reference po3.ht, .f r 'paSthesS is

cone is end Pertdent of this issue; it cant' occur With both.

acceptability with .

.4'

sentat

rr thy` past1O!.refera referencv point°.

earlie r,
- `.'.49

every done could require extensive.

conditi.ons to defpe we14.-formed structures ,containing

r in Tion-finiote ,Q1ausetS1 it cannot co-occur with the:

s;
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rc Or

',progressives

4

andjtsCoodur

limited.'' If 'r ma.intek4b th

thiirue modals is At best extremely
r

a'- 'quasi- modal, this, lastchCrac-

teriStic may be-acCounied;for..- Sequences of modals are rare 'in AE' and

-.0 and are typieally coni4dereo. to be ',prohibited in StaridarcriEfig140).

.Multiple mOdzkls '(such a :Might could,: might:should) do occur in some

southerwmon-mainstreaM7iArieties".ef
Eiteigh (Feggin 1979) but they are

. ' .

.

_
inot Observed in the samples Of AE and'OE under discussion here. The

fact that done, as a quasi-modal, seldom is paired with another modal,.

might be attributable to this pattern:- We saw earlier a number'nf other

co- occurrence ,restrictions that would have to

addition, 'unlike other forms of this

fOrth.of the followi4 verb noftwo4Id

the "preceding verb.
lit

ment of the past participle

be .met as- well., In..
o

PY10*.A.donewould.ltdetermine
the

itbe.affected by the requirements

,Tetfe6tive have governs the place7'

-on'the verb embedded under it.

,Mo4aWrequire the .hate*rObtform of f-a verb to folloW them. 01)one, on

-phe:Ot,J*,. hand," Cppearg:i7-o' be transparent with respect to such

praess.es.-'4ince the, verb' in which don.e,Oeeurs-iS',unchanged by
6 .

4.

presence, the placement of;oierbal markers would seem-to "pass over"

4\

done when it intervenes4/a the Marker.that is4,,governed hy. the

its

ment aboVe it (either past :ten or_the paruiciple for have);

up attached to the verb :1elowdone.

This formal difference- in behrior. between donesin.this%tekatmerkt
a

and other verbs mightargUe for the classification of donejapa
:;' :0

'Since, as an adver t would not interact with the tenses'and'their

oWeVer, aere.Would remain other syntactic differ(n-
.

.

between done and adverb*, such as those discuSsed earlier.. 'For:

Hinstance, the fact that done cannot occur inreduced disauses while

. .o



adverbs can, would require some
11

It should

form of marking or otherJ'AeChanism.

be clear by now that atiWng at tigraMmatiCal:eleasifica:

tion.for done is not a straightforward matter. The possibilities
.

include either assigning it.:to'an existinlvgrammatical cIass.(adverb or
7

modal). or, creating a new clpss,for-thie"item alone.

seen, both alternatives appehr to /result, in a non-productive type ,..pf

However, as we have

', classification. If an attempt is made to include done in a group' fike,

adverbs, it turns.out to be full of exceptions: which would require

cialattentin.- mantiCally more satisfying woul0e toConsider done

as &special case.within the tense and aspect system., Since it would
t

,

demand special treatment 141 terms of 44# operatiOn'within the system, it

seema.-best to consider AOneto be a quaWMadal a labef which recogoi
. .

zes its, special -Charatterisiits,:Trop
, ,f,A4

.

mats al.classificatiori accompany sem

howeVer, in this

StraightforWA50:

can be done.
. ,

In earlier.

in Lance grammatica
:

;

Wing

A.ntereat. Ddne was apparently

pre-Sent

.

ih most. varieties. ' Traugo

st'agesin the development.of English 'but'disappeared

`,..obSerk.,e.s._ `that ,,Middle "saw the deve-

lgpMent,ofa further segme

.

tiOn of the perfective ,As,in.I have

done gone.', surviving.only:iiNpartheritEn lash however., after the

* ,

steenth century (1972r In*Addi4On;,'St-tIliS the'..dOne did 00.t

seem io:equire a,past participle

past participle-ahreading" 'to the

0 1

wig it. Traugottspeaks,of the
A

n Verb'In late Middle ,English, and

speculates that an "emphasisonthe completion" may be involved

(1172:193)



of

Theeto,historiCal facts (Feagin (1979) presents a more extensive list

citations and references for them which will n t be reviewed here)

may provide sUpport fOr the4resent account in

(Asti* g, tome!,relation*Weeri the
followilig

way

Form_ attested` above;:an4 done in AE

and OE). If-done originated as an additional component of the perfec-

.

tive aspect at it was developing language
P
it may have

. -,Hr-

.
,

retained its status-as an added ,aspect marker while modifying its privi-

leges of occurrence somewhat int o e varieties, in 'which, i,t was

t
preserved. TraugOtt gives its initialltinvironment as have + PP + do

(+PP),,indicating

Later

that, at-first,'have done finish was the- acceptable

the "spreading' of the past participle to the m§in,yerb

eave,the form havelione finished (1972:193). "'Once the past part*CiWle

spread to the mainverb,. donemay.haVe attained some:degree OfAndepen-

'dence from the have constructiOn,:beCOMingritteatakind of

quasi-modal, with its Privt .of occAttetite' boaden1.iig to include
t.. ,, , .,. ',:. , r 4

simple pad't Verbs 46dthe 15 uxiliStY,:Whild it kept'itsvfmaction t

mark a completive aspect '
,

-basedOn the synchronic faCts'of

, --
histeriCal evidence available Ons
Sociolinguistic Aspects

otf course, largely tiiculation,
0.

the usage of doile in AE and OE and the

itS,p0s014Torigins.

When we :.,speak of done as_kvartable feitn4,
F

not mead it is used byall speakers or .to thesame

, , >k;c6..

do use it. In- act,. as we mentioned earller 2 one of the ditferenCes

between AE. and 04-iies in the extent to which done J.trealized

with AE displaying far re instances of

Other important social parameters t

the construction than OE.-

Investigate are ag and sex, since



differences,along those lines can have implications.for language change

as well:

AlthoUgh we have no basis on which to tabulate frequenty levels

Ainta4t isnot-possible-tOilentifpossible occurrence's of cfcine that

were not realized), we can examine the-111)1e numb74Occurrences'of

the construction by sex and age groUp for the two varieties. These

figures are presented in Table 4.1.

OE

Age Group .Male Female' Male Female , Total
, .

10-15 1,0

16-30. 5

10

5'

!

''51-70 16 '5

70+ 4, 4 1

TOTAL - 5: ..23 ,i! S
1

_..."

Table 4.1 Number of Instances ofoCompletivone in AE a
by Age and Sex. . _ -

il

kw

are-several interesting observations

15

15'

14

23

'11

to be made:,,on the basis of

esa figitYes . The fact thatther0A.Lre many (more ins rites in ;the AE.
0

samPle%lan,in-the OE sample is nicely complemented by the age. group

patterns.:: We find that among AE'speakers there are no Striking age

group differences; conversely, among OE speakers we have a.nearly

:classical diSplayrof figures that indicate generational differences. In

that Variety,,Almost all the 'instances of ,done arelound in the speech

of.those,ovfr 50 years Of.age. This result would sulipOrt a conclusion

that done is dying out in' OE

11

/ . .

while the. figures foi,AE show little sign
.



of that occurring. There is alscr.a strong tendency in both_communlules

for done to be used by males moreso than females. Since changes toward

the,standard (eliminating stigmatized featuresttypically amore

advanced'among females and younger speakers the' sex' iffereneiation in

AE might be a precursor to4done's dying out in that community as well.

lin any event, the figures'in Table.4e1 point to the speakers-of UE being

more advanced in. the change toward standard (non=done) 'constructions

thanU'speakers. Although we do no:tp'iassume any relationship between

he varieties, it is interesting to note that Labcq' found a similar

rend for Vernacular Black English, observing that done "appears to bevy

eceding in the BEV'of northern cities" (1972b:53).

Other Auxiliary Forms

As we noted early.in this

formi044eteristic of n -mainstreamvarieties of English that impinge

on our account df the auxiliy. BottrAE and UE show evidence of incor=.

4
discussion, there are A.:'number-o other

.porating such forms into their vet- .systems. While we- will not go into

thalevelof detail for these 'structures considered in the discUssion-Of
741

done,.we can mention several of the forms and their usage characteristics.

li GI 1.
, ,

Liketa occu s.in both phitive and negative
.

-

examples in (2B).

contexts, 'as in' the

.2B.a. And I knew what...I'd done and boy itliketa scared me to

death. (AE 152:28)

b. ThatthingAooked exactly like a real mouse "AndJY:liketa

wentthroughithe:::rodf. (AE 64:19). 6 .

When:e-gOt there, we liketa never got waited on. (AE 151;0

d. I-had kidney stones-and tfieYiiietakilled med:, p45:0)
gsk t

e. The.first car she ever seen==she said iCliket

todeat1i.
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I,

f. I wean!, paying attention to what I was doing when 1

started around this scurvel I liketa missed-the curve..

In my sister's car. And I jerked wheel... (QE 10:18)

g. I liketa never got over it. (UE 29:33)

h. Wall,, liketa threw me, thrown me through a wall before.
Natter of fact, she didone time. 444'149:13)

A past form of the main verb of the clause always follows liketa, and

! ,

this is-the place where tense marking occurs-since it is absent from..

liketa (Labov 1972b). There were no cases in our data of the form

occurring in queitions in embedded clauses, or, with tag questions, and

the only, negative environment represented was, never (cf (28c,111)1

0

eta 'means "something very. close to "almost" as noted by Labov.

(1972b) and Feagin.(1979), 4ut,in the counterfactuality sense only (not ,

e;i .

.,

in the sense ofalMost" that cansignal partial accomplishment), .:Ihatv

isi liketa signals,that, #1thoughthe came*r;e401A

happening,. it inject did not happen, and the proposition contalned.id

the clause is admittedly un rue. (or exaggerated). This'is appar4nt in a
,X. ,..,.

case like128hY. Where Worder to Allow for the possibility that 'the
v. .:

situation actually did occur -the speaker must separately .assert.it4-

^,- I ,

Elgin :(1983) (466 notes,tharthe situation must be a quite signiflcane
_

7although,liketa died may, havebecome an idiom,.

'

to minor embarrassments as well. Liketa, 11.. Wdone

. -..
,

Antensification to structureS it occurs

so..,that,it.can refer.,

adds emphasis

Another` OrMoCcurrin&,withpasttenSeverbs is stillpos6ta'Kwith

cvariants,Sposeta. and posetaA, _The construction with supposeta. includes
.!..,..Joft.

..'.=!!' .- '- ' '-' ' ' .

..a-frillowing pes tense verb-and-in many cases
41,

an initial auxiliary be.



29.a.

b. And a:bunch of guys jumped on him,

done, and killed him. (AE 66 ;6)

c. 'And so they posata met on one side

in so many hours,. (AE ,15b:19)

d. And kerosene. ;hat ' s supposeta%been 94

(OE 39:11)

a. So her husband7-was apolietabeen her husband but they didn't

get marr4dr,-ht was a priest. OE

He was sposeta went up in thib big two story housd. (AZ 35:12)

something he was sOosata

of the,ridge you(knowi
P:oo

9r 4Veryx

, i

f. She sposetkhad'A'Atioke. (0817:4)

Supposeta appears to hive become a. fixed form, like liketa and usetas4

related to supposed to but with die past tense ending on suppose neutra-

lized phonologically. It' bears a much closer relationship to a Tull

form, be supposed to, than liketa. The tense marking has shifted to'.the

following element (with, in addition, the past tense on the':*Xiliary

when'it is present). Labov (1972b) haa..observed that supposeta require*

do,-when negii0011 cronit. Upp6aeta, but there'were no such instances,

in our sample.

;There are several other

with the. elements of the auxiliary of

case's of vernacular forms which interact

6h. One further item tuims

his 'form segms to have the

of theset,4 far' described:

some 11udcrati9nelor*titgi

. up fairly' frequently.;.in our corpus, us
J71:

: wideit range of privileges of occurrence.

Without further comment, we will present

to round out our discussion of these auxiliary forms.

30,a. I useta couldn't count anything got.me some work

up here. (AE 85:21)

0
People useta didnq bave frigidaires or,nothing...

c. He useta. rode them logs.

d. /..don't fall as easy as
",

1,1,4
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e. I usidta fall. and hurt myself as 'bad as ho did.

(OE ;28:9)

. Useto, you could go for MilWwithout seeing ,4 house. .
(0E.yi,L15) .ct,

Yinelly,"Jos mentioned in Cho diecuosion Of 'done, wo should note.again[

therelative absence of multiple modal constructions. In the.entire

data 'aae, only one instance occurred might could by an AE speaker.

'Discusaion

There seem to be a number of forms which occur in-nonmainstream

,

varieties of English that cause a'reexaminatio P of itheEnglsh

liary to account for them. They may, like done and liketa, contribute..

emphasis as well as distinctions "of aspect'and modal ty to theorerb:".
'

-

phrases in which they occur. GrammatiCal accounts English'shouldo
,

consider such forms in .their'proporiala. While opinions may differ on

the scope of the applicability of 4 propoSed graimar (onet0eaket or

many), more and Gore, arguments are being offered that rules and/or cate.

.gories Which, are independently motivated in.English are nonetheless

available because they are needed in other languages. Data such as

those prent.ed here point.to the need for more attention along those

lines for,variable features within the, English language itself:

In addition7to.docUientin a range of variation within. the:Verb

. ,
phrase for AE and OE speakers, we hav also noted some interesting

t

sociolinguistic 00.00th4lation among and.petwee!z the communities.
.., ,: ,7... ,.

of
. IA

Completive done, is, dying .out .TOE,..but that movenient is not

yet apparent in44:(4thb.
t;,i14.:gitg6ad

may indicate this tendency). The other forms

the .predoMinante of males using the form

discussed do not.s ,fo

share this age reiatedfiesS in either Variety, although once again we can

94
82
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note it much great'erMg0000-et,inatances in each ceuu by openkeru-0

: ''etrt'q
At over the UE group. This may in part arger sample

obtained from the Appalachian commitUitlea;hwe the numbers are

ntly;differentthan 4 simple comparison of -the oOplee

would predict. It seems then thatAX overall is exhibiting a lower.

level of stigmatized features within the auxiliary eategory'rhan AE..

.,

414 -,&14.
7:?

IV

16:7P4'.

ciU

83
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CHAPTER FIVE

'12EKSONAL DATIVES

In Englieh, when,the damereferent is mentioned twice within

clause, the second occurrence, Opically takes on e reflexive forM, that

.

is a form with -selfran in myself, themselvea. This happensi'not only

when, both references show in'the Moe' Clause in the:Utterande (la
, -. .f:'. ,.

404." ..'
.1'10, but also when'they both area fe'brlb,ekunderlying structural. with

. --
tn-.41.;;:,,to,,.,

one gleted or raised into the matvik clause at some prior point ,(1c).
;1

1.a. Did you hurt yourself?

b. They fixed themselves some soup for lunch.

t.. I was saving money to buy myself a new coat.

In some varieties of English, including AE and OE, it is poasibleto use,
;

a non-reflexive'pronoun Me etc., in certain cases for the second
V?

occurrence of a single referent within the same clause. This usage0.6)

illustrated in (2).'

11

2.a. ggo' out'and' cut mealimboio
0
atree,.get me a

straight pne. (AE 7:21)

b. After they all got gone, she gother a big house.. (4-205:9

c.-We had us a cabin, built us a log cabin back over there.
(AE 140:18) .

d. And then yoU'd get-you a boWl of ice water.

e. ...until I build me a rock Wall or something. (OE 34:10 --

f. He usually finds him a long stick: (009:22)

We raised us two" other horses. OE 4064100)

;,. h: You!d get you a ca 'and:care' for a niek and'(:get

you a box of crackers fot inickel and eat Our dlither.d.

(OE la:22) ..
ii...



This structure appears to be fairly common in southern-based varieties

of English, and it is often represented in stereotypical charac-

terizations of speakers of these varieties. In Figure 5.1, such a case

is reproduced, a comic strip where one of the characters is meant to

sound something like a cowboy and says, "I got me a condo in the city."

The language stereotype adds to the humor of the contradiction.

Figure 5.1. "Dennis the Menace". by Hank Ketcham

This structure, which will be referred to in this discussion as the

"personal dative," occurs extensively in this sample of-Appalachian

speech, and to a lesser extent in the Ozark sample. The raw totals of

instances number over 200, in the At corpus, compared to 25 for the OE

speakers. The form is labeled "personal dative" because it resembles

the. dative construction where the indirect object of a clause is related

to a for or to dative (i.e., I gave them the food as related to I gave

the food to them). Since it'octUrs.only in a coreferential context, the

prOnoun is also closely paired with the subject, hence the modifier

"personal ".

CRY MALE
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Some general observations about this construction's form and

distribution provide a'starting point for our discussion. It surfaces

in the internal indirect object position (immediately after the verb)

when a direct object is also present (therefore with transitive verbs).

There are no cases like *I hurt me or *We could see us in the mirror,

in the sense in question. (Some emphatic contexts might allow something

like We couldn't see them, but we could see us in the mirror, but there

the pronoun is a direct object'.) The personal dative is not an "ideL.1."

indirect opject although it fills that slot in the sentence. It can

occur with verbs that do not normally allow internal indirect objects,

thus giving it a wider range of possibilities of co-occurrence. Because

it is coreferential with the subject, it cannot become the subject in.a

passive version of the sentence, unlike non-coreferential indirect

objects. Thus, I gave Sam a pencil can become A pencil was given to Sam-

or Sam was given a pencil. Looking at (2), it is clear that a similar

process cannot apply in these contexts, since it yields structures like

*I was cut a limb off a tree.

Certain other characteristics also emerge. The personal dative is a
..

relatively unstressed element in the clause. It is restricted to ani-

mate referents, but not necessarilyjust human ones. Rather, it would

appear that the pronoun form is the crucial point; as,long as the pro-

. -

noun is not it, the usage is acceptable.1 So, for example, The cat

found her a comfortable chair to curl up in might be found, but not

*The cat found it a comfortable chair to curl up in (where the pronoun

is coreferential with the subject)2 With the exception of it, however,

the full range of pronouns was observed. There may be some differences

98-
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in the frequencies with which the personal dative structure occurs for

different nouns. The structure can be found much more frequently with

first and second person subjects than with third person, singular or

plural, subjects. This observation requires further investigation, to

'eliminate other factors from responsibility for the tendency noticed

(such as topic), but it holds for the over 225 instances examined here.

There is a fairly strong resemblance between this usage and the

dative construction involving for in English (in those cases where the

subject and indirect object are,coreferential). The dative relationship

is expressed by either to or for phrases as in (3) where the "internal"

counterparts follow each example. (3d) illustrates this relationship

when the subject and indirect object are coreferential.

3.a. We gave a present to our uncle.

We gave our uncle a present..

- .

b. John knitted a sweater for Susan.

John knitted'Susan a sweater.

.c. They ordered a sandwich for me.

They ordered me a sandwich.

d. I bought a lawnmower for myself.

I bought myself a lawnmower,.

The personal dative has been linked to sentences like (3d), with.the

suggestion that the nonreflexive constructions come from the same

source as the internal fordative. (2a) above then would be directly

related to I'd go out and cut a limb off of a tree for myself. Green

(1974) gives a lengthy discussion of the verbs which take datives and

at one point notes;

O
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All of the for-dative verbs, in contrast to the
to-datives, may occur with non-reflexive coreferential
indirect object prbouns, but only in certain colloquial,
rural, or sub-standard types of speech, and for no
apparent reason, only if the indirect object is internal.

(Green 1974:190)

This observation is of course too simplistic, at least to cover this

sample of AE and OE, since there isn't a one-to-one correspondence bet-

-ween-this-non-reflexi f- SO nal dative, and an

internal for-dative counterpart in other varieties of English. In

addition, the structure would not seem to be as stigmatized as Green

implies; rather it would appear to be a non-stigmatized variant struc-

Lure of informal speech in those varieties where it is used.

Allerton (1978) discusses the so-called Dative Movement rule in

English, which relates pairs of .sentences like those in (3) above. He

outlines a set of factors to account for those cases in which the rule.

can and cannot apply. It applies uniformly in the case of to-datives

(like (3a)), but not always in the case of for. Without going into all

the details, we can note a useful distinction that Allerton makes bet-

ween benefactive for and deputive for. The benefactive case is one like

(3b) and (3c), where the indirect object is the recipient of thedirect

object (closer to the meaning associated with to). The opposite end of

for-datives is the deputive use, where the action involved is done on

behalf of the indirect object, as in:

4. Mary taught a class for Sam.

(We should note that some investigators would consider this type of

phrase to be an adverbial complement) There is apparently a scale in

between the two constructions where those structures closer to the bene-

factive end can have Dative Movement, as we saw earlier in (3b) and

.100
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(3c), while those closer to the deputive end of the scale cannot;

*Mary taught Sam a class is not acceptable.

Returning to the personal dative examples, we find a number of verbs

with this structure in the sample which do not appear to have internal

reflexive indirect object counterparts. Many, -,but still not all, could

be paired with a phrase of the form for t reflexive pronoun, but it is

not clear whether these would all be considered datives, and even if

they could, they cannot undergo Dative Movement. Some examples appear

in (6):

6.a. We want us a black German police dog cause I had one once.

(AE 29:31).

b. Lotta time, I take me a pound or two of butter and cut me

off a chunk of butter... (AE 22:21)

c. She wanted her some liver pudding. (AE 152:8)

d. We got us some logs,... put us four big poles around the

side of it, and got us logs put over top. (AE 10:25)

e. You'd put slats across there and put you a set of, springs...

(OE 32a:10)

The context surrounding the above personal datives might allow the use

of a forphrase, for example, in (6c): She wanted some liver pudding

for herself. The internal counterpart, however, is unacceptable: *She

wanted herself some liver pudding. -Allerton's account of the dative

movement rule may help here. Since not all fordatives may be moved to

the internal position, the personal dative may represent a structural

departure in those cases where it, but not the reflexive, may occur

internally. (We should not that Allerton does not consider the co

referential cases, where subject and indirect object have the same

referent. There may well indeed be other special considerations

irvOlv1.)
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Elgin (personal communication, 1983) suggests that constructions

with for can represent a wide variety of case relationships, and that

the picture may be even more complex for OE. As a result, great care

must be taken when attributing a particular for-phrase as the source for

a pronominal indirect object. In fact, Elgin observes that there should

not even be a rule of dative movement posited. Thus, she suggests that

personal dative forms may constitute another indirect object const.-

tion that needs careful investigation because of other case features in

a variety like OE and that they should not be defined in terms of a

paraphrase with for.

Where apparent correspondences exist, we can examtne the possib:0

relationship between these personal datives and the othe:c dative

constructions. One parameter is meaning. For most of .he examples

found where a reflexive pronoun counterpart for a personal dative was

acceptable, the two variants seem to be close paraphrases, as in (7):

7.a. He took some-feed sacks and fixed him a shield of some sort:-

(OE 39:12)

He took some feed sacks and fixed'himielf a shield of some

sort.

b. I traded it, sold it for twenty-five dollars, and bought

me a pony. (AE 10:4)

I traded it, ... and bought myself a pony.

We'd head out up in them trees and roll that stuff up and

make us cigarettes, you know, and smoke that. (AE 30:2)

We'd head out ... and make'ourselvel% rigarettes,...

d. I'm going to get me a German police dog. (AE 29:30)

I'm going to get myself a German police dog.

There may be at least some subtle differences in meaning, but these are
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somewhat difficult to pinpoint. Such differences may be more evident in

the examples In (8):

8.a. I shot me a pheasant. (AE 2:13)

( ?)I shot myself a pheasant.

b. That day when he had the party, he got him a bow and

arrow set...and he got him some Stomper Guns and some

guns that... (AE 1:22)

That day when he had the party, he got himself a bow

and arrow set...and he got himself some...

The personal dative in (8a) seems to vary in meaning from the dative

phrase for myself (and the internal ulyself) in that the me seems less

the benefactor of the action than the for-phrase would indicate. It is

possible, though, that this is a more widespread difference between the

constructiln with the overt for-phrase and the one with the internal

indirect object. There also seems to be a degree of emphasis

difference, with Egself slightly more emphatic. In (8b), the difference

seems to be more one of who is responsible for the result of the action

of the verb. The context tells us that the toys were received as gifts,

but the structure with the reflexive forms seems to vary from that.

Here the verb get may be the problem.

Certain structural differences show up when the reflexive and non-

reflexive are compared as they combine with other dative phrases and

thesmight have implications for the meaning relationships. For

example, the personal dative can be found in some instances with a verb_

that takes to-datives, such as write:,

9.a. I'm gonna write me a letter to the President.

*I'm gonna write myself a letter to the President.

b. You should get you a Valentine card for the teacher.

'*You should get yourself a Valentine card for.the teacher.
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(The example in (9a) was provided by Richard Smaby, personal

communication). The alternitte form with a reflexive pronoun is strange

and would not appear derivable from a for-dative. Similarly, although

gonna write a letter to, the President for Fred is acceptabld, the

only internal indirect object possible is the President, not Fred, as in

(10):

10. I'm gonna write the President a letter for Fred.

*I'm gonna write Fred a letter to the President.

We need to consider these examples with some caution, since as Elgin

(personal communication, 1983) has pointed out, the construction which

allow dative combinations may be unusual in other ways. ("A letter to

the President" may be a non-ordinary object, for example.)

There is, in addition, the possibility of a personal dative co-

occurring with an overt for-dative phrase. In these cases, the for-

phrase clearly specifies the benefactor of the action, and its inclusion

serves to reduce, if not eliminate the benefactor aspect of the personal

dative. For example:

11.a. He was looking to buy him a house for his family.

b. I want to find me a pretty card for my mother.

Here, the presence of the personal dative blocks the possibility of the

for-dative occurring internally, though it could otherwise, as in. buy

his family a house. This fact makes it look like the personal dative

fills the indirect object slot, although it doed not necessarily need to

have the full meaning of an indirect object, as the reflexive would.

In summary, then, the personal dative in Ali and O bears a strong

relationship to for-dative constructions in meaning, and somewhat less
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strong in form. It cannot occur with pronoun it, while the for-dative

does not have this limitation. It carries a lower stress than the

internal reflexive. The distribution of the structures with respect to

various verbs and other positional considerations differ some. Finally,

the indirect object meaning of the personal dative can, in effect, be

cancelled, if another candidate occurs, as in (11). It remains to fill

the internal slot, though, precluding the indirect object from moving.

It seems then, that the personal dative is a low-stressed indirect-

object-like structure, which carries a "light" benefactive meaning (the"

strength of which probably relates to other features of the context).

It may stem from the for-dative but its usage has generalized to a wider

variety of contexts with a concurrent shift in meaning. Certain pieces

of evidence put forth above may suggest, in fact, that this structure is

simply a "pseudo-dative," a particle which is a pronoun copy of the sub-

ject and which has distributional privileges like those outlined in this

discussion.

If we look at this structure from a sociolinguistic perspective, we

can compare the two varieties, AE and OE, and social subgroupings

within them. As noted above, there were far more instances of personal

datives recorded.from AE speakers than.OE speakers. This may -ver,

__-

be partially due to the volume of data available, since we had in total

nearly three times as many hours of speech for AE than for OE. It could

also indicate that the structure is less active in OE, that perhaps it,

along with other vernacular features, is dying out. Speakers in all age

groups use the form in both varieties, and no apparent differentiation

by sex exists. Thus, the personal dative is an active vernacular
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features that occurs regularly in AE and less frequently in O}, where it

may be fading out of use. "the structure is also found in other

southern-based non-mainstream varieties, so this is one of the features

that AE and OE have in common with the larger range of southern:

varieties of English.
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Notes to Chapter Five

'There are apparently varieties where this restriction does not

apply. Several isolated instances have been reported to us where it

appears in a personal dative construction.

2Examples of this type do exist in real speech, however, as attested

in speech samples collected by Michael Montgomery in Tennessee, cf.:

We'd have the grandest time a-trying to find that hen.

We could hear the little fellers, but she'd have, she'd

steal her a place and lay her eggs and hatch 'em back

in under these hay and different places about the barn,

you know.

(70 year old female from Tennessee; Michael Montgomery,

personal communication)
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CHAPTER SIX

A-PREFIXING

Introduction

Among the linguistic structures that characterize older varieties

of English, few are more prominent as relic forms than the so-called a-

prefix. Although this form may attach itself to a number of different

kinds of items, the most productive one involves the a-prefix on -Ili

participles such as the following:

1.a. He come a-runnin' out there and got shot.

b. It was a dreadful sight, fire was a-flamin' evarywhere.
(AE 16:(434))

c. He just kept a-beggin' and a-cIfin: and a-wantin' to come

out. (AE 83:18)

These examples, taken from our earlier study of Appalachian English

(Wolfram and Christian 1975; Wolfram 1980), indicate that it is a struc-

ture which is well-represented in AE. Although it is also attested in

other, older varieties of English, its most producti,e uses seem to be

found in Southern rural varieties located in close proximity to the

Appalachian mountain range (Atwood 1953; Feagin 1979; Miles 1980). For

this reason, it seems an ideal form to examine with respect to AE and

OE.. Its status as an archaism is secure (Krapp 1925; Jespersen 1933),

and its historical source is fairly well-documented. What we now need

to examine in the context of AE and OE is the descriptive parameters of

its usage and its distribution in the two communities. In this way, we

can then see if its sociolinguistic change is similar or different. In

the following sections, we shall review its syntactic and phonological
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privileges and examine some
semantic/pragmatic dimensions of.usage as

well. From there, we shall compare its use in the two communities to

see how it distributes itself. The analysis combines our older data on

AE with our more recently collected data from that area, and theti:com-

pares it with the.data collected from OE. As we shall see, both quali-

tative and quantitative dimensions must be-explored in order to arrive

at a reasonable explanation of the form and the kind of:change that it

is undergoing.

Syntactic Properties of a-Prefixing

In WOlfram (1980), it is demonstrated that a-prefixing is syntac-

tically constrained along several unifiable dimensions related to the

syntactic categories .of verb and adverb. A common occurrence of a-

prefixing is that in which the -ing functions as a progressive, as

in the following sentences:

AE

2.a. I knew he was a-tellin' the truth but still I was

a-comin' home. (83:1)

. Well, she's a-gettin' the black lung now. (83:25)

c. He'll forget to spit and he'll cut and it'll just be

a-rundint, a-drippin' off his chin when he 'gets to

catch them. (146:25) _

OE

3.a. They wasn't a-raisin' nothin'. (1:20)

b. And I rode up beside him and I said, "Uncle Polk, you know,

you ain't.got nary a cow but the one you a-leadin'. (10:28)

c. ...the right kind of folk that need to be a-livin' here.

(22:14)

This common realization of the prefix is found in both AE and OE,

regardless of the tense of the verb (e.g. past tense in 2a and 3a and
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non-past in 2b and 3b), and also applies to forms not marked for tense

in the progressive.(e.g. 2c and 3c). We thus conclude that there are no

tense restrictions governing the realization of the a-prefix.

It is also noteworthy thit a-prefixing can occur on progresive

forms which have undergone so-called WHIZ deletion, where the relative

pronoun and be form of an embedded sentence have been deleted. For

example, consider the cases of (4) and (5) for AE and OE respectively.

AE

4.a. I had twelve children and I got two dead and ten a-livin'.
(153:3)

b. Well, let's say you had a little headache or somethin',
or maybe a bone a- hurtin', mother would get you some

kind of sassafras tea. (30:13)

OE

5.a. It's a dollar a- layin' there if yod don't get it. (36:19)

b. Can you imagine a family a-livin' in a wagon? (28:19)

Miles (1980:44), on the basis of such examples, concludes that the

a-prefix can occur on adjectival constructions, stating that "the a-
__

prefixed present participle acts as an adjective in the same way the

non-prefixed participle does in situations where it follows and descri-

bes a noun or pronoun". It is questionable, however, if this conclusion

can be reached on the simple basis'of embedded progressive forms

undergoing WHIZ deletion. It is clear that pre-nominal participles and

predicate adjective constructions cannot attach an a-prefix. The

ungrammaticality of sentences such as (6a,b) is not in dispute for AE,or

'OE; nor is it in dispute in Miles' data (Miles 1980:44).

6.a. *The ten a-livin' children are home.

b. *The movie was a-charmin'.
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The problem with Miles' observation is the conclusion that WHIZ

deletion involves a necessary reclassification of participles to adjec-

tives. Certainly, a- prefixed constructions such as (4) and (5) stand in

a modifying relationship to. the matrix NP but this is not sufficient to

classify them as adjectival. They actually have very. little in common

with lexical or pre-nominal adjectives (e.g. privileges of occurrence,

syntactic manipdlation) so that the adjectival status of such post-

nominal participles is not formally justified. Miles, in fact, offers no

formal argument to support her claim, apparently content to rest her

case on the traditional classification of these forms because of their

surface modification of an NP.- In-light of the overwhelming evidence

that a-prefixed forms functioh ad/verbally, to be discussed later, we

shall continue to maintain that the involvement of a-prefixing in WHIZ

deletion does not constitute a basic violation of the prohibition of

this form on adjectives.

There are a nuMbef of a-prefixed constructions that -support the--7-

contention that it functions as an adverbial complement. Sentences such

-as (7) for AE -and (8) for GE support its classification as a general

adverbial complement.

7.a. 'You was pretty weak by the tenth day, a-layin' in there

, in bed. (37:177)

...one-night, my sister, she woke up a-screamin'--cryin',

hollerin' and so we jumped up. (156:(1044))

OE

8.a. He thought he had a better circumstance, a-comin' here.

(23:8)

b. They couldn't do no good a-cuttin' it with just a sound

saw. (5:12)
.;
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The essential adverbial nature of the participial -ing forms in (7)

and (8) is indicated by the fact that they can be questioued by how and

why, as in Why were you pretty weak by the tenth day or Why did he think

he had a better circumstance?

Finally, we should note the occurrence of a-prefixing as a comple-

ment with particular verb subclasses. Included in this set are verbs of

movement (9a,b; 10a,b), starting and continuing (9c,d; 10c,d) and percep-

tion verbs (9e,f; 10e,f).

AE

9:a. All of a sudden a bear come a-runnin' and it come a-runnin'
towards him and he shot it between the eyes. (44:18)

b. ...and then I took off a- ridin' on the minibike. (4:(888))

c. He kept a-beggin' and a-cryin' and a-wantin' to go out.
(83:18)

d. You just look at him and he starts a-bustin' out laughin'

at you. (80:(583))

e. I heard somethin' a-snortin' comin' up the hill and I

said, "AW heck!" (29:17)

f. ...and I turned around and I seen that ole snake a-layin'
there all dolled up... (44:22)

OE

10.a. When Mulberry gets'a-rollin' you better stay off it.
(39:9) -

b. My fellers gone a-sparkint. (32:5)

c. ...you know, just kept a-jabberin . (23:11)

d. They begin Zo gather in here on Friday night and to start

a-huntint. (41a:17)

e. ...if you'd see one a-comin'. (28b:22)

f. I remember them S-walkin' up the planks. (33:14)

The illustrative sentences in (10),and (11) indicate a fairly wide range
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of syntactic permissibility for a=prefix as an adverbial complement.

While the traditional classification of complements with movement verbs

has often treated these participles as nominals, there now exists ample

justification that they should be treated formally al:; adverbial:comple-

ments. Since these arguMents have been set forth in detail in Wolfram

(1980) based on Silva (1973), we shall not repeat them in this account.

It is sufficient here to observe that the classification of these

complements as adverbs is based upon reasonable formal arguments that

are in keeping with our unification of all a-prefixing forms as ad/verb.

In setting forth the syntactic properties of a-prefixing, we should

mention two other contexts in which a-prefixing'is,prohibited. One of .

theSe contexts derives from our restriction of the form to ad/verb con-a

texts,'but the other. is not so obvious. Nominal -pig forms, like the

adjectival forms discussed earlier may not attach an a- prefix. Thus,

gerunds such as (11) are not permissible with an a- prefix.

11.a. *He likes a-huntin'.

b. *A-huntin' is fun.

c. *he saw their a-shootin'.

The unacceptablity of these constructions is based upon two obser-

vations. First of all, we have collected no examples of such forms in

all of our data from AE and OE. This matches the observations made by

other investigators of this form (Feagin 1979; Miles 1980). In addition,

we administered a native speaker intuition task to a-prefixing users and

found the rejection of these forms by these speakers virtually categori-

cal (Wolfram 1982)'. The evidence, then, seems indisputable and in

keeping with our contention that a-prefixing-is restricted to ad/verb

syntactic constructions.
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The other context is not as obvious initially, although we shall

see that it derives naturally from our analysis of the a- prefix. This

is the restriction which prohibits a- prefix in a position immediately

following a preposition. Thus, for example, we do not find sentences

such as (12) in our data from AE and OE.

12.a. *He makes money by. a- buildin' houses.

b. *He nearly died from a-laughin' so .hard.

Here again, the evidence comes from the absence of such forms in

our data and the elicitation of native speaker intuitions about these -

forms (Wolfram 1982). It is also supported by data from independent

investigations of this structure(Miles 1980; Feagin 1979).

The restriction on prepositions seems to be a relatively super-

ficial one, as indicated by the fact-that the sentences of (12) may

substitute, an a-prefix for the preposition without significant effect on

its structure or meaning so'that sentences such as (13) are structurally.

and semantically syhor4mous with (12).

13.a. He makes money a-buildin' houses.

b. He nearly died.a-laughin so hard.

It is further observed that a -- prefixed forms may occur in an attri-

sve the prepositional phrase as in (14).

14. No, that's something I hadn't ever got into, with dogs.

a-fightin'. (AE 22:34)

This example might also be interpreted as derived from WHIZ dele-

tion, and thus not eligible to be preposed to a prenominal position in

any case, but the constraint of the preposition operates as well.

Another observatibn that refnforces the superficiality of the pre-
/

position constraint is the case of.coordinate prepositional objects.
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Under' certain conditions in English, it is possible to get prepositional

phrases "gapped" by the same preposition, so that we can get a construc-

tion such as He makes money by restoring houses and building houses in

which the preposition '11/ is. among the gapped constituents. Howdver, it

does not appear that .the gapping prohibits the use of the aprefix on

the coordinate Constituent. That is, sentences such. as (15a,b) are per-'

missible in these varieties although the preposition in. the first member

of the coordinate may apply to the second' member as well.

15.a. He makes money by restorin' houSes and a-buildin' houses.

'b. He got sick from workin' and a-tryin' too hard.

It is not our intention here to become involved in an elaborate

argument concerning the nature of gapping in coordination (or'some of

the syntactic ambiguities. involved in sentences such as (15a,b)), but

simply to point out that the evidence supports the contention that'the

preposition restriction operates on a fairly superficial level of

language. We shall havd more to say about this later:

Finally, we must note that the preposition is not to be confused

with verb particles that have the Same phonological form as the preposi7

.

tion. Formviuch as on and by in (166.1) are particles associated with

the verb, and therefore are quite eligible to_occur with'an a- prefixed

form.

16.a. He kept on a-jabberin' about the work.'

b. He ran by a-screamin' and a-hollerini.

We can summarize this section by saying that a-prefixing is

restricted to the ad/verbal syntactic category, but cannot follow a true

preposition. The generality of this syntactic classification is rein-

, forced in the data from AE and OE, as well as other studies providing,
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data on this form. We have yet to uncover genuine counterexamples to

this general syntactic restriction.

Phonological Restrictions on a-Prefixing

Our previous study of a-prefixing in AE has also uncovered .several

important phonological restrictions on the realization of a-prefixiilg.

Aprominent, and apparently categorical restriction on a-prefixing is

its occurrence with verb forms beginning with unstressed syllables.

Therefore, we do not find forms such as those in (16).

16.a. *She was a- discoverin' a bear in the woods.

b. *She was a- returnin' from her house.

Again, the_data.supporting this conclusion come from the categorical

absence of counterexamples from the AE and OE data and a supplementary

intuition task (Wolfram 1982). In fact, this 'seems to be one of the

strongest of the restrictions we have found, and we have found that

speakers are more willing to violate the syntactic constraints mentioned

above than they are thia phonological one. In all other studies we have

surveyed (hackenberg 1972; Feagin 1979; Miles 1980), we have yet.to come

across a single counterexample. This prohibition is, no doubt, related

to the general English restriction on successive unstressed syllables

initially. Although alternative explanations might be offered related to

the Latinate prefixes typically involved in these unstressed forms or a

lexical/stylistically-based distinction between "learned" and

"vernacular" vocabulary items, an explanation rooted in the general pro-

ductive phonological structure of English is certainly preferable to a

lexically or historically based, non-productive one.
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The other phonological restriction is not as strong as the one

related to stress; nonetheless, it is semi-categorical, if not categori-

cal, in most a-prefixing varieties, including those considered here.

This is the constraint which prohibits a-prefixing. from occurring with

fOrms beginning with a vowel. Thus, we do not encounter examples such

as those in (18).

18.a.- *She was a-eatin' the food.

b. *She was a-returnin' from her house.

Again, the restriction related to' canonical shape finds an explana-

tion in the general English restriction against vowel clusters ini-

tially. While it may be possible to find an occasional example of such

forms (Feagin 1979 is the only investigator who has uncovered one

example of this) which parallels the occasional tolerance of vowel

clusters initially (e.g.aorta, oasis and even these are quite

disputable), it is clear that the following vowel strongly disfavors the

realization of the a-piefix. For our purposes, it is reasonable to Cori

sider-this as a categorical restriction. The. essential point, however,

is that the phonological restriction operates on forms that are syntac-

tically permissible, applying as a phonological filter to prohibit the

surface prefix. -There is no syntactie basis for forms such as (17) and

(18) not to occur, so that the, grammatical component of the dialect

should be able to generate the a-prefix on them; in fact, any attempt

to restrict them on the basis of the grammatical rules would certainly

lead to an ad-hoc, non-productive syntactic explanation. They are,

instead, naturally and productiVely explained as eliminated through the

phonological filter.
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The Derivation of a-Prefix

Historically, it is well documented that the a-prefix developed

from a preposition, the vestige of the prepositional phrases that deve-

loped into the present-day participles (Jespersen 1933:52). The posi-

tion that we take in this analysis is that the current use of a-

prefixing, apart- from. its historical source, is most adequately con-

sidered as'an adverbial prepoSitional phrase, with the a- functioning as

a preposition. There are four basic arguments that form the basis for

this conclusion.

The first argument comes from anaphoriC reference-to a-prefixed

forms, where a preposition may surface in the anaphoric constituent.

Consider, for example, the prepositions which surface for the a-pre-

fixed forms in sentences (19a-d).

19.a. He was a-workin' an'hour ago and he's probably still at it.

b. He went a-fishin' in the pond and he' probably still at it.

c.. We heard them a-hollerin' and they're prdbably still at.-It;

d. The man a-hootin' and a-tootin' is probably still at it.

The wide range of constructions in which a-prefixing occurs may

surface a preposition for anaphoric reference, suggesting the strong

affinity with the underlying preposition.1

A second argument comes from the substitutability of prepositions

. "
for various cases of a-prefixing. It is recalled here that in sentences

(12) and (13) the the preposition and a-prefix were virtually

interchangeable, so that sentences such as He makes money by buildin'

houses and He makes money a- buildin.' houses seem to be structurally

identical as well as semantically synonymous. The fact that the a-prefix
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can so readily substitute for certain classes of prepositions again

suggests a common syntactic category.

The third argument is again related to the relationship of a-

.prefixing to other prepositions. In this case, however, the argument

comes from the fact that there is a restriction against the occurrence

of a-prefixing when immediately following a preposition. Why is it that

an a-prefiX cannot occur following a preposition? The simplest explana-

tion is found in the general restriction against "prepositional ,

clustering" in English. Each prepositional phrase may only have one

true preposition so that the restriction on items such as from by or

on at co-occurring at axis of a prepositional phrase would also prohibit

by a- or on a- from Co-occurring in this constituent slot.

Finally, we may mention the pattern of overt prepositional reten-

tion that we find in AE and OE. In both of these varieties, we have

found a range of prepositions occurring with -ing that is somewhat more

expansive, than that tfodnd in other varieties of English.' Consider,-fot

example, the following sentences from AE and OE.

AE

20.a. ...if you were a parent at rearin' a child in an

environment that had a lot of that sort of, thing?

(FW 61:20) _ .

b. I'm tryin' to get him back on huntin' again. (159:(668))

c. ...cause there's some things that just, really no use

on fussin' about. (148:7)

OE

21.a ... got started on buildin' and ended up a-gettin'

married. (23:8)

b. He still has his real problems on figurin' out how to

do things. (34:16)
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c. I didn't have time really in raisin' my children to

spoil them. (3U:2)

The broader base of prepositions with adverbial complements

involving -ing participles illustrates two points. First, it illustrates

again the close affinity of the preposition and a- prefix. There is a

genuine sense in which a-prefix still selectively replaceS prepositions

such as on, in, and at. Secondly, it illustrates the genuine alternation

that can take place between the forts. A sentence such as (21a), in

fact, seems simply to alternate with a- and on in on buildin' and

a-gettin'. Typically, theseqprepositiOnal forms with -ing are con-

sidered the older forms from which the.a7prefix developed, as noted in

Jespersen (1933:53):

...we start from the old phrase he was on hunting...
Here on became phonetically a, as in other cases,
and a was eventually dropped, exactly as in other

phrases: burst out on laughing, a-laughing, laughing;

fall on thinking, a-thinking, thinking; set the clock

on going, a-going, going, etc.

The prepositions with -ing participles in sentences (2U) and (2-1-)- ".

may represent older stages in the development of English, and at this

point be vestigial, but they remain as occasional fluctuating alternates

with the a-prefixed forms. And, if they are fluctuating 'forms in the

same syntactic context without apparent semantic differentiation, then

they are most reasonably derived from the same source. This source is

apparently a temporal-locative prepositional form akin to the temporal-

locative uses of on and at.

Our conclusion, then, is that the a-prefixing form is synchroni-

cally derived. from a preposition, with the phrase functioning as an

adverbial phrase syntactically. While the arguments we have set forth

might not make a foolproof case individually, together they constitute
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strong motivation for this solution. That this derivation makes sense

historically is convenient, but not an integral part of our argumen-

tation here; we prefer to motivate it apart from the history that

brought it about, with the expectation that the synchronic profile will

structurally mesh with the historical precedent.

The Semantic Properties of the a-Prefix

In some respects, the most elusive aspect of the a-prefix has been

its semantic content, despite the fact that this dimension often has

been the primary focus of recent sociolinguistic studies. The problem

lies in the inability to motivate solutions that define a distinctive .

semantic property for the a-prefix. Several proposals have been

offered with respect to a unique aspectual marking function for a-

prefixing, but numerous counterexamples refute these proposals. Among-

the proposals for a distinctive aspectual function are Stewart's (1967)

and Hackenberg's (1972) proposals. We shall briefly review them here,
-

and then consider more recent proposals in the light of additional data

collected as a part of this study.

Stewart (1967) proposed that a-prefixing involves an aspectual

relationship relating to indefiniteness and/or remoteness. He notes

(1967:10):

The prefix shows that the action of the verb is

indefinite in space and time while its absence

implies .that the action is immediate in space

and time. Thus, he's a-workin' in Mountain Speech

means either that the.subject has a steady job,

or he is away (out of sight, for example) working

somewhere. On the other hand, he's workint in

Mountain Speech means that the subject is doing

a specific task, close by. A similar (though not

identical) grammatical distinction is indicated

in Negro dialect by the verbal auxiliary be.
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Unfortunately, Stewart does not motivate his solution with formal argu-

mentation, and there are numeroc.q counterexamples to his claim. Examples

such as (22) are among the many a-prefixed utterances which take place

in an immediate, specific context, precisely the kind of context which

Stewart's analysis precludes.

22.a. I's a-washin' one day and to go under the door I
had to go under that spider. (AE 28:21)

b. I's a-cannin' chicken one time... (AE 156:(229))

c. Is this tape a-workin' now? (OE 1B:22)

Sentences such as (22), with co-occurring immediate and specific adverbs

(one day in 22a; one time 1: 2b) and immediate, specific context (22c,

where the subject asks about tape recorder which is present at the

site) are difficult to reconcile with Stewart's proposal and these are

hardly a rarity. Such counterexamples to his claim occur quite regularly

in oar corpora of both AE and OE. A-prefixed forms can occur in both

immediate and non-immediate contexts. The Stewart proposal, then, is

simply inconsistent with the data and thus dismissed as unfounded specu-

lation.

Hackenberg (1972) also contends that a-prefixing represents-a

semantic marking, hypothesizing that the a-prefix reflects-intermittent

aspect. While he concludes that the preference of "intermittent" over

continuous" and "planned" aspect.is a variable constraint, not a cate-

gorical aspectual.distinction, we must again dispute this conclusion.

The problem with this solution is that it ignores the obvious parallels

with the regular usage pattern for non-a-prefixed progressives, the most

common syntactic context for this form. Hackenberg reaches his conclu-

sion on the basis of a preference test with Appalachian speakers, in
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which they were asked to choose the-form on, which they would most-likely

place the a- prefix. (e.g. Would the speaker prefer the a- prefix on

a sentence such as They're playing bridge this year as an

...intermittent", They're playing bridge right now as a "continuods", or

Tomorrow they're playing bridge as a "planned" aspect?) The problem with

this argument is that the preference lies in the uses of the

progressive, not the a- prefix. The same test, minus the a- prefix com-

ponent of the selection task, was given to a group of standard English

speakers, and their preferences for these sentences were identical'

(Wolfram 1981 :136). That is, they most often chose intermittent as the

preferred sentence for the progressive. quite clearly, then, the results

of Hackenberg's test must be seen as a reflection of preferences for the

category progressive and are not uniquely correlated with-a-prefixing..

Of the recent proposals, Feagin's hypothesis concerning the meaning of

a-prefixing is the most reasonable. Based on co-occurring adverbs

.(intensifying just and'keep, with the intensifying meaning of persevere,

are among the most frequent), she concludes (1979:114) that "the pre-

fixed present participle has the meaning of 'intensified:action' or

!immediacy or dramatic vividness' which ...is an offShoot of the

progressive in general". What is unclear in Eeagin's prOposal, however,

is the linguistic status of this claim: is this a formal semantic

distinction that can be:supported.through syntactic argumentation oris

this a claim about the form's pragmatic function in conversational

usage? In order to support the proposal of the uniqUe semantic function

of the a-prefix, it would be necessary to show that an intensifying

adverb such as really may co-occur -with this form whereas a.limiting or

non-intensive context would prohibit the a-prefix. This does not appear



to-be- -the case, since there is no indication that a- prefix is prohi-

bited from limiting adverbs such as only, barely, or hardly as in sen-

tences such as (23):

23. He was just barely a-movin' along. (AE 153:36)

We would also expect that the a-prefix might be limited to assertive

statements, so that non - intensive negatives and questions would.not be

eligible for the a-prefix. But we have already given examples of a-

prefixing with negatives (cf. sentence (3a)) and questions (cf. sentence

(5b)) so that this co-occurence restriction cannot be maintained. The

upshot, then, is'that we have been unable to come up with a unique

semantic context for a-prefixing: that is, a syntactic environment in

which a-prefixing is permissible but a parallel non-a-prefixed par-

ticiple is not. The basis for a formal, syntatically motivated distinc
__

tion of the type set forth by Feagin is not plausible.

Unable to motivate a unique semantic category associated with,a-

prefix, we may now consider the more elusive questioh,of whether the--a-r

prefix may fill some special, albeit non-unique function in conver-

sational discourse. There .are several proposals that might be con-
\

sidered from this perspective. As a part of this extended study of a-

prefixing, we have constructed a native speaker intuition task related

to the question of "intensity". In this task, native speakers from

'Appalachia were given a selection task comparable to that reported in

Wolfram (1981). They were asked to choose between sets of sentence pairs

as to the appropriate context for the use of the a-prefix.2 Five dif-
__

ferent sentence types were included in the task. First of all, there

were sentences which represented the categorical syntactic and phonolo-

gical restrictions on a- prefixing presented earlier. Thus, subjects were



asked to.select the appropriate form for a-prefix given a sentence pair

such as Bessie went sailing / Bessie likes sailing. These were included".

as a control set since they had been established as critical to the

parameters of grammaticality for the form. Next was a group.of:sentences

which represented a contrast 1;etween intensifying and limiting adverbs

such as He was really starin' at the picture / He was only starin' at

the picture. Another contrast was set up between specific/intensive

verbs and more generic verbs, such as I heard him fussin' about taxes

and I heard him talkin' about taxes. The final two sets of sentence

pairs contrasted assertive versus negative sentences (e:g. John was

talkin' so loud my eardrums hurt /John wasn't talkin' loud enough to

hear) and assertive, versus question sentences (e.g. She was goin' to the

shqw /Was she goin' to the show?). The selection task was then admini

stered to 31 native AE speakers, and the results are presented in

Table 6.1.

The results of this task are quite instructive for our considefg:1-

tion of the hypothesis concerning intensity. At the one extreme are the

responses for the control sentences, where the. patterning of selection

reponses unquestionably favors the syntactically and phonologically per-

missible structures. Intensifying adverbs is-the.only other category

that shows a significant response pattern, but it'is clearly not..as dra-

matic as that shown for the categorical syntactic and phonological pat-

terns. The other sentence types do not show any significant pattern,

although there is usually a non-significant preference for the more

intensive sentence type (intense verbs versus generic verbs, assertive

versus non-assertive). Without too much presumption, this strikes us as.

the type of pattern we might expect for a form that marks, without



TYPE

I. Syntactic and Phonological Restrictions

A. Verbal/Nominal
(e.g. Bessie went a-sailin'

RESPONSE

31 0

29. 2

LEVEL OF
SIGN. (X2)

.001

.001

*Bessie likes a-sailin')

B. Verbal/Adjective
(e.g..The woman was a-runnin' down the
stairs /*The movie was just a-shockin')

C. Stress/Unstress
(e.g. The an was a-hollerin' at the dogs/

25 .001

*The man was a-confessin' the crime)

II. Intensifying Adverbs 24 7 .01

Maximizing/Minimizing
(e.g. He was really a-starin' at the

25.

20

6

11

.001

* -picture/He was only a-starin' at the

picture)
24 7 .01 --

Intensifying Verbs 11 20 .
*

Descriptive/Generic
(e.g. I heard him a-fussin' about taxes/

19 12 *

I heard him a-talkin' about taxes) 14 17 *

20 11
*

IV. Assertive/Negative 20 11

Johit-was-a-talkin' so...- loud ....my _

eardrums hurt /John wasn't a-talkin' 14 17.

loud enough to hear)

V. Assertive/Question 19 12 *

( e.g. She was a-goin' to the show/Was
21 1Ushe a-goin' to the show ?).

* indicates significance level above .U5

Table 6.1. Native Speaker Intuitions of a-Prefixing



setting off uniquely, a stylistic function of intensity. Our recent

data, then, suggest that we may have been too haste in discounting the

use of the a-prefix in the role of an intensifier. However, we still

have no basis for maintaining that this is a unique semantic category.

Nonetheless, there does appear to be an unmarked pragmatic reading

of intensification for the a-prefix, r at least a strong preference for

choosing a-prefixing with intensifying adverbs. Although this may seem

like a very tempered conclusion regarding the semantic/pragmatic use of

a-prefixing, it is, at this point, the one most consonant with the data

at hand.

Finally, we should say something about the possible use of this

form as a kind of stylistic indicator of vernacular style. While Feagin

considers this as an alternative to the intensifier hypothesis, we do---

not view this to be a mutually exclusive choice. We certainly' would

expect that the narration of stories with dramatic vividness would give

'rise to older, more "vernacular farms as a_ part of this stylistic manpu-'

lation. Again, however, we do not see a clear-cut genre classification.

Our previous tabulation (WolfraM 1980: 140) indicated that approximately

two-thirds of the a-prefiXing forms were located in narrative discourse

within our interviews. That distribution may_be sufficient to suggest a

discourse preference but it is hardly adequate to conclude that the

forms are restricted to particular discourse styles. In fact, we have

a7prefixed forms in a wide variety-of conversational and discourse.

styles.

If a-prefixing participated along a stylistic dimension, we would

expect its occurrence to reveal the sequential distribution. reflective

of stylistic shifting.' In other words, we would expect patterned .



sequences of a-prefixing usage and non-usage rather than "randomly"

distributed occurrences of the form. To examine this dimension, we con:-

sidered the sequenced tabulation of a-prefixed forms for four different,

speakers in terms of the actualization of a-prefixed forms in relation

to the potential occurrences. Two speakers are from Appalachia and two

from the Ozarks. Sequences for adverbial complements and progressives

are given for the entire interviews, with + indicating the occurrence.of

an a-prefix and - indicating a permissible phonological or syntactic

participle in which the a- prefix was not realized.

Subject 205 (AE 81 Year Old Female)

Progressives Adverbs

4--- +-+++ ---- +++++++

Subject 40a (OE 80 Year Old Male)

Progressive Adverb

+- +-+ -+ -+ + + +
+

Subject 212 .(AE 90 Year Old Male)

Progressive Adverb

- +- ++ +-+-+-

Subject 5 (OE 77 Year Old Male) .

Progressive Adverb

-+-++ +

Based solely on the.sequence of a-prefixed forms, we can isolate

some patterns suggestive of stylistic shifting For example, Subject

205 has no a-prefixing on the'first four aprefixing adverbial

complements, then a-prefixing on the next 8 instances, finishing with



two more forms without the a-prefix. Subject 4U has a somewhat similar

sequence with adverbs, having several series of a-prefixed and non-a-

prefixed forms. These patterns represent the kind of clustering expected

An systematic shifting between forms in response to some extra-:

linguistic constraint rather than inherent variability. Speakers with

significant levels of a-prefixing are not the only ones who reveal this

kind of sequential-clustering. In fact, some of the speakers with lower

levels of a-prefixing are among those who most dramatically reveal this

pattern. Consider, for example, the case of Subject AE 213, who has only

five instances of a-prefixing out of 70 potential cases. Four of these

are clustered together in the following passage:

...and I just stood there a minute and here came a

big mule with his ears a-floppin' and a man a-leadin'

it and somebody on the saddle. And it was a fellow

that went in there a-coon huntin' that night, said

he was goin' a-coon huntin'. (p. 25)

This kind of clustering for a-prefixing certainly suggests a pattern of

stylistic shifting extending beyond the kind. of alternation in

inherently variable items. On the other hand, Subjects 212 and 5 show,a

more intermittent distribution of such forms, one more reflective of

inherently variable forms not subject to drastic serial shifting of the

sort discussed above. An attempt to find serialization indicative of a

switching pattern in these instances ends in a futile search. Instead,

we are confronted with genuine inherent-variability across styles.

Assuming that this is an accurate reflection of the status of a-

prefixing, what can we conclude? Again, our conclusion is not par-

, ticularly neat, but hopefully in tune with the empirical data. What we

suggest is that the a-prefix may be used by some speakers as a stylistic

device to 'mark the older vernacular. Presumably this is what Feagin is



referring to when she says that t occurs here because the speaker is

caught up in his own thoughts and lets slip older, more rural forms"

(Feagin 1979:115). At the same time, the structure may be used as a sty-

listic device to "add color. and immediacy to the story" (Feagin:

1979:114) in a way consonant with what we have discussed above as inten-

sive. As mentioned rpreviOusly; we do not view these alternatives as

dissonant.' Instead, it may be one way of reconciling the lingUistic past

with the present speakers grapple with the meaning and significance

of changing fGrms. As forms become less frequent, they may take on spe-

cialized significance as stylistic indicators. This is, in fact, how

some speakers may be using the form. At the same time other speakers

continue to use the form as an inherent part of their variable system.

The change from one status to another is not always neat and discrete:

Some speakers may 1e using it solely in an inherently variable way;

other speakers may use it primarily as a stylistic indicator of the

older veraacu:3r1r; still others, however, may use it in both ways as-they.

proceed through a transitional period in the changing of the form. The

nature of this apparent change will be taken up in the next sections.

Variation and Change in a-Prefixing

In the preceding sections, we examined the qualitative parameters

of .alprefixing, setting forth the syntactic and phonological structures-

in which it can occur and the possible semantic/pragmatic functions that

it may perform. At this point, we want to turn to some of the quan-

titative parameters of this form, since it is a structure that is quite

variable in the speech of those who use it.

1 On



Traditionally, two kinds of parameters have been shown to affect

the relative frequency of variable linguistic forms: .extralinguistic on

social variables and independent linguistic variables. We shall see that

both of these are at play in examining the incidence of a-prefixing. The

major social variable to be considered here is age, since it is a struc-

ture which may be undergoing change as reflected in an apparent time

frame (Labov 1966). The major independent linguistic variables to be

considered are the grammatical structures in which a-prefixing may occur

and the surrounding phonological environment. While the relationship of

extralinguistic and independent. linguistic variables in a formal

linguistic representation may be in theoretical dispute (Wolfram and

Fasold 1974; Sankoff 1978, etc), it is quite clear that our

understanding of the dynamic dimension of a-prefixing in AE and UE is--

dependent upon an examination of these intersecting parameters, and our

ensuing discussion will not attempt,,to separate them artificially. In

fact, the examination of systematic change forces us to consistently-7- '

treat .the variable of age and independent linguistic variables together.

The Occurrence of a-Prefixing by Age

As a starting point, we can look at the distribution of a-prefixing

according to the variable of age. As stated in Chapter One, we set up

the study to obtain data from five different age groups: 10-15, 16-3U,

31-50, 51-70, and.above 70 (71-91). Overall, we have considered a-

prefixing for 57 AE subjects and 39 UE speakers. In Table b.2, we have

indicated the distribution of a-prefixing for the AE and OE subjects

according to these age categories. Two different kinds of preliMinary

tabulations are given in Table 6.2. First of all, a simple tabulation of



Ali UE

SPEAKERS MORE THAN SPEAKERS MORE THAN

WITH THREE WITH THREE

A-PREFIXING OCCURRENCES A- PREFIXING OCCURRENCES

AGE NO./TOT SUB. NO./TOT SUB. NO./TOT SUB. NO./TOT SUB.

10-15 5/18 3/18 0/8 0/8

16-30 2/12 1/12 5/1U 1/1U

31-50 7/8 '
4/8 5/7 3/7

51-70 9/9 7/9 7/7 6/7

70+ 10/10 7/10 7/7 7/7

--
Under --

25 6/28 3/28 2/14 0/13

25-50 8 /10 5/10 8/11 4/11

Above .19/19 14/19 14t14 13/14' -7-

50

Table 6.2. Distribution of a-Prefixing by Age Category

132



all speakers using a-prefixing is given. A second tabulation indicates

the distribution of speakers who have more than three occurrences of a-

prefixing in their corpus. The distinction between speakers who use it

more than three times from .those who use it less allows us to separate

the possible "vestigial" users of the form from those who use it at more

significant levels. Typically, speakers who use it three or less times

in an interview of,approximately an hour reveal it at frequency levels

of less than 5 per cent of all those instances in which they might have

used it, and those who have more than three occurrences use it at more

significant frequency levels.

In addition to the tabulation in terms of the five different age

levels set up for our survey, we have set up a three-way age classifica-

tion in Table 6.2, speakers under 25, speakers 26-50 and speakers above

50. This gives a slightly different piCture of a-prefixing distribution,

and one which perhaps aligns the groups more on the basis of the a-

prefixing than the predetermined age categories.

Several important observations can be made on the basis of Table

6.2. First of all, we see.a clear-cut discrepancy between the age

groups. All of the speakers above 50 have at least vestigial incidence

of a-prefixing, and only a minority.oi.speakers under 25 use the form at

all. As we might predict, speakers in the 25-50 range fall in between

these extremes, with.a greater likelihood that they will use it than-
.

not. This looks very much like a fairly classic case of a dying form,

one which might soon become extinct for the younger generations. The

only other possible interpretation isthat the use of a-prefixing is an

age-graded phenomenon, a form that becomes more prominent as speakers

reach an older age group. This is not altogether unreasonable, given

111



the kind of functions that a-prefixing might fulfill for its users as

specified in the previous section. However, there are several con-

siderations that have to be taken into account if this distribution pat-

tern is attributed solely to age-grading. One consideration is:the fact

that there are some younger speakers who do use the form, particularly

in Appalachia. Miles (1980), in an intra-family study of a-prefixing,

shows that'10-14 year old speakers in a-prefixing families may, in fact,

use it more than some speakers in their mid-twenties to mid-forties.

This is hardly a pattern indicative of age-grading. Although we cannot

rule out entirely the. possibility of age-grading without a longitudinal

study, the current evidence argues more strongly for a generational

change.

.
Table 6.2 suggests that change may be taking place more rapidly- Irr

OE than AE. All of the OE speakers above 50 have some occurrence of a-

prefixing, and none of the speakers under 15 reveal any occurrences of

the form, indicating a-rather abrupt change. On the 'other hand, theAE

speakers show a more gradual shift, with some younger speakers retaining

the form. This also matches Miles (198U) observation for AE. While the

data here support this conclusion, we must offer a word of caution. The

sample for both groups does not represent a randomly distributed repre-

sentation of AE and OE, so that it is possible that the selection of

subjects for the study may have biased the results. Furthermore; the

topics discussed with the.adolescents tended to be somewhat different

from the adults, with shorter, non-narrative responses. Nonetheless,it

appears that a-prefixing is probably undergoihg change faster in OE than

in AE.

122134



The occurrence of a-prefixing as found in Table b.2 does not con-

sider the relative frequency with which the form occurs, other than an

arbitrary cut-off point between vestigial and non-vestigial usage. In

Table 6.3, we consider the ,relative frequency of usage for all iignifi-

cant (i.e. non-vestigial) users. Speakers are listed by rank order. In

Figures 6.1 and 6.2, a correlational analysis for age and a-prefixing'

incidence is given, including the scatterplot.

Table 6.3 and Figures 6.1 and 6.2 are the basis for several conclu-

sions about the relative usage of a-prefixing in the two communities. In

both AE and OE, the a-prefix is highly variable, typically occurring on

less than half of all structures on which it might occur. In fact,

there are only two OE speakers who use a-prefixing in more than half of

all ita\Potential occurrences. In both communities there is also a "--

correlation with age, with.a strong correlation for the AE community and

a moderate correlation for the OE community. The higher level of corre-

lation in the AE community may be attributed to the fact that this CUE-7.

parisiononly considers variable usage, so that speakers who have cate-

gorical absence are eliminated from the comparison. This eliminates more

younger speakers for OE than AE. Were the categorical cases of absence

considered, the correlation in OE would probably be higher. Paren-

thetically, we may note here that an exploratory analysis of the

variable of sex does not turn up any significant differences related-to

this variable.

The pattern of age and a-prefixing usage is again suggestive of

generational change rather than age-grading, since the oldet speakers

use the form at a higher frequency level and the younger speakers at a

lower level. Age-grading would be more likely to show a pattern where

(..
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AE

SUBJ. AGE/AX NO./TOT. %

OE,

SUBJ. AGE/SEX NU./TUT

31 67M 17/40 42.5 1A 77M 8/14: 57.1

83 93F 19/46 41.3 18 91F 14/25 56.0

212 9UM 13/32 40.6 418 59F 7/16 43.8

205 81F 17/46 37.0 32 78F 4/13 30.8

85 78F 25/73 34.2 403 84F .4/13 30.8

153 83F 12/42 28.6 40A 80M 26/92 28.3

215 91M 16/58 27.6 5 77M 12/45 26.7

22 60M 21/79 26.6 23 32M 8/3U 26.7

152 64F 14/58 24.1 36 48M 8/41 19.5

157 52F 15/63 23.8 28 71F 7/38 181-4-,

209 80F 6/32 18.8 29 69M 8/45 17.8

30 50M 14/78 17.9 41A 62M 10/58 17.2

44 14M 9/53 17.0 35A 36M 4/25 16--;0. ''

. 206 60F 11/65 16.9 30 70F 4/38 10.5

207 .48M 6/40 15-.0 33. 55M 6/63 9.6

124 11M 10/73 13.7 25 59M 6/72 8.3

146 52M 9/78 U.S..... 22 -22M 5/7U 7.1

2 13M 9/84 10.7

29 33F 9/93 9.7

203 45F 4/46 8.7

213 59M 5/66 7.6

36. 27F 6/151 4.0

Table' 6.3. The Incidence of A-Prefixing in AE and OE

136
124



SUBJECT

I

42.5+

I

I

I

I

36.1+

0

I

*

I
..

P I

R I
*

lb

F I
* ..*

I 23.3+X
N I

G I
..

16.8+

I *I .
I

10.4+I
...

I

4.0+

*

11.0 24.7 38.3 53.0 63.7 79.3 93.0

_AGR

Mean of X = 56.86
S.D. of X = 24.89
Mean df Y = 21.72
S.D. of Y = 11.50

Correlation coefficient = 0.73

Degrees'of'freedom = 20
Slope of regression line = 0.34

Y intercept = 2.43

Valid cases =22
Missing cases = 0
Response % = 100,

Figure 6.1. Correlation of Age and Incidence of a-Prefixing

for AE Speakers
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, .

Mean ofX = 62.94 Correlation coefficient = 0:54 Valid cases =17 - -

S.D. of X =.18.74 Degrees of freedom = 15 Missing cases = 0

Mean of Y = 24.98 Slope of 1-egression line = 0.42 Response %. = 100

S.D. of Y = 14.84 Y intercept =-1.77

_Figure 6.2. Correlation of Age and Incidnce of a-Prefixing
for OE Speakers



speakers In different age categbries show significant differences from

each other, but not a relationship along an age continuum, as we have

here.

The comparison of the .frequency levels for a-prefiking in AE and OE

does not reveal any significant differences. The mean frequency level

for the two groups (25.0 per cent for OE and 21.7 for. AE) and range

levels (from 57.1 to 7.1 for OE and from 42.5 to 4.0) are fairly

_ parallel. This leads us to the conclusion, that there are no significant

differences in the overall frequency levels of a-prefixing in these two'

communities. Up to this point, we have found very little different in

a-prefixing in the two communities other than the possible, rate of

change. We now turn to the more specific independent linguistic

constraints on the variability of a-prefixing.

Linguistic Constraints on Variability

Previous studies of a-prefixing (Wolfram and Christian 1975;:
- _

Wolfram 1980) have indicated that there may be both phonological and

grammatical category constraints systematically affecting the incidence

of a-prefixing. The major phonological constraint posited to affect the

variability of the a-prefix was the preceding shape, namely, whether the

word preceding the a-prefix ended in a vowel or consonant (Recall that

the other phonological constraints were categorical and thus part of the

defining parameters for the rule.).

In Table 6.4 and Figure 6.3, the effect of the preceding consonant

versus vowel is considered for four age groups of AE speakeJs'and three
i

age groups of UE speakers. Since there are no speakers under 25 in OE

who use a-prefixing at significant frequency levels, we do not include

tabulations for this group.,



.

AE UE

SUBJ. c ## iii t# SUBJ. C## VO,

UNDER 25

2

124

44

9/78
10/73
9/49

0/6
0/6

0/4

TOT.. 28/200 0/16

%- (14.0) (0.0)

25 -50

203 4/43 '0/3 22 3/64 2/6

207 5/34 1/6- 23 8/28 U[2

30 14/b7 0/11 35A .3/22 1/3

29 9/85 0/8 36 . 8/40 0/1

36 5/140 1/11

TOT, 24/369 2/39 22/154 3/12 .

(6.5) (5.1) (14.3) .(25.0
._...

51-70

213.
206
22

31
146

..152

157

4/53
8/54

19/75

17/36"
8/62

14/58 ,

15/59

1/13
3/8
2/4

0/4

1/16

/-
0/4

25
.

..29

30.

33
41A
41B

4/65
7/43
4/36
4/58
10[57
6/13

20
1/2

0/2

2t5- --

0/1

.113

TOT. 85/397 7/49 35/272 7 6/20:

(21.4) (14.3) (12.9) (30.0)

OVER 70

.
.

21 12/30 1/2 40A 24/88 2/4

215 14/55 2/3. 40B. 2/8 - 2/5

209 .5/29 1/3 28 7/38 -/-

153 10/40 0/2 32 3/12 1/1

85 19/64 6/9 1A 7/13 1/1

83 19/40 0/6 IB 13/21 1/4

TUT. 93/299. 13/30 68/222 7/18

.(31.1) (43.3) (30.6) (38.9)

Table 6.4 A-Prefixing Frequency Based on Preceding Environment;
By Age Group and Region
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It is somewhat difficult Co interpret the results from Table 6.4,

given their disparate distribution. Certainly, .the- results do not match -

the neat pattern reported in Wolfram (1980), where a preceding consonant

.was shown to favor the incidence of the a-prefix. In fact, font of the

seven group tabulations reveal more a- prefixing following a vowel than a

consonant, although at non-significant levels of differentiation. None

of the OE groups reveal a preceding consonant favoring a-prefixing. The

most cautious conclusion is that there i no systematic effect based on,

the preceding phonological context.

A less cautious speculation, based admittedly on tenuous data, is

that different groups or individuals structure the constraint of the

preceding environment in different ways. The oldest groups of speakers

certainly do not favor a-prefixing following consonants, whereas the "

younger groups of speakers may favor its incidence in this environment.

For the older speakers, its grammatical status as a prepositionis.

fairly secure, perhaps making the form-less vulnerable to' an apparenrif

natural phonOlogical constraint (i.e. vowel sequences across word boun-

daries will tend to elide).. On the other hand., younger speakers, for

whom the grammatical status of the form is less 'secure, might restruc-

ture its usage mere in line with the *natural . phonological process, thus.

favoring a- retention following consonants.

Another possible explanation may be found in the types of vowels

typically preceding the a-. Most frequently, the items end in an [i]

.g. be a-fightin') or [o] (e.g. you a-fightin'). ,These vowels are

quite susceptible to. transitional glides (i.e. [iy] and [owl), thus

making them less vulnerable to expected vowel elision. At this point, we

can only offer these as possible hypotheses to be examined with more

14.1



comprehensive data, particularly for the younger a-prefixing users. We

are fairly secure in our conclusion that the older speakers do not par--

ticularly favor a-prefix following consonants, but not as secure in our

conclusion that the youngen speakers reveal this syStematic constraint.

Our previous study of a-prefixing also identified several

constraints based on the surface grammatical category. In the, present

study; we identify four different surface categorieS aA possible

constraints on the variability of a-prefixing: 1) progressives'(e.g. He

was a-huntin'); 2) .adverbs (e.g. He had.fun a-huntin'); 3) movement

complements and keep (e.g. She went a-fishin'); and 4) gonna (e.g. He's

a-gonna try it). Therelatiye incidence of a-prefixing is given for the

different age groups of AE speakers in Table 6.5 and for the UE age

groups in Table 6.6, and a comparison of the two groups is given in

Figures 6.4 and 6.5.

The data revealed in Tables 6.5 and 6.6 again show somewhat of a

mixed picture when compared across age. groups. The most consistent pat=

tern is the low frequency of a-prefixing with gonna, which is maintained

for all of the age groups.in both the AE and OE communities. In fact,

the majority of the speakers appear to have no occurrence of a-prefixing

with gonna at all, and only a few speakers in-the-older groups have any

significant levels of usage. There are two possible explanations for the

overall inhibiting environment of gonna. First of all, gonna isa

. .

Marginal.participle and in many respects functions more'as a

"quasi-modal" than a participle (cf. Labov et al. 1968). In fact, we

suspect that some of the speakers are not treating it as a participle-at

all, and thus it may not be eligible for a-prefixing for these speakers.

At any rate, its more marginal status as a participle may make it .a less



SUBJ.' FROG. GONNA MOV. ADV. TOT.

UNDER 25

2 2/50 0/3 6/25 1/6 9/84 10.7..

124 1/44. 0/1 9/18 0/10 10/73 13.7

44 1/36 0/1 5/9 3/7 9/53. 14.0

TOT 4/130 0/5 20/52 4/23 27/210.

(3.8) (0.0) (38.5) (17.4) (13.3)

25-50

203 3/24 0/4 1/5 A/13: 4/46 8.7' '

207 4/12 0/10 0/3 2/14" b/39 15.0

30 6/47 0/4 3/10 5/17 14/78 17.9

29 5/65 0/9 1/10 3/9 . 9/93 .9.7

36 3/71 0/28 0/8 3/44 6/151 4.0.

TOT 21/219' 0/55 5/36. 13/97 39/407

% '(9.6) (0.0) (13.9) .(.13.4), (9.6)

51-70

213 1/32 0/3 1/7 3/24 5/66 J.6

206 7/40 0/5 0/5 4/15 11/65 16.9

22 17/63 -/- 0/4 4/12 21/79 26.6

31 -9/21 3/6 2/5 3/8 17/40 4215

146 5/50 0/5 0/10 4/13 9/78 11.5

. 152 10/39 0/3 2/5 2/11 14/58 24.1

157 10/41 0/6 0/3 5/13 15/63 23.8

TOT. 59/286 3/28 .5/39 25/96. 92/449

7. (20.6) (10.7) (12.8) (26.U) (20.5)-

OVER 70

212 7/17 0/1 U/3 6/11 13132' 40.6

215 \ 10/37 0/4 1/2 ./15 16/58.. 27..6

205 9/22 0/9 0/1! 8/14 17'j46 "37.0

209 1/15 0/3 1/1 4/13 6/32. 18.8

153 6/28 0/3 2/3 4/8 12/42 28.6

85 14/50 1/4 4/4 6/15 25/73 34.2

83. 12/29 3/7 3/7 1/3 19/46 41.3,

TOT. 59/198 4/31 11/21 34/79 108/329

(29.8) (12.9) (52.4) (43.1) (32.8)

Table. 6.5. Frequency of A-Prefixing by Grammatical Category for

AE Speakers; By Age Groups
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SUBJ. FROG. GONNA MOV. ADV. TOT

25-50

22 4/34 0 /1. 0/5 1/30 5/70 7.1

23 0/7 0/1 1/2 7/20 8/30: 26.7-

35A 2/14 0/4 -/- 2/7 4/25 16.0

36. 2/23 0/2 -/- 6/16 8/41 19.5

TOT 8/78 0/8 1/7 16/73 25/166

%. (10.3) (0.0) (14.2) '-(21.9) (15.1)

51-70

25 4/28 0/5 1/6 1/33 6/72 8:3

29 E, 4/23 1./10 -/- 3/12. 8/45. 17:8

30 4/31 0/1 -/- '0/6 4/38 10.5

33 4/41 0/7 0/2 2/13. 6/63 9.6

41A 3/32 1/6 1/3 5/17 10/58 17.2

41B 5/10 -/-2 1/2 1/4 7/16 43.8

TOT., 24/165 2/29 3/13 12/85 41/292

7: (14.5) (6.9) (23.1) (14.1) (14.0)

OVER 70

40A 13/57 1/9 0/1 12/25 -26/92 '28.3

40B .-2/7 1/2 1/2 O/2 4/13 3(1:8-

5. -4/16 0/4 1/9 7/16 12/45 26.7

. 28 4/21 1/8 2/4 0/5 7/38 18.4

.32 1/4 -/- .-/- 3/9. 4/13 30.8.

IA 5/7 -/- 0/2 3/5 8/14 57.1:

18 7/11 0/3 0/1 7/10 14/25 56.0":::

TOT. 36/123 3/26 4/19 32/72 75/240.

(29.3) (11.5) (21.1) .(44.4) (31.3)

Table 6.6. Frequency of A-Prefixing by Grammatical Category .for.
OE Speakers; By Age Group .
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likely candidate for a-prefixing. It is also noted that gonna is often

a relatively unstressed constituent in phrasal stress patterns (e.g. In-

a sentence, such as he's gonna try it, gonna would be a relatively

unstressed unit). We have Already seen that a-prefixing does not occur

when preceding an unstressed syllable, and although we cannot equate

word. stress with phrasal stress, the general effect of stress may be

parallel. The phonological and syntactic explanations are not, of

course, mutuallysexclusive, and they may reinforce each other as the

basis for this inhibition of a-prefixing with gonna.

The other constraint patterns based on gramMatical category are not

nearly as definitive, although the categories of movement and adverb

seem to favor a-prefixing over progressives,' particularly for the.

younger speakers. Constraint patterns for the oldest are particularly

inconsistent, other than the case of gonna. Younger speakers, and

speakers with less overall incidence of a- prefixing, however, seem to

selectively maintain one or two environments for a-prefixing usage while

eliminating it in other environments. For example, AE Speaker 124, an 11

year old male, has 50 per cent of all movement. verbs with a-prefixing

but rarely, if ever, uses it in progressives or adverbs. AE Speaker 36,

a 27 year old female who uses a-prefixing infrequently, limits its

occurrence to progressives or adverbs. This selectivity appears to indi-

cate that the environmental limitations of the form reduceas it

undergoes change. This kind of pattern is, of course, in keeping with

the traditional notion of language change. What is more surprising is

the apparent selectivity of the rocess, and the fact that Significant

levels of a-prefixing may be maintained in one environment while a-

prefixing in another environment is eliminated. The systematic change
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does not always proceed in linear regression, in which environments in

which a-prefixing is less frequent are gradually eliminated. Instead, -

there may be some redistribution of a-prefixing cases, so that one

environment is eliminated for a-prefixing, but another environment is

maintained at a significant level. Some speakers may Maintain the adverb

environment while eliminating progressive and movement environments

while others may choose the movement environment for retention. We can

predict only that gonna will be an early environment for elimination. 'If

there is any systematic pattern to this choice, we would say that UE

speakers seem to prefer maintenance with adverbs and AE speakers prefer

maintenance with movement verbs. The selection process in the change,

however, appears to be more individualistic than community-based. The

upshot of this observation is that orderly progression of change and

variation is not quite so neat as some variationists (cf. Bailey 1973)

would have us believe, particularly at the end points of the change.

A-Prefixing and Unstressed Initial A-

In our previous treatment of a-prefixing (Wolfram 19 U), the a-pre-

fix was considered to have a special relationship with other unstressecb

initial syllables. In fact, we concluded that the same proceSs respon-

sible for deleting other unstressed syllables (e.g. because --> 'cause

or about > 'bout) was responsible for deleting an underlying a- prefix

that was attached.to eligible -ins. participles forms. The; argument for

this was based on the observation that there was. an apparent correlation

between a- prefix retention and unstressed initial syllable retention.

We would like to reopen this issue here by considering a tabulation of *

prefix usage and unstressed initial a- prefix retention to,see if
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this correlation holds up under-closer inspection. In Table 6.7 we have

undertaken a special tabulation for unstressed initial a- in terms of -

items such as about, along, around, afraid, and so forth--items

beginning with an unstressed lexical a-. We compare the incidence of

retention of these forms with that on a-prefixing to see if there is

indeed a relationship. Nine speakers in each of the communities were

considered, three with relatively high levels of a- prefixing usage,

three with relatively low levels of usage, and three with vestigial or

no incidence of a-prefixing. All cases were further. distinguished on the

basis of the preceding phonological environment, separating preceding

non - vowels (typically a consonant as in come a- cryin' and come about)

from preceding vowels (e.g. go a-fightint and go about). The results of

this tabulation are presented in Table 6.7 and Figure 6.6. For the 12

speakers in the high and low frequency groups, a correlation analysis is

also given.in Figure 6.7.

A moderate correlation between a-prefixing and unstressed initial

lexical a- retention is indicated in Table 6.7 and Figure 6.6. Speakers

who use a-prefixing also tend to retain a higher incidence of unstressed

intitial lexical a-. however, the converse does not appear to be true.

That is, speakers with high levels of_unstressed initial a- retention

will not necessarily have a-prefixing. Thus, speakers such as OE 43 and

AE 211 have among the highest frequency levels of unstressed'aexical-a-

retention, but little or no a-prefixing. We may thus conclude that a-

prefixing is apparently a predictor of unstressed lexical a- retention

but 'not the converse. There are obviously reasons unrelated to a-

prefixing as to why a speaker might have higher levels of lexical a-_
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SUBJ

(a) HIGH FREQUENCY A-PREFIXING USERS

A-PREFIXING

CIO V ## TUT.

UNSTRESSED A- .

C ## V ## TUT.

AE

83 19/40 0/6 19/46 41.3 21/27 2/4 23/31 74.2

31 17/36 0/4 17/40 42.5 33/41 3/6 39/47 82.9

212 12/30 1/2 13/32 40.6 19/25 1/6 20/31 64.5

TOT. 48/106 1/12 49/118
(45.3) (8.3) (41.5)

OE

1A 7/13 1/1 8/14 57:1

113 13/21 1/4 14/25 56.0

32 3/12 1/1 4/13 30.8

TOT. 23/46 3/6 26/52
(50.0) (50.0) (50.0)

73/93 6/16 82/109

(78.4) (37.5) (75.2)

22/25 3/5 25/30

30/36 U/2 30/38

13/16 , 2/6 15/22

83.3
78.9
68.2

65/77 5/13 7U/90
(85.7) (38.5) (77.8)

(b) LOW FREQUENCY A-PREFIXING USERS

213

203
36

4/53
4/43
5/140

1/13 5/66

0/3 4/46
1/11 6/151

TOT. 13/236 2/27 15/263

% (5.5);. (7.4)

22 3/64 2/6 5/70
25 4/65 2/7 6/72
23 4/58 2/5 6/63

TOT. 11/187 6/18 17/205

7. (5.9). (33.3)

AE

7.6

8.7

4.0

(5.7).

OE

7.1
8.3
9.5

(8.3)

140

39/47 4/8

30/41 1/3

40/61 1/7

43/55

31/44
41/68

78.2
70.5

60.1'

109/149 b /18 115/1b7
(7a.2) (33.3) (68.9)

19/29
19/31
21/37

8/12 27/41 -65..9

U/7 19/38 50.0

1/5 22/42 52.4

59/97 9/24 68/121

(60.8)
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(c) VESTIGIAL/NO A-PREFIXING

SUBJ

CO/

A-PREFIXING

VOi TOT

AE

CO/

UNSTRESSED A-.

-Mt TUT

:

35 1/40 -/- 1/40 2.5 33/48 3/3 36/51 70.6

154 2/74 0/5 2/79 2.5 22/44 3/10 25/54 46.3

211 2/94 0/12 2/106 1.9 37/42 2/5 39/47 83.0

TOT. 5/208 0/17 5/225 92/134 8/18 100/152

(2.4) (0.0) (2.2) (68.7) (44.4). (65.8)

OE

34 0/46 0/3 0/49 0.0 25/33 U/6 25/39 ,64.1

39 2/42 U/2 2/44 4.6 17/29 1/2 18/31 58.1

43 2/28 0/3 0/31 0.0 .16/18. 4/6 20/24 83.3

.TOT. 2/116 0/10 2/139 58/80 5/14 63/94

% (1.7) (0.0) 1.4) (72.5) (35.7) ,(67.0)

Table .6.7. Comparison of a-Prefixing and Unstressed Lexical

a- Retention for Select AE and OE Groups
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not the least of which is the standard English norm (e.g. Subject AE 211

is such a case despite his inclusion in this study);

There is also a linguistic reason for viewing a-prefixing,and

unstressed lexical a- as disjunctive processes, despite the moddrate

correlation. An examination of the preceding phonological environments

for a-prefixing and lexical a- in Table 6.7 and Figure 6.6 shows that

they differ significantly in their sensitivity to the preceding environ-

ment. Lexical a- is highly sensitive to the preceding context, with a

consonant favoring retention. This is true for all group scores and for

all speakers with More than five tokens in each phonological context.

On the other hand, no such constraint can be-found for a-prefixing to

parallel this pattern. A-prefixing may be reinforced by lexical

but it also goes its separate way in some important respects. Perhaps

most important is the grammatical function that the form fills. Forms

aactioning in a grammatical role tend to show less sensitivity to pho-

nological constraints than their parallel lexical forms not fulfilling

this function. We are now ready to revise our earlier conclusions about

a-prefixing, in which we considered underlying prepositions to be

reduced to the a- prefix, and then subject to a deletion process which

operated both on-a-prefixing and unstressed lexical a-. At this point,

it seems most reasonable to simply posit the underlying preposition of

a- in the inventory of prepositions. The preposition becomes attached to

the participle form (or in some cases, to the'auxiliary as a clitic form

(e.g. She's a-been workin')) and functions much like other preposi-

tions. The preposition may have analogues with the lexical a7, but it is

not linked in an integral linguistic process. Lexical a- and,a-prefixing

may have had an historical affinity, but they have since parted company.
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The divorce may not yet be final, but the separation is at least irrevo-

cable.

Conclusion

Our conclusions regarding a-prefixing relate to three aspects of

the form, including a revised linguistic description, a comparison of

the form in AE and OE, and a consideration of how the form is undergoing

change. Descriptively, we have found that the categorical constraints

found in our earlier study (Wolfram and Christian 1975; Wolfram 1980)

are fully supported here, including the grammatical and phonological

parameters. We have not, however, found the variable constraints to hold

up nearly as neatly, on the one hand uncovering a new constraint (viz.

gonna) and, on the other hand revising some variable constraints we

proposed earlier (viz. the preceding phonological environment). We have

also, suggested that the linguistic affinity with unstressed lexical a-

was now difficult to justify, and have posited a linguisic separation.

Semantically, we have also revised our earlier conclusion, suggesting

that there may be a stylistic, or at least, pragmatically unmarked

reading of intensity. Some speakers may be preserving the form as a spec

cial stylistic.maTker at the same time others may be using it as an

- -

inherently variable structure across styles (And, in fact, these two

uses may be found in the same speaker, although this is difficult to

document empirically.). Our comparison of the form in AE and OE found

very little difference in the use of a-prefixing. No substantive dif-

ferences were found descriptively, and the only difference in the struc-

ture across age groups was the reduced occurrence of the form among the

younger OE speaker,. In fact, we, found no younger speakers in OE who
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used the form in our interviews at significant levels. Since older

speaker's of OE and AE have comparable levels of usage, the pattern of

age differentiation suggests that change may be taking place more

rapidly in OE than in AE, where a minority of younger speakers still use

the form at significant levels.

Our examination of the process of change has suggested that

variable aspects of change may not be as neat as they have been set

forth by those who build structured variation into their dynamic models.

(e.g. Bailey 1973). For one, there may be a lexical component which

must be recognized along with systematic structural constraints (e.g.

the role of gonna). We have also uncovered a.pattern of selective

environment retention which does not suggest a linear regression in the

change. As the form dies out, it may be be retained at significant

levels in restricted environments rather than be reduced proportionally

in the range of environments. The overall low frequency of the, form,

then, may be a function of selective environmental elimination rather

than a gradual decrease in the representative environments, and dif

ferent speakers may apparently choose different syntactic environments

for retention.
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Notes to Chapter Six

1Following Bolinger (1971), we take the position that all

progressives are derived from prepositional phrases. See Bolinger

.(1971) and Wolfram's (1980) summary of this position for futher elabora-

tion of the formal motivation..

2We are indebted to Dwight Bolinger (personal communication) for

the suggestion of this hypothesis and some illustrative sentences and to

Rebecca Bills for collecting the responses in Mercer County, West

Virginia.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

PATTERNS OF IRREGULAR VERB USAGE

The verb system of English as it has evolved currently has a single ,

.productive inflectional ending to signal pastnesiT15-6EHIn the prSterii

and the past participle. This -ed suffix, with its three

phonologically-conditioned variants, 15., attached to verbs like in,

//I
step and'nod giving 106 past forms gained, stepped and nodded..

ii n

/'
addition, there are a number of verbs which typically undergo differen

processes in forming the preterit and past participle, the '.'irregular!'.

verbs./ This term is used for any verb which does not follow the produc-
/\

tive pattern in both its preterit and past participle, stmt., as keep

/'
(kept), think (thought) and grow (grew /.grown). In most cases, such

verbs, are related to members of the seven strong classes of verbs in

earlier varieties of English, although the patterns involved and th

distribution among classes has changed considerably. These verbs

constitute a more or less closed set, since new verbs which enter /the

/

language. for the most part adopt the regular paradigm for tense ma/rking%

Thus, the tendency is for the inventory 'of irregular verbs to re/duce in

size, if any change occurs.

In some varieties of EngliSh, these irregular verbs have alter- /

I

nate past forms which differ from What is typically considered the

/
standard. Both AE and OE/Samples examinedi here contain many examples of

; 1

standard and nonstandard past irregular. verbs. In fact,
/

in each. group,

I
r /". /

only one speaker showed no instances of nonstandardLugage in irregular

verbs. The others, as might be expected, exhibited a wide range in
/
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amount of such usage. The type of nonstandard forms being considered

are illustrated in (1) and .(2):

1. PRETERIT AE

a. I told her I done it. (1:14)

b. We throwed them a birthday party.

(36:3)

c. The state come by and they pushed

it all out. 46:7)

d. She give him a dos
(153:5)

2. PAST PARTICIPLE.

OE

e. I don't think water done it.

(29:26)

f. I throwed him out of there.

(36:9)

g. Carol and them come up there

and picked us up. (12:14)

e of castor oil. h. My uncle give it to me; it

was a little Shetland pony.

(9:17)

a. Her home had went, I guess, 50

yards or more from...(37:8)

b. And they hadn't never saw a ghost

before. (77:4)

c. If we had just took it off.

(207:32)

d. When I brung it back out, my rod

was broke. (10:15)

e. Since. I've went here all my

life... (8:25)

f. Because I've never saw one.

(12:19)

g. John Henry had took three old

stout boys. (la:34)

h. Some of them weren't broke,
and we'd have to break them.

(34:10)

Language Change and the Irregular Verb System

The formation of verb past tenses in English has evolved from a more

complex system of inflectional endings (including at one point, for

example, a distinction between singular and plural in the preterit,

which survives today only in the was as opposed to were, forms of to be).

It seems likely that changes in the system are still occurring.

Evidence that such change is in progress can be found,in the variability

that exists in the use of certain of the irregular verbs, as well as in

historical attestations of past changes in the system. This variability
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is manifested by a fluctuation between what can be considered the

current "standard" form and'a socially stigmatized form of the type

illustrated earlier. This standard form is, sometimes difficult to

identify, particularly when a change appears to be near completion and

so there may be differences of opinion on whether a certain linguistic

item is acceptable or not.

In the case of the past tense system for verb forms in English, the

overall variability has existed since the earliest stages in the deve-

lopment of the language and continues presently. Where variation has

been eliminated because of a completed change has been in individual

verbs, and certain aspects of the patterns, rather than in the overall

system. Verbs have ceased to be used as lexical items, a lexical change

(as in the case of the Old English form niman, which meant 'to take'

(Baugh 1957:119)); some strong verbs have taken on the inflectional pat-

tern of another class (for example, break changed from a class where its

past participle today would have been 'breken' to the class giving it

the form broken (Baugh 1957:1981). These changes, of course, affect the

overall system, but as yet no stage which clearly represents a resolu-1

tion of the variability seems to have been reached.1

These samples of AE and OE both_exhibit variability in the past

forms of the'irregular (with respect to present-day English) verbs. As

noted above, however, this is by no means a recent innovation in .the-

language. Old English had seven morphologically-defined classes of

strong verbs which by the Middle English period had begun to break down.

Pyles (1964:162) notes that in Middle English, many strong forms

acquired regularized (i.e. dental-suffixed) counterparts and then

disappeared, leaving the regularized form. He cites examples: such as
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helpen (infinitive), 'to help', which in Uld English had the preterit

singular healp, preterit plural hulpon and past participle holpen, in

Middle English had halp, hu]__.2en and holpen respectively, then became

leveled beginning in the Middle English period to the present helped in'

all past forms. Other regularized counterparts were not adopted in

standard speech, such as blowed for blew (Baugh 1957:197), although they

occur in some varieties of English today. In addition, some of the

fluctuations mentioned in connection with Early Modern English

(seventeenth and eighteenth centuries) are also found in current non-

mainstream varieties of English. For example, certain participles

occurred without their irregular -en ending, as in have bit or in a form

identical to their preterit, as in have rode or have drove (Pyles

1964:196). These processes provide alternate forms for the participle

in varieties today as well.

While change may be most obvious when looking at historical

developments, geographical and/or social class variation may be indica-

tive of change in progress since the period of fluctuation discussed,

sabove reveals itself in the 'structured heterogeneity' (Weinreich,

Labov and Herzog 1968) as correlated with such factors. With respect to

irregular verbs, this variation has-been attested in a number of studies

of present-day American English. Linguistic Atlas surveys, discussed by

Atwood (1953), show the use of a number of the nonstandard irregular.

preterits and past participles in areas of the Eastern United States,

including but not limited to, the Appalachian area (preterit come, regu-

larized growed, for example. In most cases, such usages were reported

for the class of speakers described as 'poorly educated' (Atwood

1953:2), which points to the interaction of social class factors. In an
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article based on a survey of dialects in England conducted within a

similar class of speakers, Francis (1971) cites occurrences of the same

types of verb form variants as Atwood noted, along with general

geographical distribution, ,including the regularized growed and:knowed

and preterits come and seen. He suggests this might be evidence to sup

port a connection between some American EngliSh forms and regional

varieties of British English.

Other studies of varieties of English have touched on the irregular

verb system, but\for the most part there has been little detailed

discussion. Characteristically, a few tentative generalizations are

offered, often coupled with a listing of the verbs with irregular past

forms that had nonstandard variants. In some cases, the generalizations

offered are not drawn directly from the data presented. For example,

Cratis Williams, whoSe articles on 'Mountain Speech' provide a large

amount of..secondary source type data, comments that

This habit Of-leveling a verb to one or two tense
forMs increases the facility of the verb and tends
to enhance the rhythmical quality of the speech.

(1962:15)

This is admittedly not representative of the discussions of this

subject; however, it is presented as an indication of the range of com

ment that can be found.

Other treatments provide less subjective descriptive statements but,

for a variety of reasons, do not provide much discussion of the problem.

Feagin (1979) describes this type of usage as a strong class marker in

White Alabama English, noting that.all of her working class speakers

showed some degree of nonstandardness in this, area. A list of such

verbs'and their nonstandard forms is then presented, separated into
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groups according to the process of derivation from the standard form

(i.e. regularization, use of preterit form for the past participle,

etc.). Hackenberg (1972) treats irregular verbs briefly in his con-

,ideration of a variety of Appalachian English. He also provides a list

of the nonstandard forms observed with their frequencies and makes

general descriptive statements about the trends that seem to be

exemplified, noting, for instance, the tendency toward simplification by

eliminating the distinction between preterit and past participle forms,,

as in the preterit seen (Hackenberg 1972:138). Another investigation of

Appalachian verb usage, is reported by Miles (1980) who documents essen-

tially the same types of verb forms as our earlier AE study found.

Dumas (1971) describes, a variety of OE from one of the.counties included

in our OE sample (Newton County), --and she gives a number of irregular

verbs, with their nonstandard past forms, indicating roughly how preva-

lent each is. She does not provide a full inventory, however, nor does

she describe any patterns in the variation. In a comprehensive

discussion of the features of Vernacular Black English, Labov et al

(1968) include the nonstandard use of irregular verbs, but ultimately

conclude:

Although the category of past-is ,..ell-established,

the particular shape of the irregular past forms

shows a wide range of variation. A tabulation of

the many irregular variants which we have encountered

is hardly enlightening, though eventually a careful

study of.these may show system where none appears

at the moment.
(Labov et al 1968:257)

Mention of these studies is made primarily to point out the widespread

existence of this phenomenon and the need for a mere indepth.

investigation,'as well as to give an overview of ihe,interrelationship

f social and geographical factors.
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The Extraction of the Data

For each speaker in both groups, a record was kept of the total

number of past forms of irregular verbs produced during the course of

the interview; the verb tokens were classified as standard or nonstan-

dard and then separated into preterit and past participle functions.

Auxiliaries and modals were excluded from the tally. Verbs for which

the preferred standard form is not clearcut (such as died/dove2
and

sneaked/snuck) were included, but all possibly standard variants were

counted as standard. In general, the list of verbs included follows

that of Hoard and Sloat (1971,1973), since their treatment seems to

reflect the current informal standard of English usage.

In addition to the questionable areas of standardness with respect

to form, there were other complicating factors. In order, to be clear

about which data were appropriate for the quantitative study, a careful

distinction needed to be made between nonstandard usage of a verb as a

lexical item or within a particular syntactic construction in contact

with nonstandard realization in terms'of form (the present topic). For

example, the use of got or have got with a functionlike that of main

verb have, as.in I('ve) got three sisters may be a. stigmatized usage (at

least when the have is absent). However it does not represent. a true.

past form of get in that context and so does not qualify as data for°

this investigation. Non-participle'done (Chapter Four) is another. case

which may look like a past irregular verb but is not. For this reason,

done in I done forgot is not counted, unlike the.form in I done it which

is an instance of an irregular verb.

Likewise, the process of auxiliary have deletion results in

constructions whose verbs could .be, mistakenly tabulated. This occurs
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fairly frequently in both AE and OE and results in constructions like:

3.a. First time I ever been out in the woods with a gun. (AE 10-11)- -

b. Well, I've just been lucky I never been bit. (AE 159-31)

c. Kerosene, that's supposed to been the cure for everything.

(OE 39-11)

d. ...but I been bit twice by a copperhead. (OE 36:16)

The process of deletion occurs variably, even within the same sentence,

as in the second example above, and is ,more frequent in some situations

than in others.

Auxiliary have deletion is most common when the have combines with

been, as in the utterances above. It is found with a few other verbs,

however, in the sample, but much less often. These cases include:

4.a. That was the prettiest tree that ever he seen.

(AE 157:18)

b. I seen several pictures in the paper where people

been snake-bitten. (AE 37:29)

It is somewhat difficult, to determine which of the utterances of this

type are in fact cases of have deletion. The instances of contexts

with verbs other than been where have deletion is posited largely depend

on other types of indications within the sentence or from the

surrounding context. As the examples of have deletion indicate, ,the

constructions that result from this process look very similar to

nonstandard irregular verb forms. Underlying this is the fact that the

cases of have deletion that are most noticeable are precisely those

involving irregular verbs, since only with these verbs is it possible to

distinguish between preterit and past participle.' That is,. in a sen-

tence like First time I ever walked out in the woods, it would be

impossible to determine if the past participle were intended, in order
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to decide if have deletion were a possibility. Since the noticeable

cases of have deletion resemble nonstandard forms of irregular verbs,

they must be carefully separated out, since they result from a different

Troc..ess.

The Data Base

Since all but two speakers in the samples showed some incidence of

nonstandard forms for irregular verbs, there were sufficient numbers of

most verbs on which to base this investigation. For that purpose, verbs

represented by fewer.than five tokens (across all speakers) were

arbitrarily excluded from the quantitative analyses, since it would be-

impossible to ascertain any generalizability of the pattern shown in

them. Many verbs occurred significantl)i more than five times, with

varying degrees of nonstandard variants froth- 100 percent nonstandard to

100 percent standard. To illustrate the size of the data base, Table

7.1 presents the most frequently occurring verbs (according to total

number of occurrences) in each, sample, with a preterit/past participle

breakdown and the respective percentages of nonstandard variants used.

These figures illustrate certain characteristics Of.the entire data

base. First, the incidence of preterit forms is much. higher than past

participles. Second, there seems to be no relationship between raw fre-

quency and use of a nonstandard variant. We compare, for example, the

verbs say and come; both are high frequency verbs, but say never shows a

nonstandard variant, while come frequently does, at least in the pre-

terit function. Finally, we can observe that the percentages of

nonstandard variants for the preterit and past participle usage seem to

be independent for verbS where the standard form differs (for example,
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Verb Total

Number of Tokens % Nonstandard Variants

Preterit Participle Preterit. Participn

.AE: have(MV)
get

go

1,529
1,271

1,262

1,447
1,172

1,059

$2
99

135

0

0

0

0

90.0,

54.8'

say 1,058 1,052. 6 0 0

come 652 618 34 69.9. 2.9

see 383 251 32: 70.9 10.6

take 373' 349' 24 24.4 50.0

'tell 345 313 32 0 0.

think 281 267 14 0 0

OE: have(MV)
go

641
439

579

405

62

34

0

0

0

67.6

say 354 349 5 0 0

come 290 274 19 72.3 15.8

get 290 267 23 U 73.9

do 169 124 45 53.2 4.4

buy 136 128 8 U 0

tell 132 121 11 0 0

take 121 108 13 26.9 61.5

Table 7.1. Most Frequently Occurring Verbs with. Irregular Past

Forms

-

10. In verbs where the standard past forms are identiCal, the percen.

tages seem to'be fairly cloSe. In Table 7.1, all such verbs show no

nonstandard usage; however, some verbs do exhibit nonstandardness, and

the frequency levels for preterit and participle tend to be similar, fOk.

example in the verb hear:

5. HEAR AE: preterit --20% past participle-27%.

UE: preterit--31% past participle-227.

The dominant pattern, though, is indicated in Table 7.1; most cases of

nonstand verb forms occur foi irregular verbs with two distinct past

forms.
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Nonstandard Usage of Irregular Verb Forms

In the AE sample as a whole, there were 106 different irregular

verbs used in a past form; 55 of these had only standard realizations

And the remaining 51 had one or more instances of nonstandard variants.

In the OE group, the total number of verbs was 82; 46 had only standard.

forms and 36 showed some nonstandardness. We can characterize this

nonstandard usage by considering how the alternate forms differ froth the

standard pattern. Grouping the individual verbs according to this

procedure, we" find that fille basic.categories emerge.

Regularization of preterit and/or participle forms occurs with .a

number of verbs. (Throughout this discussion, it should be remembered

that individual speakers vary with respect to both the extent and kind

of nonstandard realizations their speech exhibits.) By this process,

past tense is formed with the regular past suffix, in the appropriate

phonological shape, as in (6):

6.a. David throwed him in the creek and jumped in after him..

'(AE 1:27)

b. I've heared tell of some. (AE 36:6)

c. Seem like everybody knowed where I was from. (OE 23:10) !

d. She was already growed up. (OE 15:9)

.

For some verbs which have distinct preterit.and past. participle

forms, one of the two may be extended to serve both functions. In this

category, then, for example, the preterit went is also used for the par-

ticiple as in (7a, c) and the participle done occurs in a preterit

context, as in (8a, C):.

7.a. One of the. lights had went out. (AE 28:31)

b. This writing spider had wrote a date. (AE 35:39)
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c. I had went down there off the boat. (OE 22:12)

d. He may have took the horse and wagon. (DE 39:21)

8.a. She didn't know who it was, who done it. (AE 10:3)

b. If you seen a woman's knee, you had done seen something.

(AE 31:15)

c. The same fire that done your cooking... (OE 40a:42)

d. He seen something off thisbluff. (OE 17:b)

In another category, the bare root form (equivalent to the non-

third person present) becomes the past variant for some verbs like- eat

and give.

9.a. Best I can-remember, they give us perigoric then.

(AE 160:15)

b. So she eat the baby bear food and it was real

good.'(AE6:23)

c. Jobs begin to open up, they begin to leave out..

(OE 41a:15)

d. Some of those cattle my dad give a hundred and fifty,

dollars font sold for five dollars a head. (OE 33:4)

There are some forMs which'fit more than one category,-several of

which have-high levels of nonstandardness.° For these verbs, the par-

ticiple form is equivalent to what we call here theThare root form

(verbs such as come and run). When this form is used in the preterit

function, it is impossible to.determine which of the last two categories

described is the appropriate classification. Because later' analysis

will depend on category membership, and because these forms include

several high frequency items, we will establish a separate class,

called the "ambiguous" group. Examples of verbs in this-category are:

10.a. I run into this barbed wire 'fence. (AE 207:5)

b. I come back and took care of hiM. (AE 214:18)
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c. He come here during the Civil War. (OE 42:9)

d. It run wild with my grandpa's plowhorse.- (OE 9:17)

Finally, there are a few instances of different, strong forms being

used, as in brun- for brought (probably an analogy with patterils like

sting/stung) and drug for dragged. This latter example is apparently

one where a regular verb,drag, is given an irregular past form, an unu

sual situation.

11.a. He brung it up there. (AE 47:14)

b. They drug him out of there. (AE 44:21)
r.

c. He finally retch in there. (AE 212:31)

d. Somebody brung something in. (0E41a:19)

e. She was drug to death by the horSe and wagon. (OE 10:21)

f. She just retch up on the fireboard. (OE 5:4)

Table 7.2 provides a listing of the full range of verbs which had

nonstandard tokens in the sample, grouped by the categories just
/

deScribed. The number:of occurrences of each verb is shown in

parentheses. This table provideS further indications of the similarity

between these two varieties of English. We can see that all the more

frequently occurring verbs in the OE group are also found in the AE list

and that, overall, the range of verbs_which ate used noristandardly by

one group resembles quite closely the range found for the other.

In addition to the verbs in Table 7.2, there is another set of forms

that seem to be nonstandard, but of a different sort. They are not

irregular'verbs in their standard forms, but they appear to have

. nonstandard variants where the standard voiced past ending /d/ is

devoiced to /t/, as in (14:
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Regularized Form

knowed (51)
heared (37)
borned (27)
seed (19)
throwed (14)
blowed (12)
growed (12)
drinked (6)
drawed (5)
bursted (2)
runned (2)
shedded (2)
betted (1)
eated (1)
gived (1)
lighted (1)

spreaded (1)
&tinged (1)

Participle as Preterit

seen (161)
done (82)
taken (12)

Preterit as Participle Bare Root Form

got (83)
went (75)
bit (26)
broke (16)
tore (13)
wore (8)
saw (6)
froze (7)
forgot (6)
hid (6)
wrote (6)
fell (5)
rode (3)

beat (3)
woke (3)
ate (2)

did (2)
drove (2)
ran (2)

stole (2)
came (1)
drank (1.)

flew (1)
forgave (1)
gave (1)
grew (1)
redid (1)
shook (1)

spoke (1)
swam (1)

give (55)
eat (20)
begin (10)
hear (2)
overeat (1)
see (1)
sing (1)

Different Strong Form

set (87)
brung (10)'
hearn (7)
retch(reached)(7)
drug (6)
het (heated) (1)

Ambiguous Cases

come (401)
run (70)
become (4)
overcome (1)

Table 7.2a Categories of Nonstandard Irregular Verb Forms

in AE



Regularized Form Preterit as Participle Bare Root Form

growed (24)
knowed (20)

Went (23)
got (20)

give (30)
eat (20)

borned (18) )bit (18) begin (9)

heared (13) ;took (8) sit (3)

throwed (7) broke (6) see (2)

blowed (5) !saw (0,
drawed (3), tore (5)
costed (1) ran (4)..) Different Strong Form

creeped (1) came (3)

ringed (1)
1

wore (3) set (10)

stoled (1) did (2) drug (7)

weared (1) fell (2)
beat (1)

brung (3)
retch (3)

Participle as Preterit

became (1)

drove (1)_
froze (1)

rid (rode) (1)

done (65) grew (1) Ambiguous Cases

seen (42) rode (1)

known (3) wrote (1) come (189)

drunk (2) run (38)

swum (2)

Table 7.2b Categoties of. Nonstandard Irregular Verb Forms
in OE
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12.a. Every time I boilt water, I burnt it. (AE 36:23)

b. I got so sick to my stomach when I smelt-them green beans.

(AE 29:13)

c. ...and we fount some money. (AE 1:18).

Other verbs which undergo this devoicing.process include: learnt, helt,

'ruint, spilt and spoilt. This appears to be an extension of the pattern

which characterizes some verbs in their standard forth, such as

burn/burnt, and there may in fact be some queStiOn as to how nonstandard

Some of the partiCular verb forms mentioned above actually are.2 Such

forms occurred with some frequency in the AE sample but they were not

prominent at all among UE'speakers (only learnt occurs). This process-

is mentioned here because it affects the paSt forms of verbSI including

them in an irregular pattern, and because it ,appears to be an area of

some difference between the varieties in question; albeit a minor one.

Another case that will be mentioned only briefly is the verb sit,

with standard past form sat. By fax the most frequent past variant for.

this verb is set, both in the preterit and past participle:

13.a. We set there one day for three hours straight. (AE 6:11)

b, He had set up there and cried. (AE 36:36.)

c. Some of them set up until midnight. (UE 1'a:29)/

d. I've set there and heared them talking. (O1 2904)

In additioni some' instances of sit in other tenses were realized as set

in.both groups. This could mean that the verbs sit (sat)/and set :(set).

are coalescing into one form, with set being adopted as.the surface'

realization. Among the AE speakers, set was the only form used. Over

30 of the speakers in that group used set for the past tense of sit', and

the others had no instances of that verb in the past. In the OE:Sample,
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on the other hand, set varied bath with the bare root form sit, as in

(14), and to a lesser extent with the standard form-sat.

14. We sit down to eat a bite and drunk us some beer. (OE 40a:36)

In terms of individual speakers in the group, five used set, one used

sit and one used sat. Although this usage is classified as a type of

"different strong form" in our chart in Table 7.2, it will not be

\\.

included in any of the quantitative investigations, since it may repre-

sent a different process based on its possible relationship with the

existing verb set.

Patterns of Variation in Irregular Verb Usage

We can now move to consider how we can examine the patterns of

variation in the use of irregular verbs by the speakers in our sample.

and cdmpare the usage of the two groups. It is clear that there is tre-

mendous diversity which is not relatable to one process or rule. We

cannot, for instance, compute the overall incidence of nonstandardness

per speaker and relate that to the application of one rule rather than

another. Hoard and Sloat (1971, 1973) have proposed a set of rules and

processes to account for the various standard irregular verb forms of

English. The numerous and intricate rules, however, do not prove, illu
-

minating as the foundation for describing the variation observed here.

Without a well-developed rule basis to work from, the technique of

variable rule analysis will not be very helpful. Simple tables of fre-

quencies are not enough. We need to be able to describe variability

across numbers of different verbs and individual and groups of speakers.

One method that may provide some insight is implicational analysis,

a technique which can give a picture of the relationship among
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individual items or groups of items. This model is discussed in some

detail in Chapter Three. It will allow us to .examine the variation

across speakers as well as according to verb forms, which may be helpful

as we compare the two varieties.

In order to investigate the nature of implicational relationships

underlying irregular verb usage in AE and OE, we need a way to group the

verbs. With the large number of verbs and speakers, an analysis based

on individual items would be not only unwieldy but probably

inconclusive. Despite the fact that the data base is fairly large

(refer again to Table 7.1), such an analysis would have many instances

where data are lacking, simply because each speaker did not use the full

range of verbs. In addition, using such a method would presume that,

none of the verbs had anything in common with others that would play

a role in how they were used. Even with just a cursory look at the

data, this would not seem to be the case.

One view of the language data might come from classes into which the

verbs fall in their standard uses. For example, it is clear, that grow

(grew/grown) and blow (blew/blown) should somehow be related more clo-

sely to each other than to begin (began/begun). However, no account of

standard verb classes provides a satisfying basis for looking at the

variation we observe. Hoard and Sloat (1971, 1973), devise a classifi-

cation scheme based on underlying forms and rules to derive surface

forms cE irregular verbs, which, as meptioned previously, is quite

complex in itself. Quirk and Greenbaum (1972) group the verbs according

to the surface features of their past forms, and this grouping turns out

to give little information for the present investigation. Most of the

verbs which are used nonstandardly fall into just a few of the classes
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they propose. Although individual verbs and the characteristics of

their standard past forms seem to hs related to tha-incidence of

nonstanderdness,4 we will examine the variation in tits sample from a

slightly different perspective.

A line of investigation which proves fruitful is based on a classi

fication of nonstandard variants as they differ from.their standard

counterpart. These categories were described earlier, and examples are

given in (6) through (11) and in Table 7.2. We can examine the imp2ica7

tional relationships among these processes according to the speakers in

the two groups. To do this,, we will employ a threevalued format, with

0 representing no nonstandard (0% nonstandard), X for variable usage (1%

to 997. nonstandard), d 1 for totally nonstandard (100% nonstandard).

To illustrate these\assignments, we can consider a case where five

tokens of a particular category are used. If all five reflected stan

darddard usage, a 0 would be assigned; if all were nonstandard forms, a 1

would be assigned. If.any mixture of standard and nonstandard formS

occurred within the five, an X would be assigned. This could be five

tokens of a single verb, three of which' were standard and two

nonstandard, or it could be five different verbs which fall in the

category, one of which was, used standardly and four of which had

nonstandard forms.

Using this classification scheme as the basis for analyzing the

data, we find that the implicational array shown in (15) holds for the,

speakers in the°AE sample:

15. Different Regular Bare Participle, Preterit Ambig.

Strong ... ized Root for for ' Verbs

'Form. `I Form Form ." Preterit D Participle

'drug' 'knoWed'. 'eat' 'done' 'have went' comel



This relationship indicates thai the categories most likely to be used

are ambiguous verbs (e.g., come, run) and the preterit for the par-

ticiple (e.g. had went, had broke) and the least likely category is the

; different strong verb form .(e.g. brunj, drug). And, if nonstandard

forms of one type are realized, then nonstandard forms of all categories

to the right of it should also be found. So, a speaker who says (16a)

will most like also say (16b, c and a), but a speaker who uses (17a)

will say (17b, c, and d).

15.a. She heared you, didn't she?

b. When we seen him,...

c. The children might have went up there.

d. and then they run away.

17.a; I ran away from school.

b. They have .gone.to the store.

I dcWt whether you saw it or not.

d. I heard the-story last week.

The results for the OE sample, shown in (18)

18. Different
Strong
Form
'drug'

Regular-
ized

Form
'knowed'

Participle
for

Preterit
'done'

are slightly

Preterit.
for

Participle
'have went'

different:

Bare Ambig.1

Root Verbs!
Form
'eat' 'come'

It turns out that the bare root category is more frequently realized in

OE than in AE, and occurs further to the left on the scale. Thus, an OE

speaker who uses a form like have went (as in 16c) would be expected to

say they run awaz (16d) but not the reverse.

The more detailed, charts underlying these .relationships are given in

Tables 7.3 and 7.4 on the following pages. Deviations (ce \lls which do

not follow the expected pattern) are marked.
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Diff. Regular-

Speakers Age/Sex Strong ized

70 13F - 0

77 11F - 0

211 77M 0 0

61;150;158 14F;13F;25M 0 0

75;87;148 10F;24M;13F - 0

154 13F ' - 0

149;155 18F;17M 0 0

74 11F L.C.1
0

152 64F 0 0

4;7;29; 13M;17M;33F;

'46;66;151 15M;17F;18F 0 0

51 IOM 0 0

64 15F 0 0

37 45F 0 X

2;6;28; 13M;14M;42F;

31;35;40; 67M;22F;39F;.
83;157;159 93F;52F;20M;

160;206;214. 56F;50F;90M 0 X

1;32;203; 15M;54M;45F;

205 81F 0 X

36 27F 0 X

44 14M X ab

17;65;156; 16M;15F;201;

164 33M X X

153;207;215 83F;48M;91M X X

85;124 78F;11M X X

10 14M X X

22;30 60M;50M X X

146 52M - X

212 90M X
X 1 0

Bare Partic. Pret.for

Root for Pret. Partic. Ambig.

0 0 0

- 0 LIJ °

LIU 0 0 X.

0 0 X X

U 0 X 1

0 X X L2J

0 X X , X

0 X X X

X 62J X X

X X 'X

X

X

X X X 0.

X X

X X S 1

1 1 1 1

X X X X

X X .X

X X

X X 1

1
L.C.J)

1 XtJ

1 1. III 1

1 1 1 X1J

Table 7.3 Implidat'ional Relationships by Type of Nonstandard Form:



Diff. Regular- Partic. Pret.for Bare

Speakers Age/Sex .Strong ized for Pret. Partic. Root Ambig.
...

43 34F - 0 0 0 - 0

11;356 12M;35F 0 0 al 0 0 0

39 36F - 0 0 LI.1

30 70F - 0 0 0 0 X

10 17M al al 0 0 0 X

16;42 14M;30F 0 0 0 X X X

15 16F 0

34 34F 0 0 X X u

0 (1

%LI(
0 X X

9;12;13; 14F;12F;15F;
38 25F 0 X X

8;19 17M;13F 0 0 X X X 1

33 55M 0 0. X X 1 1

35a 36M - X X ILL -
1.94

la;23;27 77M;32M;28F 0 X X X X

22;28;46 25M;71F;22/4 0 X X X - 1

32b 78F 0 X X X 1

25 59M 0 X X . 1 1 1

lb 9IF X X X X X X

17;26;36; 15M;55F;48M;

41b 59F X X X X X

2.9;32a 69M;92M - X X X

41a 62M X Lb X 1

5;40a 77M; 80M X 1 1 '-'t2i.1
1 4

40b 84F - 1 1

Table 7.4 Tmplicational Relationships by Type oi Nonstandard Form:

Ozark EngliSh Sample
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Some observations can be made based on the patterns which emerge.

First, we should comment on the "Ambiguous Verbs" category. As men-

tioned before, this term is used beCause the members of the group, verbs

.like come, run, become and so on, show no overt difference betwien their

bare root form and their participial form. In classifying an instance

like He come yesterday, it is impossible to. choose between the two cate-

gories ("Bare Root Fore and "Participle for Preterit"). The ordering

of implicacioaal relationships may shed some light on this matter. In

AE, the, ambiguous category is separated from both alternative

classifications. It seems that the members of this group have exceeded

the nonstandard behavior of either of their other possible

classifications- In OE, on the other hand, the bare root category is

ordered dieecly next to the ambiguous verbs. We may hypothesize that

for the OE speakers, the ambiguous verbs are, in fact, realizations of

the biro root category, so that come and run result from the same pro-

cuss as Live .And eat. Such a conclusion is not warranted for AE.

In terms of degree of usage, it vaUld appear that in both

coMmunities. use of One of -the ambiguous verbs. would be more acceptable
ti

than the oCler types of nonstandard forms. The .A-acvit for participle

usage (have got 'ear have went) is also-relatively more act-q)table. These

variants are perhaps less stigmatized, if we assumo that the more

speefr who use the form, the more acceptable it must be (not an

entitely satisfactory assumption). O the other hand, in both com-

munities, regularized forms (like growed) and different strong forms

(brung or retch) are in less common use, and hence may be less accep-,,

table. LOoking at this from a slightly different perspective, it maybe

that reducing the number of forms for a given verb to two, with preterit
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and participle either identical or with one corresponding to the base

form, may be more acceptable than completely regularizing the forms

(i.e., the verb come, with preterit come and past participle have come

and the verb goo, with preterit went and past participle have went are

preferred to the modification in the verb grow, with preterit rowed and

past participle have growed). Shifting the irregular verbs closer to

the regular paradigm, then, may have two stages, with total regulariza-

tion the second and more drastic one.

Looking more closely at the details of the charts in Tables 7.3 and

7.4, we can add further to the discussion. First, we should mention

that although there are deviations, the implicational scales strongly

support the. existence. of an implicational relationship among the verb

Categories. This is measured by calculating a scaleability rating,

which indicates how closely the chart corresponds to the iaeal scale

(oue with no deviations). Normally, an acceptable rating is 857. to 90%

or above. The calculation involves determining the percentage of cells

without deviations out of the total number of-filled cells (each verb

category which has a value for 'each speaker counts s.one fiJ1Pd cell).

.:..;king this method, we find that Table 7.3 has 13 deviations in 319 filled

cells, giving a scaleability of 95.0%-.- (Note-that the chart is actually

a collapsed version of one with more rows, since each speaker defines a

row; thus, in the third row Irom the bottom, the-maiked deviation covers

two speakers (22, 30), so it counts as two deviations.) Table 7.4,

representing the Otark sample, shows 13 deviations in 204 filled cells,

so its rating is 93.67"

The pattern revealed by the charts is further supported by its.

correspondence with the frequency data for nonstandard irregular verb

'1 7 1 1 8:4



forms. That is, those verbs in categories further to the right tended

to have a higher overall incidence of nonstandardness and greater num- -

bers of speakers who used the nonstandard form. For example, in Table

7.4, for the Ozark sample, ,we can compare members of several of:the verb

categories. Come, the most frequent of the ambiguous verbs to occur,

had an overall incidence Of 77X; of the 33 speakers who used the verb at

all, 28 used the nonstandard form at least some of the time. From the

regularized form category, on the other' hand, the most frequently

occurring member was know. Knowed had a frequency level of 2S %, and 9

out of 21 speakers used the nonstandard form. This is not a surprising

result, but it provides further confLm ion of the soundness of the

pattern.

These Charts also prove v,se!. In comparing the two varieties in

question. Tt,.0 .,.now that .the two samples behaved quite similarly with

respect to r1,,e irragUlar verb usage. We do find that the position of

the bare.root ca;:egory'in , implicational ordering differs, but this

is most likely tied in -with the interpretation of the ambiguOuS verbs

discussed above. Apart from the position of the bare.root forms, the

arrangements on the two scales are identical. There appear to be other

factors influencing the pattern, in.particulat the indiVidual lexical

items involved. There seem to be key members of each category, such as

come for ambiguous. verbs, got for preterit for participle,.and so on;

that may determine the pattern to a large extent. Further examination

by individual verbs may be called for. In any event, there do seem to

be some minor differences between the varieties that show up in the

charts, WA overall there is striking similarity. Further, we can see

that in both groups, tlie speakers cluster at comparable points on the
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Scale. There are relatively few speakers at the top of the scale,

toward the more standard usage end. They begin to Cluster (going down

the scale) with variable usage in the four columns to the right, and

again with variable usage in all but the leftmOst column, and then their

distribution evens out again toward the bottom of the scale. For both

groups, there tend to be fewer speakers at the extremes of the, chart,

and a greater concentration in the middle section. We can also note the

predominance of X, indicating variable usage; there is relatively little

categorical nonstandard use in any of the categories.

Finally, we need to examine the social factors of age and sex for

the speakers in the two charts. This will not only provide a point for

comparison of the two varieties, but it will also provide evidence in

our examination of the possibility of language change being in progress.

As we might expect, the pattern of age/sex distribution is far from uni

form or regular. In both tables, however, there appears to be a ten

dency for the higher rows (the more standard) to have younger and female

speakers, and for the lower (the ;.,Jre nonstandard) to have older and

male speakers. If we look specifically at, for example, the first 12

rows of Table 7.3 (the kE sample), we can see that 'of the 22 speakers

(included, 14 are female and 20 are under the age of 35. Among the 10

speakers in the bottom six rows, 8 are male and 8 are over the age of

35. A similar tendency can be observed for the 0E.sample in Table 7:,4.

If we subject these orderings to a correlational analysis, we obtain the

result's displayed in Figures 7.1 and 7.2 on the following pages. These

figures show the relationship between age and relative position on the

implicational scale for each individual in the AE and OE samples.

Judging by the'regulting correlation coefficient in each case, we note a
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slight to moderate correlation between age and degree of nonstandard

irregular verb usage (relative to other members of the same group), with .

a stronger relationship evident for OE than for AE. This is clearly noi

evidence of a perfect correspondence between the age/sex factors and

nonstandard usage. However, we can identify a pattern that conforms in

a loose way to the data observed, and we would expect a number'of other

factors to intervene in any case (social characteristics such as general

education levels in the family which were not controlled for).

Summary and Discussion of Findings

The body of this chapter has examined the relatedness of the AE,an

OE samples, on the characteristic of irregular verb usage and has con-

sidered the patterns of variation using implicational analysis. We have

noted that both AE and UE differ from mainstream varieties in the forms

of irregular verbs they allow. These differenCes can be captured in a

system of six categories: (1) different strong forms (drug. for

dragged); (1) regularization (knowed forknew); (3) participle for pre-

terit (seen for saw); (4) preterit for participle (have went for have

gone); (5) bare root forms (give for gave); and (6) ambiguous cases

(come for came), where the form could represent either of the categories

(4) or (5). These categories provide a useful framework within which to

describe the nonstandard usage and to determine the patterns underlying

the variation observed.

On both counts, we have found a close resemblance between AE and OE.

Descriptively, both varieties exhibit nonstandard usage to some degree

in all categories. Fot the most part, verbs with two different forms in

their preterit and participle functions (u/went/gone, for example) are
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subject, to alternate (nonstandard) realizations. Most of those with

only a single form (e.g. find/found) are not. Applying the implica-

tional analysis model to the results of the data tabulation for indivi-,

dual speakers uncovered the systematic nature of the variation in the

sample. A series of implicational relationships was determined to hold

among the six categories, with the ambiguous cases having the greatest

degree of nonstandardness and different strong forms the least in both

varieties. The ordering of the categories, with one exception, was the,

same for both AE and OE. The exception was the behavior with bare root

forms--OE speakers tended to have a greater degree of nonstandard usage

with members of that category than AE speakers did. Finally, the impli-

cational analysis provided the basis for observing a tendency toward age

differentiation in both varieties, with younger speakers using less, and

older speakers using more nonstandard past irregular verb forms.

These results are worthy of discussion on several fronts. First,

although this case did .not turn -v/ marked differences between the

varieties, the usefulness of.implicational analysis for the systematic

comparison of varieties should be clear. In this particular case, what

emerges is evidence for the similarity of the two communities with

respect to the particular feature of Irregular verb forms. Happily,

this is not a surprising result, and it. gives documentation to support,

at least in a small way, the anecdotal observations about toe

relatedness of the two varieties that have been made.

One can imagine, though, a number of ways in which differences could

be reflected using this model. Most extremely, a .set of implicational

relationships that holds for one group akers might prove to be

totally inappropriate for another (such that no :.cling at any adequate
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level is possible). On the vertical dimension, columns might signifi-

cantly reorder, showing that the foatures involved in the relationship

are appropriate but they are not patterned in the same way. On the

horizontal level, the speakers of the two varietie- might clustdr at

different sections of the scale. For example, if the AE had all fit the

patterns inv lying predominantly Os with some Xs (the top section of our

charts), w i e the OE speakers had fallen on the levels with mostly Xs

and Is, this would have indicated a reportable difference between the

two. Such a result could mean that the pattern was shared but that the

incidence of production of nonstandard forms within that pattern differs

widely.

A further extension of this model can be suggested as a way to mark

a number of varieties along a continuum. Briefly, this line of com-

parison would take the following form. Suppose we had a variety of

Standard English, and perhaps one or more other non-mainstream varieties

f',T- which we had analyied behavior on some linguistic. dimension. These

varieties might then be describable on an implicational array, such that

varieties would line up in the way that speakers form.the horizontal

factor in the charts p;:sented here. Of course, there would probably be

a need to allow for a degree of abstraction to make the'patterns of

variation a bit neater. The linguistic feature in question would define

the columns, conforming to usual practice. In fact, if we could imagine

a three dimensional array, implicational displays of patterns themselves

could be arranged on a scale.

Another area that deserve's further discussion is the issue of

languagc change with respect to irregular verbs in these two varieties.

We know that change occurs within the context of a period of variation
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such as this one; simply put, speakers begin using an alternate form,

two foams coexist for awhile, then the old form moves into obsolescence.

(Of course, the old form can also prevail, with certain other factors ip

the situation favorable to its survival--then we can find a period of

variation which does not result in change, but resolves itaelf in the

direction of the previous state.) In other words, change -.tomes only

with variability, but variation does not necessarily n change

will occur.

Implicational scaling has been used in descriptions of change in

progress, with supplementary evidence supporting the no..ion that change

is occurring. According to the charts in Tables 7.3 and 7.4, it could

be claimed that change is occurring from bottom to top; that is, that

greater nonstandard irregular verb use is giving way to past irregulars

conforming to the standard pattern. Alternatively, the opposite might

also be proposed, that change is moving in the direction from top to

bottom. Then the change would be progressing toward the "new" (i.e.,

nonstandard currently) forms. In the search for evidence to support one

or another directionality,the first place to look is.history. As men

tioned earlier, the English language has over the centuries considerably

reduced the number of distinctions-reflected-in the verb form, as well

as the inventory of irregular verbs. In some cases, verbs as lexical

items have simply gone out of use, a lexical change (niman 'to take').

Others have changed inflectional classes which resulted in fewer

distinct forms in the paradigm. Finally, still others simply became

regularized to the productive pattern (help is a good example). In

addition, a simpler overall paradigm could be seen as being less marked,

a natural direction for change (Bailey 1973).
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However, there is also evidence of fluctuation between standard and

nonstandard variants (such as blew /blowed, have ridden/rode, have

broken/broke) occurring in much earlier periods and continuing down

.through today. This would .seem to indicate that stable variation is a

possibility (Fasold 1973).

Finally, the age /sec pattern tendency that was noted in the implica

tional charts suggests the opposite directionality. If we interpret

this as reflecting apparent time (Labov 1972a; Wolfram and Fasomi 1974),

the younger groups would be seen as exhibiting more advanced behavior on

the variable in flux; here, it would be toward more standard use of

irregular verbs. Our statistical analyses indicated a stronger rela

tionship in this area for OE than for AE. Another possible explanation,

however, is that differences between age groups reflect different stages

of a speaker's development and that usage of nonstandard forms actually

increases with age, given other appropriate conditions. There seems to

be some evidence for this emerging in the samples under, consideration

for some features.

It is, of course, impossible to predict what form a resolution

will take. Even if change is progressing in the direction of currently

nonstandard forms, increased exposure-to mainstream varieties and the

education process could be the vehicles for significant social pressure

toward using standard forms and inhibit the change. 3,,sed on a number

of observations about irregular verb usage in a variety of situations

(Wolfram and Christian 1975; Christian 19Th; Wolfram, Christian, Leap

and Potter 1979), we can offer-one speculation as to a possible direc

tion of change. As mentioned earlier, there appears t6 be a fairly

strong tendency to reduce the number of form distinctions for a given
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irregular verb to
c
WO,,\In most cases this involv

\)

tit and past 'participle forms, but in

k n
,ambiguous cases), cEhet,cOrresiondences may exit. Some of the most

leveling, the pre:-

some (the bate root. foims and

frequently occurring yetbaof this type include:.,. do (preterit done,,

participle done); go (Preterit went, participle went); see (Preteift

seen.,;,participle seen); ',,,get (preterit got,' participle. got). In many

the other Cases, a .single (non-regularized). form results: come
#

(preteiit_coMe4 participle come); giveSpreterit give, participle give),.y

In fact, the large majority of the 174gular verbs which participate in

/

nonstandird usage, are those,
with.twoidistinct past forMs. There also

A .

of

appears to be
i

a relationship between this factor and a greater adCep'--
.

.

tabili6;,Of)some forms. The par'ticiple Nat for example, is the stan
4

.dardform in .British Engliah.dialects; gotten is am AMeticansstandard.,\

' "(Pyles 1964:200). .Further,.t ere are indication's that :some of the.

leveled participle forms are
/ more acceptable than other nonstandard,

/

irregular verb fotms. (4e/ can *compare, fot example, the acceptability

. /
of the chair!sbroke,.they-

,

have beat .us ys. I seen him, "they knowed it)!'
-

In addition, as- e/aaw.earlier,_some irregularVerbs shoWno'inoi-:

denCe/of nonatandatd/vatiantssuOh-.as teach/tanght, find/found and

tell/told), and these Vetba-fOrthePiost part-have:Only a single past

'form. A Combina,Lon.of faOta suggests that the tec:lotion in the number

of distihlt for* for irregular verbs may be the first plateau ofschange

n the *stem/ This may be:the immediate goal in a change away from the
/ 1

.
. ,

,

current standard, and oamplete regulatizapion of the paradigm may not be
_

, . 1

much of a/force at all'in the variation being observed. This temains,
.-- ,

however/a highly speculative. Observation:

/
.

.
..
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In summary, then, the,relatedness of AE and UE on the parameter of

.
irregular verb usage has been, examined utilizing the Implication 1

scaling' model-. In so doing, do'Cumentation has .been prov ded of the high

.degree of similarity between the two varieties of Engl )!e: view has

also been advanced that comPeting forces are.affecti'ng a potential

language change, in progress in'this area .9f the mAphology of English.

. While wefcannOt predict the UltiMateiresoldion ;le can provide a care
r

.

fdl.account of the current state of affairs that may .serve as the basis,

for longitudinal comparisons,at a later date.

e.4
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Notes to Chapter Seven

'Presumably, such a stage would have one productive inflectional

past ending, common to both preterit-and past participles, with no

moveirregularities, given the tendency,ofnatural language to move toward

system that ls,in some way 'simpler (from "marked" to "unmarked",

acOordingto Bailey (1973)), However, it is not possible to predict

that this would be the exact shape a resolution would take since con-

a

condtant changes'in other. aspects of the language as well as social fac-

tort can affect the direction of a change.

!ZMiller (1984) discusses the widely varying opinions on preferred

O

usagf with respect to past forms of dive,,especially,among dictionaries.

. ,

3A 'larger inventory' of Verbs have

dialects than in American, including,

:devoiced past endings in British

for example, learnt and dwelt. \

The'devoicing in AE may well'represent a vestigial feature retained from

theBritish ancestry in

survived in OE.

the area. If so, the feature has apparently not %.

4There is no question that some
.

dard usce and standard form. We can

relationship exists between.nonstan-.

observe, for instance, .thiat verbs

know, grow, throw tend to be regularized When they are

nonStandardlyLtear wear. 'bre'ak, ObAhe other' hand, tend 0 have pte7

terit forms.for.tileir' past participle.. There are many connections like

this. We have elsehwere considered these relationships and looked 4t

_the standard/nonstandard variation from the,perspective of verb classes

based on the standard paradigm (Christian



Introduction

A
CHAPTER EIGHT

SUBJECT-VERB CONCORD

.Many'. languages require that.verbs in sentences carry some kind of

marking to agree in various respects with the subject noun phrase of the

verb. .ThiS type-of'marking, which will be .referred to here as

areMent' or concord', can involve A, fairly extensive set of inflec-

tio4 that reflects the person and/or 'number characteristics of the sub-

,

ject. In presentday English, this proCess in relatively limited :but

it has\ evolved from an agreement syilem which, in earlier staget of the

.)
language -was-maeh more extensive. ,

3.

'''..-;--
o I

,

The nature of ,patterns oft marking this concord -relationship is

another,areh Which shows variability' across and within varieties of

Englith. Many non - mainstream varieties' show alternate paradigms that
, -

contrast-, to a greater. or, lesser extent, Withthe standardOne. The.i

patternaof, agreement marking in these samples of Appalachian and Ozark

speech exiiibit'One direction in which agreement. paradigms may differ.

:There alsp is axonsiderable range in the extent of non - standard wage
4

by:individual speakert in. both groups.. Some examples of nonstantard
w

concord marking that occur in our corpus include:

.a. Your Clothes gets cleaner. (36:25)

/

4

Timet has changed. ',,(150:15)
/

The"haina is sUppoied to be three inches long.

Ocin't think people!S hard on their!children.d. I (205:13)



There was, too many things that was different. (158:16)

f.'We's gonna try to bring it ,beck alive. (31:27)

e p.

g. I heared people that has been hunters (30:31)

.
11

2.a. Our grange members goes and helps do that free. (26:4).

b. Him and his son has the same name. (35b:11)

c. The girls is usually the ones who picks them., (38:10)

d. There's three townships 41.41ere that's real sparsely

-populated.
4
(23:10)

e. We always felt like we wasn't going no place. (42::4)

f. A lot of olif people I kneK has died. (22:13)

As we proceeded in the examination of irregular verbs in the pre-

vious chapter (Chapter Seven), we,will investigate the variability, in

concord marking by comparing the behavior' the behavior of the speakers

int,the two varieties of English, looking at the Dmpll.catinalreld-

tionships that may .pierge from the data samples, and considering

.possible relationship to language change in f1rogress6, The nature of
:

usage; patterns with the nonstandard forMs, coupled with historical evi-

d e on,previous developments/irk concora parkin6point to the possibi-

lity that the, variation observed J1, part Ofisuch change.

,As mentioned above, many ,non-mainstream varieties of English

concord paradigms that differ from the standard one. Atwood

(1953,:28-0) describes*the usage-of certain foims'that were_att seed in
, -

have,

the linguistic ,Atlis studies in the eastern part,of the United S ates.

Based 'on agreement marking, observed with particular lexical3ite

cites evidehcelor=bany of the same nonstandard agreeme

..?

found in this' study. 7hese.4.ntlude nonstandard 1 cord:for the

.

.

structions
4



verb be in construction with pronouns u and we ("as "in you was or.We's

for we was/we is)', with expletive then (as in there was 4- plural noun
A

phrase) and with plural noun subjects (as in the horns is (lc) example

cited above). Certain combinations of main verbs with plural subjects

were also cite -as instances of nonstandard agreement marking. For the
-

most'part, the nonstandard forms of concord reported by Atwood were com-

mon only with t e.lesa educated speakers (according to the. Linguistic'

Atlas definitions ofclasses of speakers). Certain regional differences

were also noted, with speakers from the more southern states typically

showing a'. greater degree of nonstandard concord, although the usage 4,9

in no way restricted to a particular geographical area.

Wolfram and Fasold (.1974:153 -158) discuss various cOncord'rela-1-.

T.F.[

'.tionships that do not match the standard paradigm' precisely. They pa re .

ticularly treat the similarities and differences between Vernacular ,f
u

Black English and, the variety ofikOpalachian English described by

Hackenberg (1972). Fedgin (1979) describes the nonstandard forms of

A , '4Y

concord in White Alabama English.' Dumas (1971) mentions some of the

nonstandard. agreement marking processes ObsArVed in a variety of Ozark

English.' The Feagini Hackenberg and Dumas accounts'will be dealt

in detail in a:laterloeCtion since the varieties they describe halie muc .

, .

in common with those under 'consideration reptsented here. ';In general,

the sources cited herd.observe,,nOnstandard concord among Speaketd

. .

cally chatacterized as loWer. socioeconomic Class. These sources are
. ,.: .

-
-40

%entioned primarily Y to attest to the widespread use of alternate concord'

patterns in non - mainstream Varieties (social

defined.) -1

and/or geogr,

...
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The Corpus
Oo.

The folirewing discussion of concord in Appalachian and Ozark speech
/

iebased on sample of ninety -two speakers that has been described
I

carlier'in ChaptetOne. For each speaker, the'data ward extracted from

the taped interview, by simply noting whether agreement took the standard

formAlknot, with the instances allocated into certain categories.

Since, w th one exception, no'instances*Of nonstandard concord With

grammatic lly singular subjects were observed during'pieliminary exami-.

nations of the data, these were not included in the tabulation. The one

exception to, this patteriewas the useof don't where the standard form

is doesn't. All,occ rencei.of, concord involving plural subjects in the

present tense w= e tabulate4 differentiating among be, have, and other

verbs. In A dition, agreement With be in the past tense was recorded

since>thpstandard forms of this verb are marked for agreement, unlike

. ,

the past tenses of Other-verbs., In the case of be, a distinction...wail;

alsO made between contracted and non-contracted forms of the yerb, since

preliminary'reviews.of,the'data it was noted that was often, occurred

in 'contracted form with plural Subjects. The process of contraction was

thought to_ be -a possible,. influence.on agreement.

In order.torminimize the chances of obscuring constraints,on..

dVariability Ydiffetent types of. subjects were also tabulated separately

for each of the 1.4rb types. mentioned'above.,,For the gramMatically

,plural pronouns youwe, and they, a simple count of standard and

nonstandard' occurrences was made. For other plural .noun phrase sub-

jects,..A notation .of -the, specific: subject and verb form was, made in,

addition to the tabulation. For counting purposes, four types of

surface subjects were identified: expletive there, conjoined noun
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phrase, collective noun phrase, and other plural.no6n phrase. In addi-

tion, .any pas of nonstandard agreement..whiCh did nor fit into this

( grid were noted. The complete'citatioris were made for the, non-
. ;

pronomilvil cases ao that any unanticipated influences would not be.

'missed...

One further distinction was made in terms of whether or not the sub-

ject pd.,verb-in .the concord relationship were in some way syntactidally

separated, in order to determine whether this factor might have some

systematic influence On the incidence of nonstandard concord. This

situation occurs when a clause intervened between the'subject and the,

verb, such as a relative clause modifying the subject, or when the verb

is a member of a different clause 'in surface strudtur than its

agreement-goVerning subject. The following excerpt from the data

illustrate this d4tegory:

AE

3.a. All the grandchildren that comes in knows where
the cookie jar is at. (80:10.--1

b. I feel sorry for-Teople that's just bringing
just bringing children up now. (83:4)

c. Uf course, your halfbacks are not the only ones
that goes Out. (146:2)

OE

4.a.. we have three or fourgirld.thatls. cheering for
us. (13:23). .

. A lot of old people I knew has died. (22:13)

c. ...just the spokes that'.goes in t e wheel. (11,14).

Although thistype off, separation appeared tO have some favoring effect

4

4*,

on the incidence.of nonstandard concord there were not enough cases On
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which to base any oAgtifieent kind of generalization. Examples from

Chis\catego6 were subsequentlt,excluded from the tabulations of other

categories rather Chan combining them with their counterparts in the

non-sepa'rated subjeq-lierb pairs.

Figer6\8.1 that follows presents the data sheet on which the tabula-
.

tions were recorded. One\bheet was filled out while each taped inter-

view was reviewed. In addition, full citations of exemplary .inattmceo.

and any unexpeCted or; unusual ,cases were recorded and attached to the

\

data sheet. WheneVer a. question arose as to how a form should be

'counted, the example was. Omitted from tabulation. In some cases, this,

involved some uncertainty as to the standard form of agreement, as.An

the concord relations ips discussed by Morgan (1972) (treatd in the

next section). Other i stances included what might be false starts or

hesitations, where it co ld-not be clearly established that the subject

\ IOU

and verb were,actually involved in a concord relationship. Finally,.

. \
'instances of copula absence could not be included because they show no

overt agreement marking.

Standard Forms of ConcoreMarking insEnglish

The present-day standard concord relationship in English has evolved

from h much more extensive agreement, system found in earlier stages of

the lang4eage. In both Old and Middle E4flishthe verbal agreement

inflections for the present tense required distinctions for both person

andtumber of the subject. For singular subjects, first, second, and

third person forms weredifferentiated, while the plural subjects were

simply contrasted with the singular ones, fferentiated as to

person (Robertson and Cassidy .1954:141). This, more extensive set of
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CONCORD

Sppaker #

-

SUBJECT

l

. BE .

.

NON-BE

,

fteeent
Con. *Full

. Faut
Con. Full

Have Mnin
VerbNo -Dep.

Prohoun:
you

1 .

.

we

they

.
...

.

.

Collective
NP

Conjoined
NP

Other
Plural NP

. ,

.
.

...

_ _

. .

,

. .
,

Separated:

Pronoun

Collective
NP.

'Conjoined
j/ NP

Other
Plural NP

.

.,.

.

,

1

.

.
.

1

.

, J

. _
ne.

-
I

.

-.---. 1
\ .

\There _

\
.

don't: NP Subject: Pronoun Subject:

. .

FigUre 8.1. Data Sheet Model for Agreement Marking Tabulations

4
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distinctions eventanily developed .into the present: oyetem which

distinguisheq only the third person singular agreement from 411 other

pertione and numbers (except for the C400 of be whiCh is discussed

below). In the standard paradigm, concord with third person singular

subjects is represented by .the. -nieflectional suffix; all other predeut

tense forms are itiOntical to .the basic word otemelbare root form) of the

verb. This development is displayed-in Table 8.1,
:110.

1st person

.2nd .person

3rd person

Old En limb .Middle English Modern Egglish

ng. pit roll sg. ' plur. ag. plur.

-e -a -e Agn) v. 0.

-eat . -a -est -e(n)4.

-a -eth -e(n) -a

Table 8.1 Development of Subject-Verb Concord Inflections in

English (from Robertson and Cassidy 1954:141)

In the,past tense;.no distinction\are made for person or number of the

subject noun phrase, again excepting be. The changes that resulted in

the present-day system were themselves the products of a period of

variation. For example, as Baugh (1957:229) notes; dialects of Middle

English differed in their treatment of the third person plural, present

tense verb marking:

In Old English this form always ended in -th with

some variation of the preCeding vogel. In Middle

English this ending was preserved as -eth in the

Southern dialect. In the Midland district,

however, it was replaced by -en, ...while in the

north it was altered to -es ... Thus we have

loves in thg north, loven in the Midlands, and

:loveth in the smith.

This historiCal perspective shows that the system of concord maqing on

verbs in English has undergone considerable fluctuation in 4tVeVolution

191
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from the more cumplux sat of inflactiona to thu simpler dot of Standard

forms in current unage.

Ad indicated above, be depata somewhat from the paradigm described,

by maintaining acme -ot the other' inflectional distinctions. Tho.firat

and third person 'singular present forma. (nm and id) contras with the

form titled for aucond person singular and all plurals (are). The be

4

paradigm also differs in that the agreement Is not indicated by the

simple addition of a suffix to a Mae form,,but rather totally distinct

* A

forms are involved. Number agreement is retained to some degree in Cho.

past tense atr,well, where first and third Singular subjects occurs with

was and the other subjects take were. In both tenses, the

singular/plural distinction in the:second person is no longer Obseryad,

and the plural verb form has been adopted. (This coalescence in second

person is also reflected in the pronominal form itself, where both

singular and plural are represented by you) in contrast' ith, for

example, the first peroon with singular I and plural we.)

It should be note that the terms 'singular' and 'plural' refer

to grammatir concepth, not necessarily-semantic ones and that. the

paradigm described above is not without exception. As in the cane of
4

the pronoun you, a subject's semantic and grammatical number asstOments
4:

need not match, although in most cas4'they 'do. Morgan (1972)'discusses

,r)

some instances where the standard form of agreement for a semantically.

-plural subject may involve a singular agreement marking on the verb. He

mentions these cases within a more general treatment of the problems of

specifying how subjectverb agreement works in Engliii which wilil not be
,

y

detailed here. His observations will instead be used to
1

specify further

the base of the true informal standard paradigm for concord in English.

204
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also give:some indication of areas where pr*esses

rr'

those Operating.in Appalachian abd Ozark speech. for'tOneord'appear to

..have been adopted asatandard..

'1.forgansuggeats:peveral.: areas where specificatiO aerqementi.

marking does not appear sttaightforWard. For instance when a Complex-

noun phrase is the subject,su6h as lots of + noun or more than +.nuMber,'

+ noun,: the rightconstituent must -be selected for the verb to agree

with. .Thus get,Agreement'marking as in lots of people are:but Iot.

.

Of ride is and.tore.than one linguist is, but more than two linguists

are (Morgan 1972:279). There are also cases where conjoined subjects,

'Which typically have plural agreement as their standard form, can

instead allow a singular verb form. This can happen when the elements

of the conjoined subject are interpreted as a combination rather than

separately,..as illustrated:by the difference between Pickles and ice

cream are good and PickIeS,and ice cream is good. Pormany speakers, it

appears thatthis may happen as well when there-insertion applies with a

.conjoined subject, where the-verb.agrees with the closest-conjunct

rather than the whole subject. This gives agreement marking like

There was a cat and three dogs, but. There were three dogs and a cat.

(Morgan 1972:280-281). Morgan gives a number of othercases'where sten-

dard agreement is difficult to account for and points out that, in the

more complex cases, there is variation among speakers in their jUdgments

about agreement., "While there are certainly some important implications

of Norgan s obterliations for'linguistic theory, they are mentioned here

indications of thoe4 difficulty, of. formalizing the standard paradigm of

agreement and ,to point ovt the existence of variation in mainstream

speakers!. intuitions about what some standard forms should be. In.some
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cases, the apparent divergences from the paradigm seem to be due io not -..

.syntactic factors (i.e. conjoined subjects interpreted as cothbinations)

while othets seem related to syntactic or surface structure chara&-

teristics (i.e. there-insertion: Oith a conjoined subject)..

/ Attempts at formalization. of rUles-for subject7vetb agteement haye

been made, but even the more straightforward cases (i.e. . those which

foillw the paradigm outlined above) are difficult: to handle adequately.
.

B tauSe of probleMS that arise in a counting for the standard paradigm,
.

these rules will not be. detailed as uch in treating the data from- Ozark

and Appalachian,English. However,
.

a brief'outline of one approach will:.

be given to shOwhow an analysis of standard forms might operate. This

1

brief presentatio -will also,serve as background .for a later discussion ci

,,

of a treatment of nonstandard concord that utilizes rt.kles.

Akmajian ana Heny (1975t197-201), working within a transformatiOnal
/.

/

generative grammar framework, consider the bapiC mechanism involved in/

-r,

agreeMent to be the transfer of the person and number features from/the

subject noun phrase to the auxiliary in a
/.

sentence. Several rules are

proposed to accomplish agreement marking. The first, "Numbet

greeMent,"' ttansfera the features from subject to auxiliaty if an

auxiliary segment-or:copula is realized in the surface st cture, this

transfer.dete mines the agreement marking, giving, for example, it has,

they are, hedoes. If no auxiliary will be realized,

"AffiX Hopping" moves these features, along

liary slot to the verb. "Spell-olit Rules",

another rule,

with tense, from the auxi-

i
then, ',Provide the

apOropriate form for'the verb corresponding to the featUresindiCated,

i.e., Starts if the verb start has the features'for third persons singu-

Iar and present tense attached to it, if the verb be has those
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features, and so on. This basic Mechanism, the transfer of feature's

from subject to verb, isat,the core of' a number ofAccCunts_of agreement ,

marking that have been advanced, of which the AkmajiaT!andaeny approach

is representative.

While such analyses may provide thebasic Mechanism for specifying

igreement relationships, iheptoblem of determining the specific rela-

certain.iinstances still_ remains. As Morgan '(1972) obser-
. d.

vations. indicatei there are a number.of cases where thenumber feature

of a subject is -not simply that-of the head noun, so that:the:transfer.

of features would not be the straightforward

be. The situation is further complicated

in judgMents as to standard 'forms as well

process it might appear to

he variation that exists

those. between varieties in

the application of agreement marking. The variation in the Ozark and'

Appalachian speech samples provides an interesting case in point.

Concord Marking in Appalachian and Ozark Speech

Although subject-verb concord in Appalachian and Ozark speech

follows much the same paradigM as the standard one discussed earlier,

there are certain areas in whi41 they diffg. It should be remembered,

though, that these areas of difference are not categorical. Instead;

they represent areas where the varieties allow alternate forms of

agreement and Variation occurs between. the two (standard and

nonstandard) forms.

Some preliminary comments concerning the comparison of AE and OE are

appropriate here..'QualitatiVely agreement marking in the twc,varieties

operates in much the same way. That is,the type and range of contexts

. for variability between standard and nonstandard forms are quite

195
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similar. Thus our general description of.overall concord marking beha-

vior need' to differentiate between AE -and'NOE since; the same

Obseryatiops appbvtin both. It turns out that; the 64eS4Wnere the

agreement patterns'differs,,ItOm the-standard:paradigm inVOlVe: almOst
p -

.
. .

:excluSivelysingularVerbfbrMs paired with -grammatically plural sub-'

jects.. Thus, we WilL'begin our. description with that'part
7\
of the

agreement paradigm, and-wSwill/relcurnlater to copsider the pattern
a,

with singular subjects which. is almost' entirely standard.

Our first approach to the data involves searching out the influences

on the extent of nonStandard agreement marking. As` we saw in the pre-.

viOUS'Oedtion the'data extraction techniques made certaln assuMptions

about the directions of these influendes hut they alloWed for suffic nt

detail on indivudal cases to enable us'to examine a widevarikty o

possibilities.

The type of verb involved appears toobe a major factor in detemining

differences. in the concord pattern. For verbs other .than be, no

subject-verb concord marking occurs except in:the present tense,

according to the standard forms Of agreement. For be, however, both

present and Past.tenses can shoW concord, with be retaining moreof the ;

older'distinctions'of person and number than other verbs. Due to the

differing relatialships of concord between be and non-be verbs and the
, .

historical development that led to the present system, it is not

'surprising that there are differing degrees of nonstandard concord as

.

well. In addition,the auxiliarystaVs of ..be may play a role, since,

as will be seen ,the behavior have ,with respect to con-
A

cord is much more like, that of present tense be than that of other non-

be' verbs.-'
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. In
,

addktion thecase of be; contracted and non -contracted forms

.

0

Weeta4separated7during data extraction. This distinction will not,

bei

: _ (-- 4

.. .
.

. ,

hoWeIery .
.maintained for analysis since Contrattiontis not:an

'."':,'..

inflUende on .agreement : Ins tead, ..: it'. seems mare:; likely 'that agreeient

4
markfidg' influences cOntraciiAn in teratifOrips Of the 'verbbe:differ in.

0 .

their ability to be contracted. The incidence of singular agreement

with plural subjects when the -be form-ia'or tratted turn 4. ut to_bd

egorical; exceptforOthe cases df preset tense be with pronoun sub

h o,

ects where agreeMent is almost'alWays standard. This pattern seems t

'be a result of the difference between thesingular and plural. forts of

be. Iithe past tense,'4Or instariCel thesingular form wasis often

.

cont ctedin AE and'OE to 's (/z/), but the plural form were is seldom:- ,

contracted to '41 (and sdth AontIctiOn- Would vpically take place

only' following a vocalic segment).. -4 similar ituatiod i found with

CI singular is and plural-ate for the present `.tense; githough re-is.,often-1
..zoN

contracted with the prOnouns which end. in Vowels. Because of these fac-

tors, it is notsurprisin .that'contradted forms only .show Nonstandard

Agreement (with theorie ception)since the singUlar forma of"be are

more widely .contractihie. With the contraction rule foowing spedifi-

cations of agreement,, then, the type of marking -selected will influence

thelikelihood of contraction taking. place.

Some examples of the different categories of verbs that ow

/

-1

nonstandard agreemen& marking with plural subjects by those speakers

include the following:

5. Present tense be:

My eyes is not as good. (AE 32:5)J

There's about three jobs. (AE 15:28)
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Mgs.t,ofat up .there is younger than I am. '(OE, 8:6)

. People! s, calling me, .,wanting'i,me to take somebody to

the doctar.. (OE 26:12k

tense be`:

a. '`The; wai.:MOte than:011ith.g to help you. (AE 30:11)

Lott-sticke and.t.4tke was rolling. .::(AE22:10)

t.. Frankle,dad and his daddy was brotherd. '(0E1113:7)

d. .tO see if there.wasany inhabitants.' (OE 16:2)

i .,

a. .My .children hasn't ever had it.:o ('NE 28:30)

Het ,nerves has been all tore up. (AE 36:38)

7

Smalker eetiools has got smaller groups in the classes...
,-(0E 38:1%) °

MY mothet and deity's talked iboUti4 (0E 'MAO
1

Othir Verbd:

Some peop liked them better. ,AE.x164 119)

b. The older ones wants to talk: (AE 48:6)

.,

)

,

c., :MytWotirothelialivee%tiihtlroullduS. : (OE 15:13),Iy

d. Me and him :takes: care of i.e.4-1(O4 t1p,445) cl

. t.. Sri'

The variation in concoru
;relationshipefoundOn varieties sticliias'AE

and OE may signal theprocesS of-turthet changeb caurring in the'. system.
,

,
.

V5

Since "concord wit 'pets6njprnumber In tOtpast tense has disappeared
: .N,

'V.kr .
entirely in.E i.ifpt verbs other than be, it could be expected that

the change eliminating theidistinCtion fOr be as well would,be more-.-

.

advanced than the others... The data from'A.E and OE 'sport such an
, ,.

expectation about change, assuming that a higher incidence ornonstan-
/

,

lard concord indicates amore advanced change. The overall figures for
k.

0

.

the fout'categories'of verbp ,, considered, given in the bottomline 9fconsidered,
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. s,

Table 8:12;.:show tliatAthere is :.a mach greater 1AcelIh000f nOnSt1tiderd
:

concord' occurring with a past tense be.form.thAn4-with have ,present
..,

r-
.

tense be, ,Or_ Other verbs:44tjs was is more likely.. to occur for
',

standard were with a'plura100jeCt than has:for havei,iS for are

goes for zo,.. In AE and OE,- then, the, concord system in ;the past tense
-

1

for be more-closelY.epProximatesrthat
for other verbs in that was is

: i . , - ,
' '.>

.
used predominantly for both singUlar anci Mural subjects, muaLlike the

0
ii, - .

. .

,
pattern in which a single form IS4sed...for.lhe,asttenses ofnther

°Table 8.02 also

the plural:- subject.

such as you, we, or
0

,

,v,,tiowApparently interacts

noun Subject with be in the

A

shows another influence caw, ment;.in the nature of. -
. , , ,

An'obvious-distinceion is-that between a pronoun-
0

they, and-other nominalt. -This particular distinc-

stro gly with: th e of verb since.a'proN-

g or,

.tense dhowd a high Incidence of

1
. :t'.

nonstandard concord as'co pared with th9other categories which haVe
. _ .

-

almost none (74.1 and 33. perCeniWith past tense be as,op

;.4 than one percent In each. of the :Othet cat gOries),,,,-The

,

in the table iseincluded in order to show the difference in, effect

4,

A

' c 0

concord between pronominal -and ,:n ru
,.

.nominal subjects :ft4tHe verb
.1"

, A any
categories. For past tense be there hardly y difference, , while in

the other cases, the contrast is quite striking. Expletive there is

.

also separated.out because of its unusual status, a point whichlrall lie

disCutsed short
,

Within the general class

A

of,plural subjects there are also differ-7-

ences in effects on concord, .but

types of verbs. Various classes

4 .

they seem more constant across the

of plural subjects were considered in

this investigation, but four .main categories emerge as influential on, 7N
dr
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,Type of Verb

", a 1.- '. !

Type° of i 3"!,k. :Present .0th6....r Ae°

SubSecti.. be "have;,, , b 'Verb's &Total.
.1. T ..1

5C 14 et i Ate ;
oL4

,
.% 44 . - :q

,

there : 11451-157 2/2 168/178 . 315/337, 91.4% . '. 94.47. ',.

, I

-.93.5%.

89.67.

a. ,,,,.

4 v
"

5/7 9/15 8/16. 82/105 r "
'

71.4% 60.0% 50.0% ° 78.1%

'4)
17/38 '49/186 ' 21/133. ' 194/519

44.7% 26.3% 20.3 %, 37.4% --.

9/23 44/40 '' 22/88 58/176

$39p1% ; 35.0% . 25.0% 40.0%

31/68 72/241 57/237. 330800
45,6% 29.9% -.24.1% 41.8%

P.ronoun

4

4 689/900
76.64

- 0/620 4/815 4/1698 697/4033
0 '0.5% 17.3%

0

"Total. 1008/1311 33/690 '24 /1234 61/1935 1346/5170

76/9% 4.8% % 3.2% ,26.0%°

4. 'N., 0:2,- \
_

.
&

Incidence Of Nonstandard Concird Marking by Type
of Verb 'and "T-3-717e of Subject: Appalachian English

1 ,
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Type of
Subject Past be

Type of Verb

have Present'be

Other
Verbs Total'

ExplItive
there

83/91 '

91.27.

3 / 8
37.5%

714104'

72%1%

161/03
79.3%

-t--

Conjoined
NP

11/14
78.67.

:5/9
55.6%

0/1
0

4/22
36.4%

24/46
52.2%

Ott.tgr 27/42' 6/11 11/4 14/53 ki 60/160

NP 6443% 54.5Z 2441a 29.1% 38.3%'

Collettive 13/28 ° 9/27 15/34'. 17/66 54/155

NP 46.4%1 33.3% 44.1% 25.8% 34.8%

NP 51)84 20/47 .28/89 39/141 138/361

Subtotal_ 60.7% 42.6% 31-.5% 27.7% 38.2%

\

Pronopn
4

233/323. 0/376 1/410 1/1164 235/2273"

A 72.1% 0% 0.2% 0.09%, 10.3%

Total 367/498 23/431 .104/603 40/1305 534/2837

5.3% . 17:2%, 3.1% 8,8X

Table 8.2b. Incidence of Nonstandard Conco'rd Marking by Type

of Verb and Type of Subject: ;Ozark English

.;

4
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agreement patterns. These are,illustrated, in the following instances

from the corpus:

9. Conjoined noun phrase:

a. Me and my sister 'ets in a fight sometimes. *(AE 1:25)

b. Me and my brothers was out hunting. (OE 25:10)

10. Collective noun phrase:'-

a. Some people makes it from fat off a pig. (AE 164:30)

o

b. Most of them talks about the same way (OE 15:25)

11. Other plural noun phrase:

a. ...no matter what their parents has taught'em. (AE 61:32),

All threp brothers lives at Wesley. (OE 35a:19)

12. Expletive'there:

a. There was a lot of rocks. (AE 157:26)

b. There's three townships up here that's real-parsely
populated. (OE 23:12)

4

The examples in (9) through (11) contain grammatically plural sub

jects (in the standard system). Conjoined noun phrases a e those with

two' or more constituents, each of which may be singular or plural,

Ijoined by a conjunction like and or or (a boy and his daddy, David and

(them, their fatheis and mothers). :These typically function as plural

subjects, although; as Morgan (1972) pointed out, there are instances

when they may be interpreted as singular (see the _previous section).

Conjoined subjects turn out to favor the use of an alternate form of

agreement. This maybe related to the fact that when such structures

occur as subject's, the conjunct closest, to the verb is often singular.

Of the 150 conjoined noun phrase ubjects tabulated for agreement

marking, 135 had singular final conjuncts. In a comparison of singular
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and plural closest conjuncts for this sample, there was a marked dif-
.

Terence in the incidenee-of nonstandard agreement related to the number

of the closest part of the subject to the verb. The 'figures fo the;

varieties are shown in Table

Final 'Conjunct

Singular

. .

Plural ,

OE

78/95 82.1% 22/40 55.0%

3/9 33.3% 2/6 33.3%

a,

Total

100/135 74.1

5/15 33.3%

e.

Table 8.3. Incidence of Nonstandard Concord with Conjoined

Noun Phrase Subjects with Singular vs: Plural;

Einal Conjuncts

Since the instances of singular final conjuncts far outnumber those of

plural conjuncts, the effects shown may not be representative. In fact,

referring back to Table 8.2., we can see that the level of nonstandard-

ness with plural final conjuncts in conjoined noun phrases is quite com-

parable to that of nther plural noun phrase subjects. Thus, the pre-

sence of a 'singular element in a conjoined subject closest to the verb

appears to Produce higher frequencies of nonstanTard agreement marking.

The second type of noun phrase distinguished is referred to as

"collective". This term was chosen to indicate the subjects which

refer to an indeterminate group, and which do not have singular.and

plural forms, but act grammatically plural. The prime example'is

peaple; and others include noun phrases like the police, some of them,

a lot of children, and so on. Since these items are fairly commonly

used, with people by far'the mostfrequent member of the group, this.

type of subject could be tabulated. Although in some cases the number

of tokens is relatively low, the subject category of collective noun
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phrases shows a somewhat lower incidence of nonstandard concord than

'other nonconjoined noun phrases within most of the verb categorieS, as

6

shown'in Table 8.2. The differences between the two subject typeare

greater in OE than in AE; curiously in both varieties thecippoqite'-

relationship holds between. the subject categories for the present tense

be cases (that is, collective subjects have a higher level of nonstan

Ord usage). There is no apparent explanation for thiS revesal. .T.4dte

may be, however, be' an influence in the opontractability,of is witti:tha
'.

most frequent member of the collective noun phrases, people:

The remaining collection of noun phrase subjects ("other NP") were

4/

simply grpuped together since no further distinctions eemed be

significant at this point. This group, then, appare tly oc pies the

middle rand between conjoined noun phraSes, which are associated with

slightly higher levels of nonstandard usage, and collective subjects,,;

which show somewhat lower levels.

The final categorY, expletive there, is quite different from the

other .categories size it is not actually a type of subject, but rather

a type of construction. There fills the surface subject slot but it

contributes little to the meaning of the sentence. Sentences containing

this use of there are closely related to oder sentences, as shown in

the following pair:

13.a. Four cows are in the barn.

b. There are four cows in the barn.
.-

The subjects in sentences Like (13a), before. he Ihere is inserted,

sovarn agreement in the standard paradigm,,an important fact about this

Ns.
construction for the present discussion.. In this way, 11' sentence with

there can have a verb marked for either singular or plural agreement in
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the standard pattern, depending on the following noun phrase. In both

4
AE and OE, as in some other southern varieties, the item they may

correspond to the' expletive there. The following sentences are observed

in the corpus:

14.a. They say if they's a lotta wooly worms, you know

dark wooly worms, it'll be a,bad winter. (AE 28:5)

b. They wasn't.no freezers. (AE 22:10)

15.a. They's lots of people.that comes, to church. (OE 40b:73)

b. They was a hundred of them.. (OE Mt.')

Given the contexts in whiCh these sentences were uttered, it is apparent

that they is used in both AE and OE as a correspondence for the standard

English expletive there by some speakerp. Since this pronunciation dif
.

ference does not appear to affect the construction in, any other way,

instances with they were treated the same as those with there, and were

included in t tabulation when the standardtabulation would have plural

"agreement mark ng on the verb.
1

AlthliUgh there can be inserted in sentences with other verbs, it

predominantly occurs with be. In this sample, the ten instances of

there with verbs other than be are all uses of the auxiliary have, which

represents part of the past particle of be. The fact that the subject

is removed frcim its usual position' preceding the verb may contribute to

the higher degree of nonstandard concord with there (as did other types

of separations between subject and verb). The interaction of the rule

of there, as illustrated earlier, and the rules of agreement marking is

generally accounted for by ordering.the rules in a certain way.(Akmajian

and Heny 1975:201). That is, if agreement rules are ordered with

following noun phrase can .be.accounted for. In thi's way, too, the unity
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of agreement as involving a verb and a preceding noun phrase can 3e

maintained. The present &ata, however, lhow there predominantly taking

'singular agreement (100% of the instances where, a singular noun phrase

follows and 93.5/79.3 percent (AE/OE) with a plural noun &rase). The

figures for there in AE seem independent -of the type of noun* phrase that

follows, although, as subject, it woulddetermine the agreement marking:

in the standard English paradigm., In OE, the there construction is set

apart as well, although not as dramatically. Because of this, is

appearg that there cannot be treated simply as an extensiOn.of the pat-
.

tern of alternate forms ofagreement. It is a Special constraint on

nonstandard concord marking which does not.:seem to interact with the

other constraints. Thisrmay indicate t cpletive there in Oese

varieties is being reinalyzedas a singu eject, rather than the

'dummy' subject it is considered to be in standard English. Or alter-

natively, the rules of agreement marking and .there-insertion are being

reordered so that iagreement operates on there as a singular subject.

.
Although some of the speakers exhibit some incidence of standard

,agreement,with there when a plural noun phrase follows the verb (26 of

the 92 iruthe sample), many show categorical singular agreement (57

speakers);. Only four, all OE speakers, show categorical standard

,agreement marking with there. (The remaining 5 speakers did not use the

construction.)

Some further observations can be made on the basis of the figures

in Table 8.2, all of which apply to both AE and OE. The past form of be

shows consistently higher rates of nonstandard agreement forms than the

present tense verbs (with the exception of some minor differences with

there). The ordering of subject types is basically comparable for the
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various verb categories in terms of how they affect the use of nonstan

dard agteement forma. A similar pattern ip,..produced by the ordering of

verbs within each subject category. There are deviations; but a fairly,

orderly pattern emerges. In this way, the tables demonstrate the

interrelationship of the two major constraints on agreement in AE and OE

mhich'appeat to operate quite similarly.

A rather striking difference appears in the behavior of pronouns,

however. As observed earlier, pronoUns participate fully in the process

of nonstandard;agreement for the other verbs This display indicates

that concord operates differently in the two tenses in A] and OE which

May, in turn, be related to a possible locus of change in the-.system or

how far 8hinge hasad4anced. What may under4e this variation is an

evolving generalization of was for,both singular and plural subjects

with. the, past tense of be, in conformance with the pattern for the: past'

tense in other,Vefbs. This would- simplify the system, since beMould no

longer be exceptional by requiring an agreement::marking in the past

tense in contrast with all otherverbs.

For the ptesent tense, however, it does not seem to be the verb

form (third person singular) that is generalizing. If it Mere simply

matter of theriUmber'distinction being lost, as it is in the past tense,

all third person'plural subjects, including:the pronoun'they, would be

expected to be involVed. Instead they bele fies. like theOtbet.gram

matically 'plural pronoMinal forms (you and we) and is relatively Undf

fcted. The variation between Standard andnonstandatdorms.of'

agreement witiCpresent-tense-verbs (be and other verbs) occurs nearly

exclusively with nOnpronominal subjects. This could reflect a,dif'

fetence in the nutbei4eature assigned to the subject-itself, rather



than a difference in the,way the number feature determines agreement.

That is, for the present tense, nonavronominal plural subjects may be

marked to take grammatically singular agreement on the verb.

Early in this discussion', we noted that agreement marking in.AE and

OE operates in essentially the.7'same way. Our consideration Ofthe data

for plural subjects, reported in Table 8.2, has documented the similari-

ties in the range of contexts in which nonstandard rking occurs in the

two varieties in the'basic relationship among verb. and subjektyPes.

We Can further substantiate this strong-resemblance between 'the two

.

varieties by comparingleVels of.nonatandard marking for a range of

verb-subject combinations. For. the types of verbs, we will include the

four categories delimited in ,Table 8.2--past tense be, present tense be,

have, and other verbs. For the subjects, we will make only the major

distinction, between pronouns and non - pronominal, noun phrases. The

final category to be included will be there. This grouping yields* 9

contexts for concord marking. When we compare the incidence, of nonstan-

dard agreement for these categories' in AE and OE, we obtain the results

shown in Table 8.4:

Thus, not only are AE and OE alike in the contexts for nonstandard-

ness, the ordering of theSe contexts.. according to degree of nonstandard-

ness also matches. jn addition, the actual frequencies tear a strong

resemblance to each bther. This comparison is portrayed in Figure 8.2,

which shor-clearly the closeness of the pattern for concord marking in

plural contexts for AE and OE. We will comment further on in rela-

%
tionship between these varieties of English injater sections.
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Context Category AE UR

There, 93.5% 79.37..

PRO + Past be 76.6 72.1

NP +.Past be 68.5 60.5

NP + Pres. have 45.6 42.6

NP + Pres. be 29.9 31.5

NP + Other verb 24.1 27.7

'PRO + Pres. ]1_ 0.5 U.2

.PRO + Other Verb 0.2. 0.1

PRO + Pres. have 0

Table 8.4. COmparison of Concord Matking in AE.andOE
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Agreement with SinelSr Subjects

This account, has shown that nonstandard forms of concord in AE an

0EtyPitally occur where a plUral'subject is present. This contrasts

With .a variety such as Vernacular Black English which has extensive -s

I

absence in the third person sinkular forms. (See-Wolfram and Fasold

197411537158 for a discussion of the differences between varieties of

English in the-area of agreement marking.) ,There are some instances of

this type of nonstandard concord but they are:for the most part

isolated, infrequentoccurrences. The one exception to this statement

is the use of don't with third person'singular subjects., .a common form

which is characteristic of many non-mainstream varieties. Some exaMples

from the corpus are given in 16-17).

16.a. Well, a whipping don't dono good. AE 35:8).-

. b. He don't'beat her now. CAE 151:33)

17.a. My mom don't like me to chew. '(OE 8:11)

h. It don't seem to bother'you.. (OE 22:8.)

As Wolfram and Fasold (1975:155) note, this form seems to favor -s

absence in many varieties where -s absence is otherwise never or very

seldom found, 'width seems to be the case here. When we examine the fre-

lti'ency of don't as opposed.todoesn;t in third person singular contexts,,

we find a quite consistent

Type of Subject

result (Table 8.5):

'OE

Pronoun 109/134 81.3 55/68. 77.9

NP 23/31 74.2 22/27 81.5

Total 132/165 80.0 75/95 78.9

Table 8.5. Frequency Of Use of don't with Singular-Subjects
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There appears to be no. impOrtant d fferences in' he degree of don't

rd

usage' according to features of the tnguistic context, as the figures
-

. A

that distinguish between types of subjeCtin Table 8.5 indicate. In
foe;

, .

addition, the overall levels for AE ands show .once again a strong

quantitative resemblence between the varies. 'These figures can be

compared with a variety of VernacUlar Black-;English investigated by

Fasold (1972 :124) wheredon' occurred in 81.5 percent of the cases with

third person.singular subjector a non-mainstream variety of American

Indian. English (Wolfram et al 1979:294) wherethe incidence was 59.5%.

Although the overall frequency levels may varyl the pattern for don't in

AE and OE does notaPpear-to differ froth that fOnd for other non-

mainstream varieties.

Patterns of Variation in Subject-Verb Concord.

Prior to further discussion of variation in agieembnt patterns for

this sample of AE, it will be useful to refet to two"other pertinent

treatments of nonrtainstream varieties with respect tticoncord. The

first, presented in Feagin (1979) deaiswith a variety.:o ftWh Ite Alabama

English. Many of the observations she makes abOut agreement in that

variety coincide with those made here.' For: the icoSrpart, nonstandard

agreement occurred, as in AE and OE, where a.graMMaiirally,plural sub

ject was paired with a verb marked for singulavagreement.,A.n addition,

the highest frequencies were observed in the cases of expletive there

and past tense be with plural subjects.

Harkenberg (1972) describes a sample of Appalachian speech frOin,,.
r.

another section of West Virginia. Not surprisingly, the dataherepprts

are quite similar to what has been observed here, which'would SeeM:to'.4 a.



lend support to the generalizability of the relationships found in this

study. He summarizes the patterns'of,variation from the standard pars-.

digm as follows:

...First of all, the third, person singular form

of present tense verb forms of [standard English/'

are used both when the subject is third person

singular and when it is third person plural. The

only exception to this is that this never happens

when the third person plural; subject is a 'Pronoun.

The second part of the pattern deals with the past

tense of the verb be. ...In the corpus, was is

used for both the singular and the plural. .Unlike

the present tense verbs, there is no restriction

on the type of plural subject with which this occurs.

(Hackenberg 1972:91-92)

Hackenberg presents an analysis of the data using variable rules.

This approach naturally carries with it the problems discussed earlier

with, respect to \formalizing agreement relationships in English.

However,-as Hackenberg deals with only the straightforward cases of the

standard paradigm in his rules, these problems will not be di$cussed

again here. He refers'to Jacobs and Rosenbaum's (1968) work in giving

his account of the rules for standard agreement.(Hackenberg 1972:53).

He. presents a series of transformational-rules, one of which deals

generally with concord in the case of third person singular subjects and

others'which specify the particular forms of past and present tense be

The first rule involves replacing an auxiliary segment which is marked'

[ PAST] with the Z3 morpheme (third person singular present tense verb

suffix).when the subject has the features (+III] (third person) and

.[+SG] (singular). Three sets of constraints are.posited as influences

on the- operation of agrOkent'which are similar to but do not coincide.

exactly with those that have been. discussed here. 'They are: (1). the

type. of verb (be or non-be); (2) the type.of subject ..(pronouns you,we,

,
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they;' expletive there or °Chet non-pronominal noun ph

4 V
tense (present or past). Hackenbergthen rewr

similar to

these

those mentinned earlier as variable

se); and (3)

itea two nsformations

rules, incorporating

;2'A
o

constraints, to account far the variation in concord. Although

, '

the.factor.nf tense is referred' tip as a constraint, thiseen not show

tip in any of the rules since there)in a variable rule for present tense

verb's and one for pant tense, be.

the first two groupaqare built int

The first rule Hitkenbd

ces the auxiliary with the

third singular subjects.

3
Concordance

[

.+III
*(+SG)

X[ (-SG%
-0.+PRO

"NP

2

ence only the constraints' listed in

.. the rules.

es is the transformation which repia-
..

. .

me for present tense verbs with

Thy rule,

Hackenbdrg

as follows:

132:70):

A rA acpP
lIERB/

4

Two constraints-are hiera

Bence of the verb be as the

and the .presence of expletive there

ghest

B [+geXreIST]):° Z) J

VP

6 7

Z 6
3

the representation, with 000Te-

order constraint (shown ing[+COP])

as asecond order (B) constraint.

The complex of features with the noun phrase (NP) is intended:td:indi-

cate that'the Z3 morpheme is always added with a third person:Singular.

subject And never occurs with a third person plural.subject which is a

pronoun. The remaining option, a non-pronominal plural subject, is not

.- listed but the claim is made that this. notation, indicates that the rule

'sometimes applies' in that context (HaCkenkgrg 1972:71). In reality,
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the other two constraints are only relevant in that case and influence

`how frequent the 'sometimes' is.

An immediate problem with this representation is the inclusion of

'the constraint there in the. formulation of the rule. Accoyding to most

accounts, there insertion is a separate rule which is generally ordered

after agreement rules. Although this ordering may not apply for some AE

speakers, Hackenberg gives no justification fOr the potential ptesence

of there in the structure, which undergoes his concordance transfor-

mations. As Morgan (1972:281) points out, according to, the usual

ordering of these rules, agreement would have to be a global rale in

. ,

order to take into account whether or not there-insertion will be

applied in the derivation. In order to maintain this formulation, then,

Hackenberg would either have to argue for the status of this transfor-

mation as a global rule or justify in some other way the presence.of

there at'this point in the derivation for his AE speakers. A second

difficulty involves the hierarchy of constraints proposed. In con-

sidering the relative strengths of the two constraints, to determine

which should be the alpha constraint, Hackenberg notes that a crucial

o

cross-product is missing.,, That is-, while a frequency of nonstandard

concord was observable for the cases where both be and ehere are present

(63 percent), where neither'is present (3U percent), and, where be is

present but there is not (43 percent), no frecluency.was available for

the fourth logical possibility, +there, -be. Hackenberg (1972:71) assu--

mes that be is the stronger constraint, and predicts that for,that.

fourth case, the frequency would fall between 43 and 3U percent.

However, again, no justification is given for this conclusion and it

would seem that some further consideration of the problem is warranted.,
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The figures from the sample collected for this study point to the possi

bility of there outranking be since it appears to be,..p,strong influence

on agreement, but this remains uncertain because of the scarcity of

examples where there occurs with a nbtibe verb.

For the past tense form of be, another rule is formulated in

Hackenberg's account. In this case, the constraints exclusively involve

the type of subject, since thelrule is specific tad single verb in a

single tense. We will not discuss this second rule in detail here, but

it has many of the same problems associated with it. Ekpletive there is

again listed as a constraint, and the tierarchizing of constraints pre

sents difficulties'as well.

In sum, although Hackenberg's presentation of the data serves to

confirm what has been observed'here, his,analysis cannot be adopted.

There are too many problems that have yet to be resolved in formulating

rules for agreement in English to begin with. In addition, the nature

of the apparent constraints on variation, for instance, in the special

case of expletive there, adds further complexity to the situation.

Hence, while the constraints Hadenberg has proposed seem for the most

part to be valid ones and are generilly supported by this data set,

their incorporation into variable rules.is not as. straightforward as his

presentation would seem to imply.

On final reference is relevant here. Dumas (1971) deals with

speakers Irom'Newton County, Arkansas, very close to the OE area under

study here. Althoughshe does not examine subjectverb agreement in its

entirety, her obsd9ations concerning the behavior of certain verbs lend

fUrther support to the patterns found here. For the special case of

don't with singular. subjects, she notes: "The form don't ... is almost
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universal. The form doesn't 6.. is recorded in the speech of only one

informant." (Dumas 1911:164) With past tense be forme,, Dumas finds was

to occur categorically OM of the time) with the grammatically plural,

pronouns you, we and they (911.:164, 166). Expletive there also 0 we

categorical behavior, with there's/they's (present tense be) an there

sasythereluz (past tense be) the only forms recorded with all ,

grammatical subjects (1971:166). Finally, Dumas also finds singular

agreement with subjects people, andsome (1971:165) (classified here as

collective nouns). Thus, while the complete picture is not available,
..i

Dumas' observations coincide with the characteristics of the OE sample

here; her categorically nonstandard features are those w h the highest4

rates of nonstandardness for the'speakers here aswell. 4

An alternate way of examining the patterning of variation in

agreement marking uses,the techniqu&of implicational analysis.

discussed in the case of irregular verbs, these relationships may

reflect change in progress. In any event, they show the systematic

nature of variation in language as they forM the underlying patterns in ,

the use of a particularfeatures or features. In the case of agreement

in A5 and OE, the relationships among the conditioning factors can be

examined as they relate to the. incidente of nonstandard forms. (These

factors were described earlier.) Since only isolated cases of' nonstan...

dard agreement exist with singular eubjects, this discussion will be

limited to. patterns Ound for plural. subjects.

"" .-14. °.

In terms of the sampl;;Aa wtiole, the figures shown in Table S.2

indicate how the constraintt paeteirn in theit effectTtin agreement

marking. The-complexities represented by the factors listed there have

already been discussed, and even though several different processes may
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be represented by themtthey may be implicationally related. That is,

even though the process which determines agreement with expletive there

may involve 4 diffelvn't rule or rules than the once which account for

the nature of concord with peat tensesbe, an implicational relatilonship

may hold between the two factors, in'terms of. their involvement in

nonstandard agreement in marking. Such a relationship would exist if,

in the presence of one of the contexts, the incidence of nonstandard

concord was consistently lower than when the other one was present.

(The nature of implicational analysis is discussed more fully in

Chapter Three.)

when the nature of implicational relationships was investigated in

terms of individual speakers, certain limitations of the data became

ra.Ppfirent.4 .It was not possibletfor instance, to examine the behavior of

individuals with respect to each combination of factors found in the two

dimensional chart in Table 8.2. Even if enough data had been available,

the forsialization of such relationships in terms of an implicational

scale would be very difficult. It would require a threedimensional

figure since the contexts cannot be linearly arranged. As a result of

these limitations', the implicational relationships by individual

speakers were efamined'only 'according to factors which could be linearly

arranged and which were general enough to give an adequate data base.

The scales which display the relationships found in AE and UE are

given in Table 8.6. As in the scales presented in Chapter Seven,

deviations from the pattern are marked. The relationship portrayed

among these factors in terms of their, effect on the incidence of

nonstandard concord coincide for the two varieties and can be summarized

as in (18):
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Other Prep Past Expletive

Speakers Age/Sex Verb Prue be/have be there

U U 1

0 X X

0 X. X

0 X 1

0 1 1

X X

X X

X X. 1

- X 1

X 1 1

87 24m 0

70;1N4) 13F;25M 0

4;7;66 13M;17M;17F;

149;152;154 18F;64F;13F 0

203;211;215 451f;7M;91M 0

153;212 83F;90M 0 a

207 48M 0

155;214 17M; 90M 0

28;32;65;150 42F;54M;15Fi13F 0

22;44 , 60M;14M 0

77;205 N 11F;81F U

29;37;64 33F;45F;15F;

151;160 18F;56F X

148 13F X

1

75 1UF -

157;206 52F;6UF X

1;31;40; 15M;67M;39F

61;156 14F;20F X p

46

1,---5-
6;10 14M;14M

30;35;36 50M;22F;27F

146;164 52M;33M X

51;85 10M;78F X

2 13M 1

83 93F 1

124 11M 1

17;74 16M;11F

159 20M 1

X

X 11,J,

- di

0 X X

X 'X 1

1

- 1

X

1 1

t2.J(

0-1(
.1

I2J(

1

Table 8.6a Implicationa1 Scale for Incidence of Nonstandard

Concord in AE 231
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Speaktirs.

Uther Present Fast Expletive

AgeSex Verb. Pres be/have be there

43 34F

1a;18;27;39 77M;91F;28F;36F 0

16;23 10432M 0

17 15M 0

9,13 14F;15F

34 34F 0

33;42 55M;30F U

5;40;12 77M;17M;12F
19;30;32b 13F;70F;78F

25;32a 514;92M (.)

22 15M

46 22M X

26;40a 55F;8014 X

11;35a;35b; 12M;36M;35F;
38;41b 25F;59F X

8;29;36; 17M;69M;48M;
.41a 62M

15;28;40b 16F;71F;84F

4

1

X

1

Table 8.6b. Implicational Scale for Incidence of Nonstandard
Concord in OE
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18. ,Other-Present Present Tense Past Tense Expletive

Tense Verbs have /be. be there

In:other words, aitpeakeerWho uses some form like flowers grows would be

likely to use a greater incidence of formsaike flowers has or flowers

is, more flowers was and the 'highest rate would be expected for forms

like there's flowers.

The selection of these categories was not entirely arbitrary,

although amount of data available for each was ..a consideration. As

discussed earlier, the presence of expletive there appears to favor con-

sistently the use of singular agreement, perhaps independently ofIthe

other factors present. The way in.which it is implicationally related

to the presence of the verb forms shown in the chart seems to give

further evidence forviewing concord with there as a result a dif-

ferent process. This process may consist of the treatment of there

simply as a singular subject as suggested earlier. The other categories

involve the basic verbtypes. A major divisiOmoccuts between tenses,:

and since the verb be-is the only one which calls for agreement in its

standard forms for the past tense, it is considered Separately. Also,

since similar levels of honstandatd agreement marking for past tense be

were Observed for both pronominal and non -pronominal suhjects, both were

.included, within, the category. For the other verb categories, pronoMinak

subjects were not included, since they behave so differently with

.respect to agreeMent. Within the present tense verbs, there were

several possible distinctions to be made, since the verbs be and have as.*

well as 'other verbs' were tabulated. Since have had so feW tokens, (an

average of just.
a
over one Ter speaker with non-pronominal subjects), it

was.icomhined.with the present tense be fOrms.
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Tile 8.6:where 0 indicates nonOnstandard agreement forms, 1

categorical nonstandard usage and X fluctuation between standard and

nonstandard forms, a threevalUed scale is present. The scalability of

the'three7valued chart for AE (Table $:64) according to the traditional

method of calculation, with 210 filled cells. and 10.deviations turns

out to be 95.2 percent. For the OE scale (Table 8.6b), the calculations

are based on 148 filled cells with '8 deviations, for a.scalability

rating of 94.6%. (TheSe figures should be.viewed with. appropriate

caution as simply rough approximations of how well the data as arranged

scales, as Mentioned in earlier chapters.).

If we examine the scales. in terms of potential language change in
a.

progress, we can makelseveral observations. TheiMPlicatiOnal rela

tionShips shown there' would form abasis for charting the-direction of

such Change.' From this viewpoint, for instance the environment with
.

expletiVe there would be seen as approaching completiOn:in the change to

categorical singulat'agreement Marking and itWould be predicted that

the change to exclusive was use for the past tense of be would be'the

next.one to move to completion. The dynamic aspect .of variation in the

patterns of concord is undoubtedly, much more complex than this; given

the other distincttOns that can be made in the conditioning'factOrS;that

were treated in earlier sections. The relationships diSplayed in the

scale here;however, give some insight into the nature of the patterns

underlying the variation and the direction of_ language change that may

be occurring. We cannot jump to the conclusion that change is actually

taking place, though, in the absence of supportive data of other types,

some of which we will examine next.
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Social Variables and Language Change

The operation f agreement in OE and Ae does not appear to be

related in any direct way to the social variables of age or sex. The

implicational patterns arranged by individual speakers in Table 8.6

point to this conclusion. The upper lines of the scales reflect more

standard behavior; the lower lines represent less standard behavior. If

we examine the column labeled "Age/Sex" in either scale, moving from top

to bottom, we see. ,a mixture of age levels and sexes throughout. There

is little. indication of any relationship between either social variable

and degree of nonstandardness.

The actual frequencies of nonstandard concord marking are compiled

for each age group in Table.8.7. In both AE and OE, there7beems to be a

pattern in which the youngest and oldest groups haye higher rates of

nonstandard concord marking with a progression roughly as folloWst the

youngest (10-15) group, with a fairly high level of nonstandardness, the

next (16 -30) with a loWer level, the middle group (31.750).with'the

lowest rate for the variety, then:an-Upswing to the second oldest with a

higherate (dramatically so for-OE) and then to yet. a higher rate for

the oldest group. This is perhaps more clearlyJllustratedin Figure

8.3, where the overall figures for each age group are compared.- The

diagram shows that the behavior of the different-age groups of AE

speakers is fairly consistent (remembering of course, that these are

average values for each group, fact, the individual variation

ranges much more widely).. The OE age groups, on the other hand display

greater differences, with the biggest break between, the groups under and

over 50 years of age. There is no obvious explanation for this behavior

for the different age groups..,.. -, For our consideration of the possibility



f language change $41#g in ,progress however, the tabulations:fail to

show the kind of age Ouppatterning.which would support the notion

that change is oc urring. :The'fact:that. the older groups tend to haVe

higher levels of nonstan4ardness,on the average gives a eak

,

tion that the standardTforms of agreement may preVail.
N.

The situation of variation in agreement in AE and OE is in many ways

similar to that of the irregular Verbs (Chapter Seven) with respect to

change in progress. There is again eVidenceboth fot and against con-

,

didering the variation to be a reflection of change taking place.

Historically, the system of subject-verb agreement marking has undergone.

substantial change, resulting in simplification of the system.. For the

be verb categories at least, the.nonstandard. forms conform to the. ditec-_
tion that paat-changes in verbs have taken, that-of eliminating

agreement distinCtions in the past tense and reducing them in the pre-

sent'tense. For the lOther verb' category, the nonstandardness does not

represent the direction a natural change Would be-expected to take since

it involves expanding the use of an agreeMent,marking suffix. On

another level though, it can be viewed as moving toward removing the

number distinction for third person subjects, so that both singular and

plural subjects.occur with suffixed verbs.. In this sense, it might be

seen as. a generalization.

The absence of a pattern of generational differences, where younger

speakers exhibit a more advanced stage in a change than older speakers

tends to offer support to .the conclusion that this is not :a case of

change. However,, in line with the comments concerning ithis.factor

irregular verb

social subgroups within-the

it is also possible that there is a,,mikture

sample.that confounds .the measurement of



Age Group There

AE:10-15 92.67.

16-30 94.0

31-50 94.1

51-70 95.0

70+ 91.4

- Present Other

Past be be/have Verbs' Overall

86.2e

75.0

66.3

65.3

69.3

0E:10-15 95.0 72.5

16 -30 73.3 50.0 i

31-5 50.0 41.3

..?

51-70.:j' g5'.4 -'r' ,..7,97.2,1..

35.7%'

29.1

38.5

30.8

32.3

46.2

/9.0

13.5

70+

48!7

23.1%

28.0

30.6

21.1

9.4

72.0%

59.2

61.4

66.4

56.0

27.7 48.5

25.0

6 2 ,

.60.092.6 ,
56.3. 86.4

Table 8.7. 'Frequency of Nonstandard Ooncord4n AE ancrOE by

Age Group and Linguistic Category.
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frequencies by age groups. The exception appears to be expletive-there,

where the behavior of the entire sample is quite. consistent (with 57 of

t44 87 speakers who use the construction showing categorically singular,

agreement with plural subjects). This can be interpreted as an advanced

stage in the change, a conclusionalso supported by evidence from °tilr

varieties, with similarly high levels of singular agreement marking with

there.
2 The case.. of variation,in subject-verb concord marking is thus

problematic in terms of deciding whether or not the variability is a

sign of change in,prOgress.

The Relationship among AE, OE and Other Varieties of English

As the examination of concord marking in. AE and OE haslorogressed,

we have seen strong:similarities both'qualitatiVe and quantitative,

between'the'two varieties. Qualitatively, both show consistently high

levels'of singular agreement with all expletiVe there. structures,

/varying degrees of nonstandardness with plural subjects and nOmonstan-

dardness with grammatically singular subjects, with the exception of tl3e.

lexical item don't. Quantitatively, we have observed the.same ordering-

of categories in a-set of implicational relationships (Table 8.6) and,

in measures of frequency of usage of nonstandard forms, the patterns

according to both linguistic category'(Table 8.4) and age groups (Table

8.7).held strong resemblences.- To give a statistical indication of the

significance of this similarity, a correlational analysis was performed,

Using' the overall figures for the 9),inguistic categories.in each

variety given in Table 8.4. The results are given; in. Figure 8.4. As it

, .

turns out, there is a high correlation between AE and OE,on these para-

meters. This relationshipitrOvides further evidence indicating a. cloie
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79.3+
I
I
I

66. 1+
I
I
I

52. 9+
I
I
I
I
I

0 39. 7+
E I

I
I

26. 4+I.
I
I
I
I

13. 2+

I
I O.

O. 0+ *
I " Ai, 1

4-..- + + -1""' -+-+ '''' .... -
0.0 15. : 31.4 47.2 62.9 78. 81, ,0 1 93.5

. I

4' T i I,RE
yr : I

Mean of X 37.74
33. 64

Correlat ion coefficient M O. 99 i
Degrees of freedom 'm

Valid ceiiiee :.1.; 1. 9
S. D. of X 7 Missing yeaseS ug 0
Mean of Y se, 35:14 Slope of regression line Tg 0.87 Responsel :, 'd .g 100
S. D. of Y .s 29.:35 Y intercept 2. 45 :' 4%

Figure 8.4. Corelation of AE and OE Concord Marking



, .

resemblance between AE and 0 in the marking of concord between subject
k..\

.
and verbs....

Finally,.the similaritieswe have uncovered here can be further:.

highlighted by comparing this ttern of Agreement with that of other

varieties of English. Many non7maigstream varieties of Englih are

characterized by high levels of singular agreement with all cohstruc-

.

tions containing expletive there and usage of'don't with both singular

and plural subjects. Others.include nonstandardness beyond those

environments to categories like the verb be with plural subjects,.other

verbs with plural subjects, and verbs with third personsingular sub-

jects. A number of varieties of English which have been studied can be

compared with AE and OE on the parameters. Where data are available,

we can represet nonstandard usage by +, giving the profiles listed in

Table 8.8.

Appalachian English

Ozark English

Northern White Nonstandard

Puerto Rican English .

Vernacular Black English

American' Indian (Pueblo)

plural plural 3rd Sg. '3rd Sg.

-there. . +be + other -s abs. +don't .

Table 8.8. Agreement Marking in Non - mainstream.Varieties of

EngliOh

PE27 1:11f,!1113.!.E.



4
This characterizatiom depicts the qualitative dimension of similarity

and difference in concord for"selected non-mainstream varieties of

English. Unce.again AE and OE are shown to be alike, in contrast with,

other varieties.

In sum, then, we are drawn to the conclusion that AE and UE operate

according to very similar, if not identical, agreement patterns.

230,
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1

Notes to Chapter Eight

In addition to they for completive there, not

found to ,some extent n Appalachian speech,

tiOn_ like it's.a lotta them does that'(10:.

P

were not included in the tabulation sincerelationship_betw eri Sub-

/./.)

;Correspondence

f it in t.conetrl.(p-r

dwevar, these instancep.

ject and verb for agreement p rposeg Ioes not 'seem as clear as' in the
/

-4.

case of they. Both it and they as repl ceMents for there are

discussed further in Wolfram and Christi n (1976:124126). This usage

is not common in OE.

2
In fact, it is possible that this type td 'nonstaridardness'

(singular agreement with plural'gubjects ,,and expletive there) is being

accepted more and more,a No. only are many instances found in

other non-mainstream varieties but many mainstream .speakers have 'been

,observed using the construction in this way. For instance, some

speakers would accept a sentence like 'there's only three left. as stan-

"dard. This would be predicted by the nature of variation in Appalachian

speeCh since the change in the case of expletive there appears to be

most advanced.

24



CHAPTER NINE

CONCLUSION

OUr conclusions regarding the study of AE and OE are of three basic

types: 1) conFlVsions regarding the descriptive'status of particular

structures found in the varieties;. 2) conclusions regarding the relar
! '

ionship of AE and OE; and 3) conclusions regarding both the general

nature of language change and the specific changes taking place in AE

and OE. Although we discuss these separately, there is a sense in which

the different sets of conclusions are intrinsically interwoven and build

!upon each other; Thus, the study of variable phenomena, which is the

!

Iempirical base of many of our conclusions about the relationship of AE

and OE .and the nature of change, is necessarily premised upon the quali

tative delimitation of permissible structures in which variation can

take place. We do not see quantitative studies as a replacement for
.

rigorous descriptive detail, but as a complementary dimension that

allows us to examine the dynamic range of linguistic phenomena. Our goal

has been to enhance, not replace the careful study of linguistic struc-,

turps by considering the nature of structured variability in linguistic

data.

Descriptive Status

The study of; AE and OE has necessarily led us to examine or re

a
,

examine the linguistic - parameters of some structures which are typically

restricted to the kinds of nonmainstreaucvarieties.spoken in these com

munities. Structures such as aprefixing Completive done, and personal

datives,are typically Southern rural features (although not uniquely
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so) whereas aspects of verb concord and irregular verbs have a somewhat

wider scope, but with certain details that may be typically Southern and

rural.

The re-examination of -prefixing has confirmed syntactic and:pho--

nological parameters specified in earlier studies (Wolfram and Christian

1975; Wolfram 198U ), but the data have led us to a revision of our

earlier concluSions about the synchronic derivation of the form and the

semantic/pragmatic meaning. In particular, we have seen evidenCe to

separate the derivation of the prefix from the unstressed inieial lexi-

cal a-, or at least to see it in a disjunctive relationship.

Parenthetically, we may say 'that part of"-our formal motivation fort

positing this disjunction comes from the consideration of structured

variability (viz. the fact that lexical a- was highly sensitive to-

surrounding phonological constraints and a-prefixing was not), an argu-

ment for the inclusion of structured variability in the consideration of

rule relations (cf. Wolfram 1975). We also; revised our earlier position
,

on the semantic/pragmatic function of the a- prefix based on additional

data. collected in this study. We now maintain that the a- form can be

used to indicate pragmatic intensity. In addition, it can be used as a

vernacular indicator, marking.shifts.into older, more rural styles. Our

conclusions about the semantic/pragmatic uses of the form are not alto-

gether neat,. but they. are not dissonant with how we would expect an

older, transitional form to function.,

In some respectS, the use of completive done functions like,a-.

prefixing, in that it may be used as a pragmatid intensifier.' Along

with this, we suspect that'it may also function as a vernacular marker.

However, it also may have unique semantic properties that can be
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formally motivated on the basis of co-occurrence restrictions. Our examina-

tion of the current set of data along with that collected in previous

studieq,SuppOrts its designation as a completive. Whereas the semantic

and pragmatic chaiacteristics may be ,separabll its function as a

completive marker can be formally motivated,with fairly traditional syn-

tactic argumentation. With completivIl done, the syntactic:categorization

is much more elusive than its semantic content (This, of course, is

I

quite unlike a-prefixing, where the converse was the case.). With all of,

the possible candidates for syntactic-classification(e.g. auxiliary,

adverb)--eitensive sUbcategonization conditillins would be required in

order to define the well-formed. structures containing done, and its sta7'

tus is somewhat indeterminate. Notwithstanding these; eservations it

seems to_have the greatest affinity with a special class of modals, and

we cautiously conclude that,it be considered a "quasi-modal".

Our conclusibnregarding the personal dative shows that it has a

strong relationship with for-datives in meaning and somewhat less strong

in form. However,. there 'are also some distributional differnces, such

as its co-occurrence with various verbs, and its prohibition with the

pronoun it. Furthermore, its indirect object meaning can.be canceled

under certain conditions. We suggest,, then, that the personal dative is

an "indirect-object-like" structure, which carries a benefaCtive

meaning. It may stem from the for-dative,but its usage has generalized

to a wider variety of contexts with a concurrent shift in meaning.

The other two major structures examined in detail in.this Study, '

irregular verbs and subject-verb concord, have not resulted in descrip-

tive revision of the basic grammatical or semantic analysis of the

forms, although there are certainly higher'order principles of.re-
,

2
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organization governing these structures that havalheen revealed. For

example', the 'morphological tendency to modify verbs. with two different

forms in their Preterit and participle functiOns (e.g. $o /went/gone) and

not thoSe with a single form (e.g. find /found) suggests ac(organizing,

principle that relates to the notion of marking and unmarking in morpho-.

logical, form The etrong.tendendy for generalization in both irregular,

Verbs and concord also suggests the principled basis of reorganization

'With respect todialect differentiation. Our study has thus revealed new

descriptive details concerning some important dialect structures and

some geheral principles that may guide the organization. of these struc-

The. ComParison of'AEand:dE

1hecomparison of AE and OF.'eiaybe considered on several different

levels, including.the descriptive detail of the structures we have exa-

mined, the frequency-with which the various structures are.used and the

.

.distributiOn of the' forms among different groups and individuals within'

the two communities

With respect to the descriptive details, we have not uncovered any.

substantive differences betWeen the two varieties.. For:structures such

as a- prefixing, completive, done and pereonal dativ&,, the eYntecticand:.:
D

semantic parameters axe undifferentiated. The range of permissible syn-

tactic and semantic conditions-under which the structures may occur is

identical. This is not to say that no descriptive differences can be

found tetween the .varieties. We must conclude, however, that there are

no descriptive differences in the representative structures we have



examined here The close resemblance in descriptive detail is obviously

a notewortyfinding of this study.

The frequency relationships between die. varieties also shows fairly

:close parallels, With Aome mowr.significant.differences. Structures such

as a-prefiXing,. sond6rd, and irregular verbs show striking parallels

both in the-range`of frequency levels for individual speakers ,and the

.overall 'scores for the communities. In this regard,, the overall leVels

of concord and a7prefixitig,are,exemplaryin their similarity., The

distribution of 'irregular. verb foims in the six categories of Classiff

.cation:ie also quitesimilar.for:the two communities. A.series of iMpli,77!

cational relationships-AMong the,six categories. of. IrregUlarlorms indi

'cates,thai:the Ordering bf:the categoriet with one exception,-;is,the,

same for both AE.and OE (The exception-is bare root forms, where OE.

speakers tend to have a greater degree of nonstandard usage than AE

speakers do.).. Overall, OE tends to reveal less completive. done and

personal datiVe than AE. The difference in the .use of done .may'be

relatedto-the fact that it is a form that relates to age differences in

the Ozark:cOmmunitT, suggesting that it is a generally decreasing in its.

use:in'OE. The.age,afferences are (not a relevant ,factor for AE.

.
note a SiMiIar patteph..:for personaldativeS. Both constructions Appear

to bsfading from OE but are still an integral part of AE.

FinallY should'Aay something 'About the distribution of forms

Within thecommunity. Themajor social variables we structured into the':

study: were age and sex.,:,FOr some structures the age variable correlates

with frequency differences, and for. others it does not. For example,

significant correlation coefficients were found for age and a-prefixing,:

both AE and OE, lout age does not dOes:potcorrelate in any direct way



With concord. .This distribution is obviously related to the change that

some of these structures are undergoing, whiCh we shall have more to say..

about in the next section.

The variable Of sex does not Correlate

linguistic variables as age. Thus therejs not sex correlation with the

nearly as neatly with, the

use of a-prefixing, concord, or personal datives. Irregular.verbuse-and

done tend to be:used more by men than women but the differendes are not

nearly as drathatic as some of the linguistic variables Oat correlate

with 4E46,,

'Language Change

AB mentioned above; there aie

change

been a

a number of items that are undergoing

in AE and OE. The naturei.direction and rate of this change has

constant theMe of this study. The forMs most clearly undergoing

..';'change from the perspeCtive of the apparent time frame set up'.in:thia:

study are a-prefixing and irregular verbs. In some.respeCts these two

structures show similatitiesbut they also show some differences. In

the case of a- prefixing, we have a fOtilithat appears to be dying out, as

fewer apeakersAm:the younger generation use :the form at .significant`

and,tiany of them do, not. use it ar we do not .hate a

single speaker in our I0 -'15 old group of. OE subjects who'uses the

611 the other liand, all of our OE subj6cts above the age of 50 uses

but the pattern

points'in the same directiOn When AE: and OE are compared side, bySide,

it appears that the change-is taking.:place More rapidly in OE than

In fact, when the oldest groups. of:.speakers are compared we find

that dtprefixing.is used at 'higher (but not significantly) level by
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the OE group than the comparable AE age'group. But when the

.

t_
.

groups are'compared, the AE group has more' sigific nlevels of the

form. The loss of the a- prefix is obviously bringi4pg theSe sPeakers
r;)

into greatetYconformity with the majority of:,:diale ts turrentlyspOken

In the United-States including the.standard:varieties..A aimilat:fl\ pheno,-

menOn-iq. apparently taking place with:,done and personal. datives. except,

the change in AE, if occurring at ail,. 'is not'aaadvanced as in. OE.

The-change taking place, in irregular verbs, seems to be of a

slightly different sort. The categories of irregular verb usage that

distinguish the older from the younger generations are primarily the

different strong verb. formvand regularization, categories:which imply

changes in the other categories in our implidational analysis. Some of

.these forms obviously involve-Older forms-thatare changing:(e.g. hearn,

retch) lont'we should note that these changes.do not necessarily bring

the system intopconiOrMity with the standard English pattern, as is the

case of the a-prefixing. A number of nonstandard patterns still persist

in the younger generaion such as the collapsing of three-form irregu-

lars into two and the use, of bare root past forms. These are the pat-

terns that have been found to a large extent, in a more general range

of non-mainstream varieties of English. What we see is a leveling pro-

cess in Which Some' of the:moreunique features

_ .

being broOght into conformitywith other non .mainstream. varieties rathet

than, t4O standard variety.

.concord 'as well.

Finally we should say:something about the general iMplidations o

this study for 'the investigation. of variation An language change. OUr

examination of the process of change indicated that some of the variable



dimensions are not as neat as they have been_ s t. forth.by. those who

build structured variation into their dynamic dels (e.g. Bailey 1973).

For, one, there may be an important lexical comp nent that has to be,

recognized along with
Vsystematic structural constraints. Constraints

such -as gonna and there. have been isolated as important variable

:constraints on a- prefixing and concord, reSpeCtivelY, along with other

structural categories. Although we might assign them a structural

designition in some ways parallel to the more traditional structural

categories isolated as constraints on-variability, they basically

constitute a single item classification. The role of the

a variable constraint seems'to be particularly relevak t at the. beginning

,i1 4.
and end points 'of change (cf. Labov /9404. Iteceht studies bfjirst,

language aCqUisitiOn ..(Cf. Wolfram forAlcbmil and...second languagt-
r.

e saftated. that .

Winifk.ande in
!,,1

acquisition (Chiistian, Wolfram andliatfield.0 3) ha

the role of the lexical component may be a3sti.cul

1 -`'t

the incipient and terminating points ;9f change-in ge&

o

Unifying principle for quite differentkinkis o hang,

We havealSo found a pattern of,seleCtive,74orm retention acr 86-the

tiO4' proce6S does nOt:ysuggest

'various environments, rCwhich the

change as

''di8appearing

the form at

rather than

the form in

rm originally occurred. The

A. attern, of-lineatregression in

goes to completion. In the stu'y of `a -'prefix

for a numbler of,spe'aars, we:fo d some ;Irak 8. e ain g:

signif*Cant.levels in n.eriviionment compared to

a prOpottiOnal reduction. Ihn8 one ker

progressives or genet '..!,adverbial co_m rements'and retain;

at significant levels with;m6Vethen
.0;

retain it in the adver:b environment and eli

her ,speaker Maylpoose to

nate ip, with Movement verbs
... y

"N '

,
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even thOgh;,.tha/latter may be.'

an some' in ancaSf,,,th& low

eS'<
, )

a, ,fay d 9nvironMent at a previous stage.

,

uericy of ad-prefixing is a func-

tiOa:of4sble4ive e roatne 'elf inat. on4 c
7

61bri 4.0 eaChrepresentat a
.

A ,thepfOrg7firsti

0.7

rather than the gradual' reduc-

ment with the less frequent environ-

While constraint acceleration has been

0:on.:and language change (Bailey 1973;

selective pattern at the:end points has not

erJanguage-situation, there

that extead

and OE provi

£ferences and langua

s a rich laboratory for the

change. Many of the conclu-
-

as in any careful study of ato this situation, but,.

are inevitableidild provocative

fat beyond the indiVidual case. These avenue-s

46-

4447r3A:cah lead to some exciting new insights about the general
1/4

nature 41f languagedifferences and change 7,-insights supported by data

"ftOir(:fetil people iinddrioing change.
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APPENDIX A

Li et of Subject® inAnalytic &Imp a

APPALACHIAN ENGLISH SAMPLE

Ago Grouj

10-15

16-30

31-50

Subject No.
.

Data of
Age/Sex ir--Interview

1 15M 1974
2 13M 1974
4 13M 1974
6 14M 1974

10 14M 197q
44 14M 197Q
46 15M 1974
51 1 41014 1974
61 "- 14F 1974
64 15F 1974,

65 15F 1974
70 13F 1974

.74 11F 1974

75 lOF , 1974
77 11F 1974

124 11M 1974,

148 13F 1974
150 13F 1974

154 13F 1974

7 17M 1974

17 16M 1974

35. 22F 1974

36 27F 1974 ,'

66. 17F 1974 ffl; 5

87 24M 1974
149 18F 1974

151 18F 1974

155 % 17M 1974
156 20F 1974

158 25M 1974

159 20M 1974

28.. 42F 1974

29 33F f 1974

30 .50M 1974

37 45F .1974

40 39F 1974

164 33M 1974

202 40M 1982

201. , 45t 1982

207 48M 1983

208 44M 1983

26 0

Occupation of
Head of Household

homemaker
truckdriver
coal, minor

unemployed
Constructidh worker "'

unemployed
government employee(ret)
farmei
coal miner
government employee
contractor
farmer
unemployed
construction worker
carpenter
coal miner
unknown
coal miner
'machinist

salesman
coal miner (disabled)
furniture mover
truck driver ,

saw m 11 worker
main enance worker
wait ess
mach nist
coal mine
welder
medical technician
grocery store worker

cook/waitress
waitress
coal miner
saw mill worker
disabled worker
custodian
government employee
machinist,
construction worker.
mechanic



Date of --Occupation of

Age-Group Subject No. Age/Sex Interview Head of. Household

70+

22 6011 1974

31 67m 1974

32 54M' 1974

146 52M 1974

152' . 64F 4974

157 52F 1974

160 56F 1974

204 65M 1982

206 60F 1983

210 56F 1983

213 59M 1983

83 93F 1974

85 78F ' 1974

153 83F 1974

201 85M 1982

205 81F 1983.

209 80F 1983

211 77M 1983

212 90M 1983

214 90M 1983

215 9111 1983'Y'

unknown .

coal mine(retieed
unknown
,coil wi.nder

unknown
unknown
railroad worker
unknown
homemaker,2,

homemaker
forest ranger

unknown
unknown
unknown
unknown
homemaker
uhnknome7naker

coal. miner (retired)
barber (retired)
railroad worker (r t:



OZARK ENGLISH SAMPLE

Date of
Subject No. Age/Sex Interview Head,. of Household'

Occupation of

14F 1982
12M 1982

12F *1982
-.15F 1982
14M 1982
15M 1952
12F 1982
13F . 1982

31-50

51-70

8

10
14
15

'21

22

27

38

42

46

.23
34

35a
35b
36

39

43

construction worker
teacherls AicL
logger(diaabled)
unemployed,
factory worker
factory.worker
house painter
sawmill 'wotket.

. (uneMployed)-,

17M 1982 university Worker
17M 1982 logger
17F 1982' machinist:
16F 1982 .disabiled worker
17T' 1982 farmer

: 25W 1982 logger /sawmill worker
28F. 1982) painting contractor

_25F '.19.83 sawmill worker:
301. 1983 farmer.
2214' 1983 restaurant Worker

32M 1982
34F 1982-,

36M 1982
35F 1982
48M 1983
36F 1983
34V- 1983

59M. 1982
55F 1982

.69M 1982
170F 1982
55M 1982
62M 1983'.

59F. 1983

77M. PR
. 1978

9IF.- 1978
'77M`.

71F ;1982
78R , ''. 1982

..,.911.1 :. 1982
1983
1983

farMer
houselPainter'(disabled)
logger (disabled)
postmaster
farmer

:unknown,
farmer

A

construction worker
postmaster(retired)
farmer
unknown

: sayill
f rmer
farmer

farmer
',..farmer

Ifarmei

unknown
unknown__
unknown
unknoWn
unknown

'25:0
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Appendix B

INTERVIEW EXCERPT.41
APPALACHIAN SAMPLE

Speaker #30

Interview date:

= Fieldworker
S .= Subject

When is the best time to start planting your garden?

S: Well, the best, to really get, to make your garden do good, the old
timers has s-always said that, the best way, you plow, say plow your
garden sometime in March, February or'March, and let it freeze again.
And,then spring of the year'll come again and say in April, about
April, then you can run over it and disk it up a little bit and begin
-td get it ready so it's beat upreal good. Well, by the tenth of
May then you should be, around here we always have gqt.stuff done
planted by the, tenth of May because everybody is looking for that
frost. The tenth of May you always have a frost. I mean just
practically every year Well, after the tenth of May, then you can
bet on that yu don't have to have any more frosts.

F: That's the last cold spell, isn't it?

Last cold.spell is about the tenth of May.. and if yOu'plantifyou gd
ahead and plant your stuff too it lays in the ground and it
won't come up half as quickas it does:when the: soil is right. Then

it's time to plant.

-Do you ever hear of people planting according to the signs?

S: Oh yeah.

F: Do you use this?

S: k No, I don't. I never have used it and of course :I don't hardly,
I don't believe in signs too much, but a lot of old timers go for
the signs and they do, they raise real nice good crops. And I've

'always, of course I never have went for the signs and I've always
raised good gardens.

Do, are you familiar with any of these signs. ?.F:



S:

S:

S-:

F:.

Well', if they, they claim if you planted in
in thehead, I don t know, your potatoes wil
moon, ifyou.plant in the light of:the moan,

that your taters, potatoes will corme to the

if you,plant4h the dark of...theuloon, is the
. .

plant. potatoeS,

Do you know a
do?

the, when the.signs is
1...In the light of the
.
these old timers says,

top of the ground. Ahd

best time they cla#1 to

re Old sayings about Your'-garden, things you should.

Well, there's one thing you've'got'to do if you raise a good garden.

You've got to work it, and that means you've got to get in it and keep

the weeds chopped out of it, keep the weeds cut out, dig 'em out,

work 'em out with your hoe, or tiller.or whatever you might have to

work it with, and.at least you've got to work it three times, two or

three times, and after your crop' gets started, your corn or whatever

it is that you've work-, x4eli, when it gets up pretty good size and

then hit'll choke the weeds dbian. It'll keep the weeds out.

dot you like best?

Well, I, they's two, ,spring and fall.

OK, why? Why do you like these two?

Well, you go through the winter, things is pretty, you know, it's

rough. Well, the snow, you're trying to go to work, and you get cold,

and then, first thing you know though, you're looking forward to seeing

spring.,. First thing you know, the birds starts singing, and they

coming-back. They start singing and the trees starts putting out,

Well you look and you say, you look and you say, well, God is real,

because You know that from all His wonderful works, because man can't

do that. And you know that, when you see this, all this a-happening,

you know that it's, there has to be a God to do this.

What about the fall? How come you like the fall? So you can go

hunting?

What season of the year
season?

Do you have a favorite

Well, yeah. You see all the leaves then when fall comes just about

to say now. You've had a big frost. Well, your leaves'll never

start turning, really getting dark and getting beautiful, till you

have a frost. You have a real heavy frost, say just like snow, just

-like we've had already. Well, when that happens, then your leaves

will start turning. There's nothing to keep 'em from turning, I

mean, they'll. turn. Then they begin to get beautiful and from now on

in, then, for the next thirty days, the woods is, it gets beautiful,

every time ybu look out you gee something different in trees and it

gets more beautiful everytime you see it. Nov, then, when you

have a rai4Rart of the leaves'll come off, part of 'em'll stay



and that.makes it more beautiful'and I notice , w11..k.going do

here to NarrOWS;that'sone of.thebeautifulest:piece/of-.1and
,

through that section that .I've love traveling

there now

S:

F:

S:

Have you been out In the woOdS yet?

0h yeah.

YQ-11 have? I. guess it,is...

The leaves,.some's a-falling.and you can look around, oh,.it'sjust
beautiful. And then, another thing; reason fall; well hunting'

season is coming close, where you can:go, say, just like .Saturday
squirrel season coming, turkey season. Well, if you want togo say:
your boys is, -my boys is...(telephone interruption)

Can you remember a real, bad winter?

Well, back before the World War II, we.used.to have some rough winters,
round here; that's been well back in forty,' back in forty7-two,Hthe Snow

Would get.kneedeep.-The snow would get knee deep and man, we'd have

a time geking to work or wherever we was going, we'd have a real
bad.time,7you know, getting there and everything, and, I mean,. it .was:

really rough.

Well, do, you ever remember being stuck in the snow?

Well, back in thei days, back in them dayS, we'd always take, well,
3rou'had neighbors and people was willing to come to help you if yoU

got stuoic You didn't have. to worry aboUt help, becau0\if you got
stuck, you-would set there, say just for a few minuitssAnd there'd

L7be some of your buddies come by or sOMething. And'they was Slr4aYs;

they wasn':t in too big a hurry to stop, to help.l wasThey W more
than willing to helplYou. And seem like noW:ItyOur:best.frienligoes
by now,,if you're:not careful, hell turn hisheS'd to keep_fraMSeei
you and keep riding-on down the road and then'maYbe you'll see him in

a day or two later, and something to:him and he'll say Why;

I didn't see you

&pine man was out here the other day, he ran-out of gas
and he was out here 'at six- thirty when Chet got up, no

him up, and it-wasawful. It was one of :the. real co A
People just....

1,1114 people's hot, well,
the other person,

Do you think some peopl-',
heard-So much about them,'
might kill youc.

about four/o'clock
one would pick
nights we had had.

in, other` words, people s'nOt concerned abOut

Ms like. "don't know what's happened.,
s

are afraid to pick up hitch hikers, you
you know, if you pick up strange people they

253(



Fa t

F:

F:

S:

Well, r don't know if it s that or it's people is, they'S too much for'

pe e to do, seem like. They're going somewhere, don't .even know

where they going. They in a hurry, the people is ini real big hurry,

seem like, to go somewhere, but when they get there, they, then I don't

know what really, they always in a hurry but seem like can't get.nothing

done. And it's like I was telling Ethel, she gets ready to go to work

every morning, she, right on, just as'hard as she can go. Leave right at

the minute, gotta run right at it, well, I...That's just the way life is

now I guess. And all that, so I just really don't know what on that.

But like you said, I'don't think people are willing to help other people

anymoreas willing as they used to .be. :They'd rather nor have to

fool with.'em, don't you think?

'At's right. Well, you can'have a next door neighbor and he's not

interested enough. Back, fifteen or twenty year ago, a neigh or could

start building a house, he's start building that house, well, the

first thing you know, without even asking anyone to help, the rst
thing you know, within one day, people all around would be comi g

pitching in to help, to offer to help him do this work. If he, of

sick or knocked out from work or something, the people could come for,

well, they'd just walk for miles, to come if it was time of year, say

in the fall of the year for him to cut his corn or j'ust whatever he

might have to do, in the fall of the year. Rather, than seeing him lose

his crop, why they would sacrifice and come right there to help him do

all this kind of work and all that. And now, just seems like in this

day and time, that the people if they catch their brother in a hard

spot, seem like they enjoy it, to see him lose what he has got.

I don't know what's made people so hard. Do you remember any floods,

any bad floods around here?

Well, no', not too much, because, of course, oh, maybe in the fall' of

the year now, we have a few floods, say well not really floods, the

rivers gets up when we start having a lotta rain, and these people

live in the lowlands say like down big sandy, you know, places like

that, of course, the water gets pretty high and they gotta move 'out

a 'lotta times. But, really, there's not much, you know, floods around

this section.

OK. When:you were a child, did your parents have special things they

did for you Whenyou were sick or did yougOto the doctor every.

time:you got.Sitk? Do you.know any old remedies?

Back the , a dollar was a dollar- And the:Only' time you went to the

`doctor:1 if, when you went to the doctor, yOu was sick'. You didn't

goto the doCtor for just a eadache like now.' Lotta people now if

'they've got' just a little eadache, theyreadyto go, to the doctor.

Well; back thenif, wel , let'S say you had a little headaChe or'

sotethingo±Hmaybe a b e a-hurting; or ,your. a-!itirting,:thotfier

could get up some kin of like saSsafraC tea,



S:

Did,she make that herself?

Oh yeah. And we used to go out and dig the roots and then mother: would
boil it and: get the juice off it, that be lassafractea.'.

Was there any, yoU just bOiipd'#, that's all, and thenyou drank-it.

You'd boil-it and you drank tr. 'That's what we called sassafrac tea.

Did that help you?

Oh well, it might it-Iota helped you but you thought it did anyway as .a
kid in, in that way..

-%



Speaker #23 32 year old male

Interview date: October 25, 1982

F = Fieldworker
S = Subject

F:

F:

S:

The girls tell me you were on the'school board here.

Yeah.

I would imagine you get to spend a lot of time up there tocl.

Yeah, it seems like you know if a person is interested in people and
interested in his community you know and kind of proud what you are
you know you might not be much .but you can`always find ways to expend
what little excess energy you might, give by fixing fence or what have
you. I decided that well I don't know what the, qualifications are forte
serving on the school. board, I reckon it's just a desire you know to
give a part of yourself for the benefit of the kids. I believe in

public education. My Dad couldn't read or write, and I guess he'dive
wailed the tar out of me if I hadn't've went on to school, and I
graduated from the little old school. When I was in the Army, I was
told, I graduated from one of the biggest classes in Oark, had fourteen
graduates, seven boys and seven girls.

F: When you graduated from Oark?
a

S: Yeah, and I got in a, well of course I got drafted the old double-oh-six,
you know, and I decided I'd go ahead, I'd rather be something beside

just pack .a gun, you know. I enlisted, and got a pretty good school.
went to school for forty weeks, pretty competitive, pretty tough
school, in the service.

F:. What were you in?

;,,,

I was a crypto rOpairman. They sepUrittems, and lot of the Old.
boys I was il school with was, You'anow; a ,L614egegradUates ank -

, e

engineeting 51-egreepand things lik that I had a 'little troub10'with...

I didn't know I had an accent until Went in-the Army.

1%, It didn't take them long to f' re a one out did it?

S: .
No, it seemed like everybody knbw d'where I was from and I couldn't
ever figure out where anybody els was from It was kind of'interesting.



S:

6.

You know, working with them, but anyhow what I was leading there on

was the education. You know it' done me good. What little dab I got.

I don't think I could have, well I knoW I wouldn't have been allowed

the opportunity to been in the school that I was if I hadn't've

had just even just a high school degree, diploma and a, so you

know there's a 16t of kids up in here that dontt appreciate the

benefits of free and just.the ability to learn and it be paid for

They don't understand the cost that's involved or the sacrifices

that people have to make. Well that's kind of the basis of what got

me involved in the school board. I reckon we've had the same problems

as about any school board you knoiw whether it'd be fussing parents or

fighting teachers., So you know knocked over a cup of coffee or two,

you know just' kept ajabbering. And now out.of eight I got the board

and. I reckon I had a knack for blowing and going or something, and

they put me in the, I served president of the board for pretty near

three years, I ve been on the Board four years in March, and got

involved in that, and of course now I'm campaigning for Justice of

the Peace, here in I don't know.

F: You're into politics?

S: Getting deep into politics at a local level. I don't know it's a...

F: Was your Dad in politics? Did you have any relatives in politics?

S:

F:

Oh, I got a distant relative, C.W. was of course state legislator,

in the state legislature. But of course I grew up around him but

at the time he wasn't in politics, you know, he was just preaching

there in the churOh. I was in the service. I guess when he ran. I

don't remember just when, it was he ran for state legislature. He's

not he wasn't very close kin folk, but I guess that'd be as close

as you' can say. I reckon I was the first one of my immediate family

anyhow that graduated from high school. As far as my parents, aunt

and uncles, none, of them's' involved in politics.

Well if you run for the Justice of the Peace that's with the
, _

Are you running against someone froM up in this area?

No, I'm.kinda running "a maverick race. See, there's three townships

up, here that's real sparsely populated and there's five townships in

this district. And the two southern townships are closer to town

and they're heavily populated and one of the, the guy that I beat in.

Democratic primary, was a, was from that area. Of course now I've

got an opponent in the General Election.

F: A ;epublicee? How does it look?

S: Well, pretty favorable. I'm confident.

Is is.the same way as most- bf. Arkansas area here where.if you win the

Democratic...
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Well, see..

Primary you're pretty well i

Well, I'd venture to',say that yeah, it's that way to a certain extent.
Of course, you know C.W. he was on the Republican side and of course
he went to the state legi6lature from this county. They voted for
him big every time. So I think that really and truly and honestly that
basically most people in this area are very independent, and they
still vote Democratic from Reconstruction Days and you know my great
grandpas was, can remember the bad times you know and then another thing
is you know where they want to or not a lot of people remember the
Hoover days you' know and the Hoover Hogs and bad times. The Ozark
Mountains were probably hit the hardest of any particular segment of-
society. The population of the time you know' they was hard, no jobs
and no money for coal oil and no seed taters, had to kill their
last seed rooster you know to eat so ,4's tough. And they's still a
lot of old-fashion feelings there that on the same sentiment,
Mr. Roosevelt come along, you know, with the new deal and the CC camps
and the WPA and all of his systems and, oh, a lot of people ain't
for that kind of thing. They're just diggers and grubbbrs. So teally
we 'probably have more in a way backup in the woods, back up here in

the Hills you got-more people that trace, their political lineage farther
back and identify, than you do in a lot of other places. You get into

towns and people, people in towns they just well they don't know each
other as well and they don't remember their backgrOund as well and....
Now its kind of funny, I've had because' of my name and because of C.W.
being affiliated with th' Republican.Party, I've had some identity
complex problems you know and yet basically my family, you know at least
my Dad probably was a little bit more leaning towards the Democrat

side. When he went to vote yau know he participated and he didn't
participate, it kind of depended on the man you know, whether he was
interested or not interested-and most people up in here are mote
interested in local, politics, politics then they are in...State
generate quite a bit of controversy, you know, state level. Probably
nothing gets 'em wound up any more though than just like the country
judge's race or the sheriff's race or something along that line. They-

get pretty involved.

F: How are you campaigning?

St Well in. the. primary I wore the knuckles off my 'hands knocking on the

doors. You know shook all the leaves out of the bushes you know-a-shaking
them; Of course newspapers, I advertised'in the local' newspaper in .-D_

the county and that's in this eleCtiOn you know. In'tbe General
Election, I've kind of, I've kind Of changed up a little bit. I've not,

knocked as many doors. Just kind of salted the area, you know, just gp
in and hit a few more prominent or more people that stir.a little more.
You know there's alWays people thatiS either, they June bug around,
you, know they are involved, or -brush hogging or disking, or they're

selling honey, doing something.,-There arekind of involved with the
community. Stopping at the little'country stores, setting around and
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S: a-talking and a-jabbering and so on and listening, more than anything,
just listening to what people got to say because you know you, learn.
more listening than you can running your mouth normally. That's kind

of a minimum pretty well of the way I went about it this time.. I

felt that I've established an you know an identity up in community,

positive or negative. Besides you don't know you know. Depends.

on where you got a pitch of flopping on your overhauls, you know when you

showed up I guess'. Now people up here, you can't you knaw I'm just

throwing a pun, there about overalls. I wear a pair of them every
once in a while but you, you can't, you can get too slick up here, too

much citified. There's a time and a place for a tie and a coat, you
know, polishing .shoes and so on, but there's also a time and a place
to be to kind of be a little bit moie 'earthy, I guess to be countrified.

.F:, Comfortable?

S:

F:

S:

Yep, well any time, you know, if you:sot a man that's up there and he

started back in 1930 or '25 or whenever, like my grandpaw a-plowing
a team of mules down in the river bOttom, black land you know planting.

cotton, you know and then moved intothe log woods and split stag boats

all of his life and cut pulp wood, you know, he's probably got three

pair of britches.or four,.one of them's reserved for special occasions,

so you know if you run around, or even be justtoo dyked up thats

all there is to it.

With your time on the. school board you know it!, pretty small, close

grou0 around here from what I saw. What are soma:of the problems that

you've run into.that are. going to be a bit interesting. '

Well, I don't know. Of course, you know it was a change for me

you kno*.to be involved in a public lawmaking body a gro4of men that,

you know that you had to you had to negotiate. You learned that just

what you wanted wadn't exactly what went, or what you could see maybe

yOu couldn't.convince somebody else to see. Maybe all your...erilliance

might be bafflement to them. So, it took a little readjusting you
know to come to grasp with the fact that you know you're just one. Na

matter where you stand or what you are or how many people behind you,:,

or if you got a hundred percent of the vote, when you set down to the

board, you're just one member and one vote. And, so what it comes to

is learning to live with that, learn to adjust and be flexible enough

you know to have change. Bennie you want me to get out of your way?
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Appendix C

INVENTORY OF. STRUCTURES

In the fol4Owing sections, we shalf-briefly inventory
some of the major structures we have found in. AE and OE and
make observations concerning tithe use of the structures in
these varieties. The observations derive from our careful
examination of the entire 'selection of tape samples, but do
not typically include frequency tabulations, as do some of
the structures we discussed in the major chapterd of
report. Furthermore, they are selective, and somewhat
subject :.to our biased as we listened carefully to each tape
_recording and made notes on the structures found in each
interview in relation to traditionally-cited diagnostic
dialect features. A comprehensive study would take each of
these structures and conduct analyses akin to those
reported in the substantive chapters of the report. A more
complete study certainly would consider other structures
that were not included in our notes. Despite these
limitations, an inventory of this type might be helpful to
those who have questions concerning the range of structures
found in AE and OE. And these observations may serve as a
preliminary for researchers who want to conduct more
extensive analyses ffob aspects of the comparison-of AE and OE.

Our general format of presentation will-be to make's
very brief, general comment on the nature of the rule
governing, the structure, cite several illustrative examples
of the form in the varieties, and Make a comment on the
domparison of the, form in AE and OE. Our overview is
limited, to the phonological and grammatical structures
generally considered to be among the dial tally diagnostic
items in American English, although many If the more common
vowel diffferences are not considered here. For convenience,
traditional.Aorthographic representation is used.

Consonants

Final .Cluster Reduction

AE and OE do not participate in the rule which reduces
clusters ending in a stop' and sharing's voicing
specification (e.g. wild --> wil' find > fin') in any
significant way. Clusters are. generally intact unless
followedby a consonant (e.g. wil' cat ; pick' corn), as in
most standard varieties of English.

Epenthesis Followtibq Clusters

The long form of the regular 'third person Singular
present tense, the plureiland possessive /Iz/ is
pccassionallyAmed f011oWing clusters involving s 4.: stop.

We have not found-this pattern with possessives 'although we
mig4t predict it for these forms as well (e.g. thecihostes
house)



AE

...it's qhostes (9:(994)

...across the deskes (1:28)

QE

it frostes (4013:49)
...it lastea for three days (22:16)
...contestes

The form is relatively infrequent in both varieties,
but more common with plurals in<tE than on the other forms.

Intrusive t

A small set of items typically ending}n s (and
sometimes f) may retain the earlier version with t,
resulting in a cluster

AE.

...oncet a day (69:(267)
feed him twicet a day (37:7)
..Ahere's a big clifft C34:(450)
...I got them two acrosst (22:10)

OE

...oncet I lay down (22:11)

...twicet as high (22:13)

...oncet .a month '(28:17)

The list of items retaining the t appears to be more
extensive in AE than in OE, with oncet and .twicet being the most
persistent forms to retain the t.

Fricative Storming

Preceding nasals, voiced fricatives may be stopped.
This is particularly prevelan with .7, but found .to some
extent with Lb.' and v as well.

AE
,,.

They wadn't a dang One of them...(31:12)
...it doecin't take but about (40:19):
...danger6us with that, idn't he?(2:2)

OE

They, nothin' (113,:20)

q...when Itwadn't but one truck in Oark (26:18)

I
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Intial. th and_ dh
.

There are two major processes that aff$ct the
initial voiceless (e.g. think, thought and, v d (e.g.
the, thqugh ) interdental fricatives. Th

=-4-.

ng of
fricatives ( e.g. they, 7> dim ) is part 0

# ''.-

. ener
nonstandard parttern shared with most now:. 4. zree1/44

*

varieties of English. Neither AE nor 0E is.particula y*Mr'
.

unique in its participation in this general'process. The
other process involves the loss of the initialifricatives.'
Although most English varieties partcipate in this process
to some extent (typically unstressed pronouns such as I
like. 'em ), the classes of items affected by this process
(demonstratives, expletives) and phonological contexts,
for its operation are much more extensive in AE and OE.
Particularly noteworthy is its occurrence with more
stressed demonstratives and expletives in sentence intitial
position, such as 'ere's !at high priced one (AE 84:(37)
and 'at was Daddy's mother (AE 85:4).

Medial and Final th and dh

With occasional exceptions in AE, these varieties have
not been found to participate in the th/f neutralization
pattern that results in form such as'baf for bath and
afletic for athletic in other non-mainstream varieties of
English.

Initial w Reduction

In unstressed positions within the sentence, the
initial w of items such as was and one may be deleted.
This appears to be a generalization of .a more restricted
process affecting most English varieties (e.g. will -->

e

AE

I guess they knew what,,they'2 a-sayin'(24:(382)
whupped me up a good 'un (36:11).

OE

they'z there before George Rudy was (32:2)
...a little biddy 'un (28116)

This process is fairly pervasive in both varieties,
particularly among older speakers. For younger speakers, it
is more common with the forM was than one.

Initial Unsressed Syllables

The general process of deleting initial unstressed,
syllables in informal speech styles of standard English
(e.g. because --> 'cause., around --> 'round) is extended
in both varieties. However, 'the extension affects word
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N,

oo.
cr. ,r!

\

in bOth AE And OE, ,However, the eXten4LOP.yaOlied-HtVtn'e,,
forms affected and!,iWord classed rathere 't,.. n h re0en y:

1f,.levela. In fact, sOme of ,the olderc,SpeAkeA'hAye
high "-frequency levAls of retenticin,"anda
.expansion,Agee a-lpiefiXing and expansA4e...a,:,)

AE

He difould be 'lldWed tiov,hear (22Y2V
Xt.4w,'tweenreach indii1:4iia026428)41,

don"t 'member (36:7 )' '..
"Zt. just:_has 'taters 'in, it

OE

"member- (36:9) .,c
_ ..

-pi) seed;!4tqers 423:
;'..,een:the-tiWO Of 'e

. 1
J. ,.

.,)

:The ..,t,91-ition of h°4n :the,pronZUn 111, 041iary
aih't,,is"PA14,iculalry_promine t'i41 More: ti."41$0 y1.1#bles

in the" sentence, is. Icixic e P.ioted,' quite

Pi.oMinent amorit.. some older apes,

Hit 4./0abi"496i,
HitoeS, (26:3) bm

The occurrenceoof thafeature is much more sporadic
in 'the younger geberationscbut is-being,maintaiped to-some
'extent .' ,

the,.Jietroflex r

There. areseveral:2,:differentfpAterns of.r.-lesSnea,
including:general ,,post rvocalia_r-ledsness
cA!).4.restricted-pOst-vocalic-r7lesSness (intra=Word

as. 'in ca'v And _limited
eyirOnmentSfOr poO'ConsOnantal 'r7lessness:(ela.,follokaing
'..t1.0anc(Areceding'a tOundvowele.g. throw
Gehera.L, poSt.'-vocalic ;r7lessness is 'not noteworthy in these
ilaretie*.bUt. the'..speCial .casee. of post7ConSonAntal r

'-.abdence are-quite prevelant.: OcOasional cases of restricted'
Azost.-vocAlicr.-leaeAPAA are found fore some, but

tbey:Are lexically reAltrited,..
- -275
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Post-ConSonahtal:: th'u .(51,(441); :th'ow.(5:(453),
Intervocolicco'v, (32:($50)u'ing.(32:-(600)..1

pg

Post-consonantal: th"owed (5%16); tho'ws (353:2)
Intervocollc: du'inct, (5:31),,:o'ied(40A:53)
Unstressed Syllables : sec'etary (26:2); weind'ing

(2718)

The,restricted kindsof r-lessnesS ore quite stable;
hOWever,ithe'yOunger generations may be moving toward m8re
widespread general postvOCalIc r-lessnesS.

1

J .

Post-vocalic I may function onAlOgoui to L,in.ita,
ya

patterns of vocalization and loss, butthere.oYe sori
aspects that differentiate it. 'One-pattern,found in'both AE.
and OE is ,the loss of ,l. precediOg )eib401 ,consonants. This
affects items such as wolf ( hen.

(OE 26:1). While ..both OE `and AE:±reyealthisil.patterrn:Some.
extent, it does not .seem to..beas extenSiYe'4s:1044-
Pher southern-bAged Varketiesi:dEng*shi, Other'3.41tt
Of 'Southern 1 (e.4 the use of "light!' 1-before front:

',vowels in non-initialpoSition such o* ,the second 1,6i.
tilly) are Also not as extensive-in either AE or. OE,

Other Consonants

-There are' Also Other Patterns fpqnd in the, two;
varieties that affect limited sets. ofi.tems'or,single,
items. For exaMPle, both varieties have dissiMilationj, with
chimle' for chimney. On the .other hand,',the retention of
the older form ofgisk ,(Oks) is not found to any ,sigificant
extent in either ,Variety.Ythesecases':have.to_h& considered
on An itei=by-item.baiis:

Vowels

There are, actually many different vowel Patterns that
'Could be.conSidered, but we wilCoMpare for this inyentory.

.

Only those-ihStances that were inCluded'.4n bur,earlier
study as potentially uniqueto southern :;based highland
varieties of English. .

The common pattern has an intrusive r in those item's
with an underlying final g2,.../ (and, in some instances the

Unstressecrow



schwa (Q] in..finpl unstressed pOdition..

holler (16:15); tobaccer (30:15); Yeller
(34:(250). potatera (30:7); winders (37:(100)

OE

taters (22:6); waller (36:2); follered
tomaters (40B:91); tobaccer (46:9)

This feature is reasonably stable in both varieties, but
somehat more pervasive'in AE.

(41A:.22)

Final Schwa Raising

unstressed achwdsmaybe raised to a_high front
vowelwherLthe underlying, schwa is part of a single-lexical
item.

soda.-->sodzA85:1); Santa --> Sant (153:27)
extra --> extry. (40* (429). Virginia --> Virginhy.

(153:27)

soda --> sody:(28:16); okpa okrx (11:14,
Santa ,-> Santy. (32,'11); extra --> extry (34:3)

45'

ire Collapsingi

The seqUencere,
syllable sequenc,4
including adipht0
unit.without.'the

WhiCh is -realized. by aY two -

current EngliSh varietie's,
is Collapsed into a one syllabIe

fire --fa'r :(16:66)4
rains (1501(203)

OS.

'fa'r (5:13); a'rn (1A:9); hire --> ha,r,(23:4)
buyers --> ba'ra,(1A:20); retired --> reta'rd

(33:12)

This feature is reasonabl stable in both AE and 0E-and it
not par,ticularly diagnostic w.ithin the regioni.
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ear LoweSinc.r.,

8ei*ore r in htressed,syllable position, a mid vowel
may be lowered so that4tems such as bear, there, and where...
may be produced more;:--140f4(but not ,identical bag

and wharAireab40.7ielyThia4sstprs. is floAnd,oply
among "the Older*3eakersin.,both.,A4':and' OE, and' better
repre4iepted initE than:, og.:

Glide Reduction

Vowel gli emn'the!"diphthOngs items such As time,
buv,,'fine,"'and if' 41- Y f. = n- ed,-so..that they come'
into.confOimi liWith qle MOre gen al,',Esoutfiern

. : . 7
.1.monophthongizatiopHowev0x,,thi dh4racteriatic is not as

mmon in eitherYAEOr*AS,i't s4n other sibuthernlbased
etEes.,.. Younger' ApetlySi'in OWcOMmt!nities seem tó be

,
:CloSer'..tO:thefge ;aL, s 01-1,rh4tOtodm,
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ManyeepectsOfthe aiStinc4Ve: tharacteisticSoi_AE*H
theveb:-..phreeeinClU4ing different kinds

604 144C6Esb, theaUxillary, and other' modifying elements.
, T the verb phiase:

dM
47. rTez4,ked. jag. Participles,

II

prefik on\-ing,.participlesAS syntaCtically
restric -ted to adverbial complements and progressives, and

cannot, occur on gerunds and gerundives. It functions as a
preposition, and therefore cannotccur .Withtrue
pelPositione. Phono/ogically,it Cannot occur preceding
dhstressed syllabres,and before f0rMe beginning with a

vowel. It'May havea Stylieticintensifyingfunction and

May'show etylistic 'switching 'for soMegpeakers.' ,

He w!t just kept a-beggd. and
a-wantin° to come out (83:18)
I had twelvgdchildren and I
A-livin (15a43)
you just look at him and'
lcaudhing at you .(80:(683),

t4eY Vaall't.s-rakeinnothin' (1/020)"

,
,tr :, .,

it's06,4 dar,Sr 7Jayini-there if you don't.,,ggi it

4 - ,,.

He thought he had a etter circumstance.a-comin'
.A.

.here!03:8)%' ,:;e
,_

(36:14)'? 1.0

,,...,,.:

A-Prefixing. is fOundMOre exten iveI,y. Ong the older
generations.`than the-younger, anda,wears to be Oin4 out
more rapidly in OE than AE.-(see expansive d -)

.

% A.

Irrecrullir:Alerbs7

There' are:six categOriesbf irregular verbpatterne
that differentiate the usage:pof thede forms from their use':

in seAndftrd varieties:ofEngliSh: These are:.1). Preterit 'Ss
particiOle-2)Hparticiplep.ae preterit 3)' bare.rOOt as .

preterit 4) regUlarizat).:different irregular form 6)

ambiguous; form withkrespect-to categories (22 and:(3). The

patterns of irregular usAge tend to stand4in an
implCational relationship, :with different irregular forms.
and regularizations the most extreMedepartures.'frIsm the
.standard'Englieh pattern. Exampleg are set up .

. categoried::



V 1.

AE
Category "s1

1 Her home, had went, I guess, 50 yards ...(37:8)
And they ,hadn't never saw a ghost before (77:4)
I told her I done it (1:14)
If you seen a,woman'a knee,. you had done seen
something (31:15)
Beat I can remember,..ethey give us periogoric then
(160:15) .

Sq she eett the baby bear fecod and it was real
good (6:23)

4 A We throwed, them a birthday party (36:3) ,z.r

L've heaved tell of some (36:6) ,t3cli

He finally retch in there (47:1.4)
I:they drug him out of there (44:21)
I'un into thila,rbed wire fence (207,:5)
I come .back an took care of him. (214:18)

bg;
;,

I 'had went doWn there of the'156tit.,1.(22:12)
, 4, -

He may have,:.took 'the ho e and icmq ('39,....21),

The same fire that done your d
4;7

ki 40k:42)
.. 4

He seep somethAg': off this b4gi . ':,

Jobs begin, 'to open Up.i they, /4, lif out,
..,..,

(411A : 15) /

Some of the cattle mY Dad -and

fifty dollartf, r sold f..or, f ).heed.

(33:4) H'e ''' 17 `,.7
..,

teem..likel!eV.4 I was from .:
. (23:10.) ?--!.:.

'eShe,was alr
' She Just, ret

.,
She was cdru

oard (5:4).
Vac! and wagon (10:21)

He come here during the Ci it War (42:9).
. . ...

It run wild with my grandpa's,plowhorse (':1:7).
#i A.

.

-

Both AE and OE'have fair l. tensive Use ok. .

,-nonetandayd
...

irregular verb fob Unger' generations, ' ,74

*": 'hOwever, tend to be losing cat*
.

s'4 and 5, in conformity
. with more .general non-mainstrearkidialegt usage: Og'is.

leading the way in this regard. '0°
o

.
' 4 Oti

Coot et ive amine= . . '
.,. a .4\

. Complet+ve done may function ash aipectual marker. of
.

a-completed el,tion qr. event; It .m.44/ a o function as a#6kind
of intensifier in thiebapacity. Synt cticalfy, it is
somewhat indeterminfee; although it seems to function most
like a



AE

the'one that was in there had done r tted
(35:21)
We thought he waa dpne gone (51:11)
If she had, she wodlda done left me a l0 g time
ago (30:29)

They done, run seven days' a week ,(33:7)
Them old have."gentle'ones has ally done
disappeared (41A:51
I said, "Well, they're do e 1d, Ray "..(40:36).

Doubie,Modals

,t7

.
-

Double modals involve constructions of modal
clUstering such 'asHmight could, .useta could,- or might:
should. This typically uthern,Otructure is occassionally
found in.. AE and OE, bUt he,:mcre widespread pItterd with
useta is More frequent..

...he musta hp,

I might could make o
People diidn'.t useta

;'me (17:16)1,
::.(74;8):

,4r1§tdaiii-e's14(85125)

_"ithe signs people uSeta did 06:17)
.I4Uaeta didn't fall and'hurt

4,4,

,
southern dob modals' (4:

is ri .:.vestigial form irOE at best, and.onlyk at

thi t'«=;%

point in AE. The more general modal i&-,AUdhAnre
_ .

ch reCteriatic of thesevatieties.. i

Spectal Modals..

. A
The use of liktAyind (su)poseta as i'speciiil verb

modifier mark speciilkinds of speaker perceptions that
relate to significant events that were on the verge Of
happening. Liketa:is coupterfactual, and the proposition
usually .carries an exaggerated connotation. (Su)poseta
seems to have weaker pragmatic assumptions about the the
event on the part of the 'speaker using the form; and maV
used in a more literal sense akin, to the-standard
correspondence of suppoAed tehave. 1 I



AE

And knew. what I'd done and boy
me to death (152:28)
Oh, he liketa had a.fit (Z46:8)
And so they poseta met on:one side
(156:19)

OE

t lAketti scdilpd

of the rid

...they ,liketo killed he (28:2)
She said it Xiketa scared her to death (38:20)
'May, suPposeta been wasn't afraid of nothing (10:20)

Liketa is quite'stable,,but seems tdN1hbw sOme,'
age7gradingT (i.e. younger speakers .will use it':mbre as they
beCOMe older). (Su)poseta is less common in 0E-than in AE.
",TeA:tragmatic reading ofexaggerotipn 'is not as strong; in

Verb Subtlases
,

There are a number of different types of verb class
:pat differentiate'these varieties fiom StanaO'd
.varietil$4H,of English-. Among some ofitthe major. shitso
Verb subclasses are 1) shifts'4n transitivity 2) deriv140
Vei4b,JOi.- 3) complementiing:formOtion4)- verb .plus
partiCle constructions seMinticterritoryodd

' 14;xiCal::fOrmsThese ore IllUstrOteefor4AE and OE belp4
category althiiiiih the categorieS are not, necessar'i'ly
mutUallliexclusive.

AE
Categorlt-- )

.r.

% 1 7,4 f,we beat, they cause trouble (150:4)

0 learint me how to teach .(435:21)
ur'islogtreed one under te,hicken ouse (40:40)
...tbey Aust doctored it themselves the .way they,
thought it sposeta to been doctored (160:13) -*

:--:--- 3 just about everything that needs done (122:(353)
They all made him out the liar (83:15) )1

They started to messing argaincl
I'got blessed out C28:17)

_,They sometime happen in et .the same time (31:S)
, tverybody sets whel-e they want (46:15i

'Is ..-- 'My kids taken the chicken pox (40;15)
,,....e,._

d..4.7V., I'll get fussed at (126:(86)
It was u 3st fixin' to bite me (160:25)

i



/

r

OE

1 I think, they [i.e. teachers] learn 'em (i.e.
students) better (38:10) w
he grit:m(1.mo about it (12:12)
It dust smelled up (36:10)
It camofloueed in the leaves (171:17)
They wagon. 'em out of here

3 People make him_ out a 1341pr (25:7) '

They commenced to movipq out, about (1A:20)
A He said he prayed up all night last week (28:9)

I'd staved on out' of the way (28:14)
5 I'd set, down in steeples (28:25)

..Nand take pneumonia (5B:18);
6 I'm fix_in' to get married (46:3)

I aln't got flapped up rich at it (23:5)

There arc many similarities between AE and OE in the
-categories; but OE'appears to be more expansive in iits
flexibility with dervived verb forms.

ily, ,,

I<

.i-ublect-Verb Concord
,r4

There are /a, number of. different categories of vItbs,:.:
1. thatifonstdad.tense agreement marking patterns.
- Thee incrU46:3.esent tense be, 2) past tense be; ltt,

i'P' ' , 3) 'have, and'qir'anither verbs. The form of the subject 4
affects the incidence of nonstandard marking, with :

expletives (e.g. There was ,a lotta rocks), conjoined noun
phrases ( e.g. me and my sister qets in a fight ) anci '-

-collective noun phrases (e.g. Most of 'em talk about the
v . , ,. .

.,.,,same way ) generally favoring singular forms. The form
don't and seem (5) are special cases in which singular

,

forms are used with pluials,.. ..
, ...,

Category.:
. , AE I

1). don't think'peQpia's hard ci their.c ildren.
:(2Q5:13?
My eyes is not as good (32:5)
There was .too manythings that-was different'
(158:16)
They -was more than willing to help you(30:11)y;
Her nerves been-all,tord up'(36:38)
My children','hesn'teVerhad:it (28:30)

4 Some people likes them better (164.19)
The older ones wants to talk (48:6)
Well, a whipping doni.t do no,good (35:8),
Se m like they oust don't care about one''ane
(2:18)

o 1,
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OE

Most of the kids up there ka younger than I am
(8:6)
People's calling me, wanting me to take aomabody
to the doctor(26:12)

2 Frink's. dad and his daddy was brotbfts 416:7)
...to sew if there vim any inhabitants (16:2)

3 Smaller schools has got smaller groups in classes
(38:).6)

My mother and dddy's talked'about 4t (34:19)
4 My two brothers lives right around the us (15:13)

Me and him takes care of it (416:45)
5 My mom don't like me to chew (8:11)

It don't seem to bother you (22:8)

AE anti OE ara,virtually identical in their
suppect-verb egreeMent pakterns, and no apparent change ka
ti1414iilaceran'tliCtiaern. The pattern fbr seem is more
common in A thanin OE.

Adverbs
4..,- .

..

Therearee number of differept patternawhich distin
the adVerbs of AE And og. Mostly,'these involve the
placement, the form, and use of different adverbs.

f*,

Adverb Plement

Adverbial, phrases of .tAme particularly related to
frequency, may'be. Mbved into the verb phrase. There are
alsoinstanceS'inWhich a-subclass-of adverbs can be moved
from :a:'-positia-withitheverb..phrase.:The:korm ever
combined with.prondithasuch"as Whatand'how may change
posivirons.

'V,

AE

Wefs,all the time 'talking (10:24),,,
That's the biggest rattlersnake everl seen
(157:27) ....._ :,

A
...,.so everwhat,y61 planted-(22:9)
Say five or six of us boys,: everhoW many ...lived
close 'to-us (30:1) .c.0,'

4,4414e..!

We used to wajtch all the time Littiel:ioitse
-..they- -crust burnea:the wood everWhiCh-stith (1:18)

vt.

.s. The position",,changes of adVerba evears to be less
prevelant in. OE than An AE. ' I\



Comparst,ives-and $uperk!qivo9

Irregular comparative and superlatiVe forms maybe'
regularized and, in some cases, apply. pleonastically.

AE

...the baddeat dream'$(5:(986)

...the awfulest stuff (31:(I1p) $4./,

...more stricter than my father (37:(53)

...moat atuplOpat thing (64:(267)
.0)

...some of the beaktjfullest horses (28:5)

...give to the man- that's abler bodied (40A:66)

;ntensifving Adverbs

There is a set of adverbs, principally fright and
plumb, that intensify particular attributes or activities.
Right intensifies 'in terms of degree and plumb, in terms, o4,

totality, analogoui to the standard English uses of 'very'.
,and 'completely'. Other functional intensifiers in the
broader set include big ole and little ole, right smart,
and' so forth.

,AE

It was right amusing (2244)
That was plumbfoqlish (34:(140)
He 'shot .him plumb through like.111L:,(22:24)
That was just a little ole bar hicken
(13:(785)

9' 0.'

It was r.ight real close .(23:8)- '4A. -'4
,w.ti*, .,v

,o.-/-

It was a right smart little.-town (1:22) v

...and he, went plumb from here to Oklahoma (28:2)

It goes plumb into the turnip and ruins them 5:1)
...big ole male cow (36t12)

,
...:

- .

In 0E...plumb may be'used'with.a'less intensive
pragmatie'ieading (i.e.'more like the literaluses of .

'coMplOtely'). Right:does not seem.to'be used.as frequently 4;e:

in OE.

Positive. Anymore

'A 7`
.AE( and OE are among those 9ariet1elki4411wcc;cal4,4%the,
with positive propdaitions, with '

28



like "nowadaya". It can occur in prervorbal aa well as
post-verbal poaition.

AE

5he'a more northern' than aho irs
:(1094)

EYe in small towns
(15 :(199)
6nYMorp, all the
think that way (66:(63)

aoUthern AnypOra

anvmbro ita getting like ,that .ss

guys you. get ehold of Just don't.

og

I'm a coward Anymore (206:20)
Anymore. I'd rather read the book than watch the
show (27:14)

Adverbial but,

,

The form but can be used as a)liMiting.phrasal adverb-,
corresponding to the forma "only" and Therely" in other
varieties of English.-Typically,,kt.Occurs.with.negative
sentences. a:

AE

He ain't but thirteen (121:(96)
He didn't attend but one of them (32:(100)

OE

There wasn't but one died (5:21)
We d 't stay over there but about a year
(281

Lexical Items
,;

There are a numtfer-of other ifferencea related to the
.kinds of lexical items found in, Eind AE.i7ather: than the
general ssyntactic or morphOlOgical chariged,:These are, of
course,considered,on an item -by -item basis so that the
following examples are?taity::Tiaustrative..

Would you
do ? (155:(1

id something I didn't want

I've got an old horse way back yonder (146:8)
...need trees.that pert 'near square.(45:(17):
I wasn't, sure that nothing. wasn't gonna. come'up
t'all '(35:23)"
*ou,'re'danci tootily(31:28)

274
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I'd drytber for it to have
'caws° -that's what they u

(?2:10)

amr,t4ptc right-around hero
...neYerweilttLali(1443)

aY4A0,14"k9411201:4

1Z, A38:8)

and back here(28:0)

.
/04once

The claim of adverbs 'marked.by 71m in standard
varieties maybe shifted ,into them claps' of adverbs that, i6
not marked by this suffix;

AE

I Fome from Virginlai-original (96:(26).'
It ,certain was some reason (37:(321)

OE
o

People do it different (34:4)
...spotless clean (38:2)

Negation
.

Multiple negation may affect indefinites at several
pOintsini-elation to the verb. It may,occur on indiifinites
folloWinHtb,e'verb (e.g. They ain't doing nothing) ,

indefinit-*'2preceding the verb (e.g.. Nobody ain't doing
it), dnd4 Hprellosed.auxiliary with a definite (e.g..Ain't

.0nobody doing it, as a. declarative se.ntencoYr Both Varieties
have extensive multiple negation of the first type and
occasional instances of the secona:

\--...

,

xe
AE

They didn't see no baby,.you'know,
none nowhere (37:27)
Nobody couldn't hpndle him (36:(463)
Nobody,. else won't move. in it,'I know I ain't
(36:18)
Didn't nobody get hurt or nothin' (48:(493)

dt'dn' see

YOU c ,..,d:ri't no more of dug that than nothin' in
the world,(5:32) - ,

.r

Yob..ain't'got pary:-a cow but the one you
a---leadin' (1:281-

287



dam of 'am ain't ne,xer got out of the state yet
(46:19)

nolzodv lase worked on it. (25 :5.)

The multip10,11e§eitOn:petterne-involviMO pre-verbal,
copiling.tend toi3o.lese,frequent immtlg than in

.Aukitiary

A
may be ueectfor-verioue negated aux.iXietied

:including forma of liest + af04. and Laxsclitliolak
,telr

AE

Nominals

X ain't been 'ere. (49:(24)
...I ain't never believed in 'em (46:(212)
No, it ain't no speed q'tall (47:(38)

OE

They ain't got ra popt office (28:5)
They ain't gonna give up that pray (2e:4)
T'aint no more (28:4) .

Nominals, including various aspects of ,pronOuns,
another major category in which some-.of the dialect
features of AE and OE are :manifeAted.

Plurals'

:Therms are two minor types of differences in the
0 inflectional plural morpheme. The firPt involves the

absence of plural morpheme'when the noun refei-sto weights
and measures and is preceded by aquantifiei- (1.).,The
second pattern resularize's irregular plurals, pai;ticular

-those that take the same form in the singular and plural
in the standard variety (2)..

4

. AE

ten hundred pound_ of nail (4:,(343) .

two gallon of moonshine (20 :<130)'
four foot:. through th; stump..(3i:(408)
twenty year_ 'ago (30:(26)

snowmans (1211(2506 watermelons(121:(250)
deera (162:(853); fireMans(157:(1046); aspirins
(138:(211) .--f



No.

-

1 , three mile_ from' one (5:7
:290,pound during the wa '(5:31)
three hUn2red bushel_ o corn (5:17)'
62 year_,. ago (33:10)

2 Aheeps (1:3);,deers (1:41)

. ... .. . /

Pronouhd
, I. /* .

. ,a

There.Ore a number.of minor adjustments in pronouns

,

that serve to 'regularize or g,rieralize some of the form
closses.Theewincldde the regularizatiOn cd third person

k
rttlexives (1P and the extension of object forms to ',,,,,,

coordinate cOnstructions anielehonstratives (2): . 0
-,1

Demonstratives can also form a, compound form with there or

,,
hcre1(3). Anothek. pattern Anilolmes the addition of.-41 on
pOsseasives when'they,arein'absolute p6sition (at the.end
of,thv phrase or cruse (4) : FinallY, the varietiea'use
plural y'all, toregulari"ze. the-person/number pOrAdigm
(e.,g. Fonda wantsito kn80/ if v'afi wont to-help.v'011;,:
(AE87:(255) in ty with other southern varieties)'

7-.1F".',

/
A man huig hisself .(28:(44) N
They'doq ored them theirself-(35:(46)
Them.bos.got killed up there at Morgan
(121:65)

AE

Was t at one abOut.them guys? (49:(605'Yho

...this here bonded stuff' (85:(117)

.:.this here dne (47:(605),
vourn after you done checked it in (22:22)

OE

...onto it hisself (5:29)
,/...pray hissOlf (40A:77)
/fThem old -half gentle' ones is all done disappeared

(41A:51)
/ ',seen a gob' of them thing/B(32E46Y.

3/ .,..right through that there bow .;and arrow (41A:16)
/ ...run them there ringsitiown that stick.(5:21)

PersonO1 3atived
8'

.. _

Pers9nal datives involve the use of objective pronoun
?arms when the same pronoun is used twice within a crause, in
At way comparable, Out not identical, to .t.km-for-datiVe of

I/

standard. English. It a benefactive meaning.

289



AE

We had uma'cabin, built us a log dbin over
there (146:18)'
...and then you.gat you a bowl of ice water (14 .18),
I'd .go out .and ut me s'limb off of. a'tree, get

1.4 me a good strai t one (7:214

OE
o ..... .

.He usually. finds him a long stick (19:22)
We raised us two other horses (40B:100)

4 ...until I build me a rock 'wall or something (34:15)
,

'.The form is quitecurrent in bdth AE and OE, but used
more frequently AE.-

.Relative Pronoun Deletion

The syntactic context for deleting:pronouns in`
embedded clauses is more extensive in AE:and OEItthanih
most standard-varieties_of English, where it is limited to
the.object...functions (e.g. The mane I hit 'Was . It is
also generalized to include both object and abb3ect A

fuehctions here. 4

.AEI

I gOt some-kin Tolk lived up there (2:(998).
He's the funny looking guy plays baseball
(114:(199) k
My grandma's got this thing

.

tills me about
when to plant.(16:(191) )

,../

OE

.A man Works-don't need:nothing (40A:66)7
'The waS a lotta peopld live.dPettigreW
?:aet/thati time (418:40). , -

It's ar little vine thing grows up and when
.dig it 'and mash it, it smells like-turpentine
(5:39)

Exoletiv& they /it

you

The item they, and, more occasionally it, may b
exterlded to the expletive uses typically reserved for there
in standard varieties of English.



AE

They's cooperheads around here (28:26)
They's nothing to keep 'em from turning (30:(151)
King Cobta /poseta be about the deal jest snake Lt..

is (17:(1070)

OE \723

And they was a hundred.of those (28:1)

They's a difference (41A:13)
He said it wasn't nothing to say (41A:3)

The use of expletive they is more frequent in AE than

,in OE. In AE, younger speakers are shifting to more it

usage.

Prepositions

In sl5me instances, preposition differences involve

the selection of preposition serving as the axis of the
.phrase (1); lin other cases the pattet41 involvescthe absence,

or presence .of a preposition (2). There are also cases
where the structure of the phrase is affected (3). Beyond
this consideration, each lexical item or'Phrase must be
considered as a separate item.

AE

,
...get up of the morning (6:(64)
If you plant of the winter, frost'll get it; (56:(94)

I got up Agin it (47:(90)
.

2 I lived Coal City (85:(248)
back , them .days (31:(287)
The river was right beside of the railroad (157:(500
_From nineteen and twenty-five 'till aboout thirty

one (11:(91)

.:.sometimes of the morning (12:1)

...turned up the blankets aOin:theovetpet (28:26)e
....seven thirty of the mOrning:.(12:1)
He lived Little Rock (13:25)
Back 'em days (32:7)
I^11 be fifty-five 'my birthday (33:3)
in nineteen and forty seven (29:16)

Expansive

The use of the a- prefix described earlier extends
beyond -ing participles. In some cases, the a- may be used

as a coxtespondence to the use of a preposition in other

varieties (1). In other cases, it may be used as part of
.1
r/
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an alternate representation of a lexical item, :typically 45
restricted set of adverbs or nouns (2). In still other
instances, it maybe used with participle forma other than
-ins,' and even main verbs (3). These instances-do,mot seem
to be used in a productive syntactic,way, functioning more

:, like a phonologiCal filler or coordinate'with-other a-.
forms.)

AE

catches m-fire (40:(216)
It was a7back, right before World War II
(21:(332)

this a-way (5:(285)
...and 1.,t)'s he,lped a-many-a people (28: (85)
If you hadn't a-done, and been a-goin' ens'
a-walked as much as you had, you'd be oust
drawed up with rhbumatism (85:(456)
After midnight, the day's a-gone (15:(920)
They'd a-boil it (31:(728)
...just a bi% sheet a,-wrapped around 'em
(85:(611)

OE

1 We's a-horseback (1A:45)
...and righton a-down across Bill's field
(28:15)

2 That's what we used a-way back yonder (32:10)
.not a-one of 'em go ten inches like that (40A:6)

I'ye started a-many-a stalk (29:4)
3 And they'sa-fightin' and he's m-holler close

in on the right (28:1)
He just a-quit huntin' (28:9)
That's where it's a-have it right. now.(26:7)
...you a-gone halfway across the garden

The, use of expansive a-,
,more frequent in AE than in OE. Generally, It is used ,only
by older speakers.,

. /
particularly type (3), is


